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PPM EMAT for Defect Detection in 90-Degree Pipe Bend

Linhao Wang, Jiang Xu * and Dong Chen

School of Mechanical Science and Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology,
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* Correspondence: jiangxu@mail.hust.edu.cn; Tel.: +86-15872419550

Abstract: Aircraft pipelines are mainly used for the storage and transportation of fuel, hydraulic
oil and water, which are mostly bent pipes of non-ferromagnetic materials. We used PPM (Periodic
Permanent Magnet) EMAT (Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer) to detect the defects at 90-degree
bends. A simulation model was established by finite element software to study the propagation
characteristics and defect detection capability of T (0, 1) mode-guided wave in aluminum pipe bend.
In terms of propagation characteristics, the energy of the guided wave was focused in the extrados
of the bend, and the guided waves in the intrados and extrados of the bend were separated due to
the difference in propagation distance. Regarding defect detection capability, T (0, 1) mode-guided
wave had the highest detection sensitivity for the defect in the extrados of the bend and the lowest
detection sensitivity for the defect in the middle area of the bend. We designed a PPM EMAT for
320 kHz to verify the simulation results experimentally, and the experimental results are in good
agreement with the simulation results.

Keywords: PPM EMAT; guided wave; pipe bend; aluminum pipe; defect

1. Introduction

Aircraft pipelines, as shown in Figure 1, are mainly used to store and transport
fuel, lubricating oil, hydraulic oil, water and air. It mainly consists of bent pipes of non-
ferromagnetic materials such as titanium alloy, stainless steel and aluminum alloy. Due
to vibration, corrosion, fatigue damage or potential internal defects of the pipelines, the
pipeline system on the in-service aircraft may cause pipeline leakage or rupture, affecting
the reliability and safety of the aircraft system. There are many 90-degree bends in the
pipeline system. Due to stress concentration, bends are easily defective. It is necessary to
study detecting defects in 90-degree pipe bends.

 
Figure 1. Photo of the aircraft pipeline system.
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Sanderson et al. conducted a lot of theoretical research on the propagation of guided
waves in bends [1–4]. Demma used the modal analysis method to analyze the dispersion
curve of guided waves in bends [5,6]. Nishino studied mode conversions from T (0, 1) to
other higher-order torsional modes in welded bends [7]. Furukawa used finite elements to
study the mode conversion of T (0, 1) mode-guided wave at the bend [8]. Nishino used laser
ultrasound to study the propagation of L (0, 1) mode-guided waves at bends [9]. Verma
analyzed the Mode conversion of the L (0, 2) mode-guided wave after passing through the
bend [10]. Predoi learned the scattering characteristics of the L (0, 2) mode-guided wave
at the bend [11]. In recent years, much research has been conducted on defect detection
in pipe bends. Yamamoto [12] used piezoelectric sensors to excite low-frequency guided
waves below 50 kHz to detect defects in the bend of welded aluminum pipes. Qi [13] used
piezoelectric sensors to excite 75 kHz low-frequency guided waves to detect defects in
carbon steel bends. He [14] used piezoelectric sensors to excite L (0, 2) guided waves with
a frequency of 50 kHz to detect iron bends. Chen [15] and Zhu [16] used magnetostrictive
guided waves at about 40 kHz to detect defects in the bend of carbon steel pipes. Simon-
etti [17] used 32 channels of EMAT to pipe bends with welded seams at a frequency of
130 kHz. Liu and Ding [18,19] used magnetostrictive strip sensors to detect defects on
stainless steel bends, both of which used detection frequencies below 100 kHz. Most aircraft
pipes are non-ferromagnetic materials. When magnetostrictive sensors are used, magne-
tostrictive strips are required to excite guided waves. Piezoelectric sensors require coupling
agents in use, which increases the practical difficulty of detection. The longer wavelength
results in lower detection accuracy of low frequency guided waves compared to high
frequency guided waves. EMAT (Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer) has the advantages
of easy excitation, no coupling agent, flexible detection method, and high-temperature
resistance. It usually has a high detection frequency, resulting in high detection accuracy. In
summary, EMAT can be used to detect the defects in non-ferromagnetic pipe bends [20–30].
T (0, 1) mode guided wave is one of the most widely used pipe detection guided waves
due to its advantages of no dispersion and low attenuation in pipes transporting liquids.
PPM (Periodic Permanent Magnet) EMAT (Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer) is cur-
rently used mainly to excite T (0, 1) mode-guided waves. With this transducer, T (0, 1)
mode-guided waves can be excited in non-ferromagnetic pipes [31–38].

PPM EMAT is mainly suitable for detecting stainless steel, carbon steel and aluminum
pipes in the industry. In this paper, PPM EMAT was used to detect defects in the bend
of aluminum pipes by simulations and experiments. The results show that when T (0, 1)
mode guided wave propagates through the bend, the intrados and extrados waves are
separated after the guided wave propagates for a certain distance because the propagation
paths are different. Most of the energy of the guided wave is concentrated in the extrados
of the bend. T (0, 1) mode-guided wave has the highest detection sensitivity for the defect
in the extrados of the bend and the lowest detection sensitivity for the defect in the middle
area of the bend.

2. Finite Element Simulations

The propagation of the guided wave in the bend was simulated by COMSOL5.5
software. The material used in the simulation model was 6063-grade aluminum alloy with
a density of 2690 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 and Young’s modulus of 69 Gpa. In order
to control the errors of waveform propagation to within 5%, the maximum grid size was
set to one-eighth the wavelength [13]. The grid at the defect was refined to one-sixtieth
of a wavelength. A three-period sinusoidal signal modulated with a Hanning window
was generated at one end of the pipe with a frequency of 320 kHz in the circumferential
direction. The outer diameter of the pipe was 30 mm, and the wall thickness was 1.5 mm.
The layout of the simulation is shown in Figure 2a. Based on the propagation time of
T (0, 1) mode-guided wave in the pipe, the computation time was set to 0.2 ms to receive
the passing signal. The meshed calculation contained 2,961,543 degrees of freedom. The
grid division diagram is shown in Figure 2b.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Layout and grid diagrams for simulations. (a) Simulation layout for passing signal;
(b) Meshing diagram.

2.1. Propagation Characteristics

In order to study the propagation characteristics of the T (0, 1) mode-guided wave
through the pipe bend, the signal was excited at one end of the model and received the
passing signal at the other end. The received passing signal is shown in Figure 3. From
the figure, we can see that when T (0, 1) mode-guided wave propagates through the pipe
bend, the separation of the intrados wave and the extrados wave occurs. This is because
the propagation paths are different. The intrados wave expands to the extrados, forming
a new wave.

Figure 3. Passing signal received according to the layout in Figure 2a.

The energy distribution diagram is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from the cloud
diagram that most of the energy of the guided wave was concentrated in the extrados
of the bend. The phenomenon of intrados and extrados wave separation and uneven
energy distribution of guided waves has an impact on defect detection at different circum-
ferential positions of the bend. Therefore, we needed to perform finite element simula-
tions of defective bends to verify the ability of T (0, 1) guided waves to detect defects in
the bend.

3
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Figure 4. Energy distribution diagram when T (0, 1) guided wave propagates through the bend.

2.2. Defect Detection Capability

In order to verify the ability of the T (0, 1) guided wave to detect defects at the bend,
a notch defect was simulated by removing elements. A defect of 10 mm long, 0.5 mm wide
and 1 mm deep was created, as shown in Figure 5a,b. We arranged the defect at 45◦ of the
pipe bend. Defects in the intrados, middle area and extrados of the bend were removed,
respectively. The receiving position was set to receive the defect echo signal, and its layout
is shown in Figure 5c.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of finite element mesh of the defect, three positions of the defect in
the bend and simulation layout. (a) Defect model and meshes; (b) Three positions of the defect;
(c) Simulation layout for defect detection.
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From the simulation results in Figure 6, it can be concluded that the echo amplitude of
the defect located in the extrados of the bend is the largest, and the echo amplitude of the
defect located in the middle area of the bend is the smallest. This shows that T (0, 1) guided
wave can detect the defects at each position of the bend circumference, but the sensitivity
to the defects at different positions is different.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Defect echoes received according to the layout in Figure 5c. (a) Defect-free pipe; (b) Defect
in intrados of the bend; (c) Defect in middle area of the bend; (d) Defect in extrados of the bend.

3. Principles and Geometric Parameters of the PPM EMAT

3.1. Principles of PPM EMAT

Standard PPM EMAT consists of several racetrack coils and arrays of magnets with
periodic polarities, as shown in Figure 7. The eddy currents in the specimen induced by the
AC coil will experience Lorentz forces in both the static magnetic field from the magnets and
the dynamic magnetic field from the AC coil. The alternating Lorentz force will generate
periodic vibrations that form a horizontally polarized shear wave (SH). The AC current
of the sensor is passed through the racetrack coil, and the Lorentz force (FL) is the body
force per unit volume generated by the interaction between the induced eddy current (Je)
and the magnetic field (Bs). This relationship is shown in Equation (1). Compared to the
static magnetic field (Bs) generated by the permanent magnet, the dynamic magnetic field
generated by the AC current is negligible [39,40].
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FL = Je × Bs (1)

Figure 7. The magnet array and racetrack coil.

For PPM EMAT arrays in metal pipes, we needed a radial magnetic field and an
axial excitation current to excite T (0, 1) mode-guided waves. The axial current and radial
magnetic field generate a circumferential Lorentz force, which excites T (0, 1) mode-guided
waves propagating in the axial direction of the pipe. Figure 8 shows the mechanism of
using an array of PPM EMAT to generate a circumferential Lorentz force in a metal pipe to
excite T (0, 1) guided waves.

Figure 8. Lorentz mechanism of torsional wave.

Several PPM EMAT elements form a circular array around the pipe. Each element
consists of a racetrack coil and two PPM arrays. Two straight sections of the racetrack coil
were placed along the axis of the pipe, on which two PPM arrays were placed. A racetrack
coil carries two current parts in opposite directions. Axial eddy currents generate circum-
ferential Lorentz forces in radial static magnetic fields. By controlling the polarization
direction of the magnet and the excitation current direction of different elements, the eddy
currents on the cross-section are subjected to the Lorentz force in the same circumferen-
tial direction. Circumferential alternating vibrations will propagate along the pipe, thus
producing T (0, 1) mode-guided waves [31].

3.2. Geometric Parameters of the PPM EMAT

The geometric parameters of PPM EMAT are shown in Figure 9. According to the
references [13], the geometric parameters of the PPM EMAT coil mainly include the length
of the coil, lc; the width of the coil, wc; the distance between adjacent racetracks, wg1; the
distance between the outermost racetrack and the coil, wg2; the distance between adjacent
coils, wg3; thickness, hr; and width, wr, of the racetrack. The parameters of the coil are
shown in Table 1.

6
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Figure 9. Schematic of the PPM EMAT.

Table 1. Geometric parameters of PPM EMAT for 320 kHz.

Object Symbol Value

Magnet lm 5 mm
hm 9 mm
wm 16 mm

Coil lc 60 mm
wc 12.19 mm

Racetrack wr 10 mil
hr 1 oz

wg1 20 mil
wg2 67 mil
wg3 173 mil

Pipe din 30 mm
dout 27 mm

The parameters of the magnets include not only the width of the magnets, the height of
the magnets, the length of the magnets and the number of magnet arrays but the placement
relationship between the magnets. We used N52 grade magnets and arranged them in an
array of six for placement on the six racetracks. The current direction of adjacent coils and
the position of the magnets affect the amplitude of the signal. We adopted the method
with the largest signal amplitude. This arrangement is to have the current direction of
the adjacent coils be opposite, and the direction of the magnet array be exactly opposite.
Since the coils used in the experiments consisted of three racetrack coils, we set the current
direction of the middle coil to be opposite to that of the coils on both sides and placed the
magnet array in the opposite direction [31]. The periodic permanent magnet array and
racetrack coil are shown in Figure 10.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Photos of magnet array and racetrack coil. (a) Periodic permanent magnet array; (b) Race-
track coil.
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4. Experimental Verification

4.1. Experimental Setup

In order to verify the performance of the transducer, we conducted experiments on
a 6063-grade aluminum pipe with an outer diameter of 30 mm, a wall thickness of 1.5 mm
and a length of 1197.8 mm. By calculation, Figure 11 shows the group speed dispersion
curve of this pipe. The excitation frequency used during the experiment is 320 kHz, so the
guided wave group velocity is about 3066 m/s according to the dispersion curve. There
are artificial notch defects and wear defects on the pipe, as shown in Figure 12. The notch
defect depth in intrados of the bend is 0.8 mm, and the loss of the defect cross-sectional
area is about 3.857%; the defect depth in the middle area of the bend is 0.8 mm, and the
defect cross-sectional area loss is about is 3.857%; the defect depth in extrados of the bend
is 0.2 mm, and the loss of the defect cross-sectional area is about 0.484%. The wear defect
depth in intrados of the bend is 0.6 mm, and the loss of the defect cross-sectional area is
about 2.512%; the defect depth in the middle area of the bend is 0.6 mm, and the defect
cross-sectional area loss is about is 2.512%; the defect depth in extrados of the bend is
0.2 mm, and the loss of the defect cross-sectional area is about 0.484%.

Figure 11. Group speed dispersion curve of an aluminum pipe with an outer diameter of 30 mm and
an inner diameter of 27 mm.

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 12. The photo and cross-sectional schematic of artificial defects. (a) Notch defect in intrados of
the bend; (b) Cross-section of the notch defect; (c) Wear defect in middle area of the bend; (d) Cross-
section of the wear defect.
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We used the laboratory’s own electromagnetic ultrasonic instrument for experiments.
The signal of this instrument was amplified by about 10,000 times. The pass frequency of
the bandpass filter was 200–400 kHz, and the sampling rate was 50 MHz. The excitation
signal was a three-cycle sine wave current. In order to reduce noise, each signal was
sampled 100 times to obtain an average value. In order to verify the simulation results of T
(0, 1) guided wave passing through the bend, we named the experiment Experiment 1 to
receive the passing signal on a defect-free bend. We designated the experiment performed
without defects as Experiment 2; the experiment performed with a defect in the intrados of
the bend as Experiment 3; the experiment performed with a defect in the middle area of
the bend as Experiment 4; and the experiment performed with a defect in extrados of the
bend as experiment 5. We named Experiments 6, 7 and 8, which were performed with wear
defects at the three locations. The experimental layouts are shown in Figure 13.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. The photos and schematic diagrams of propagation characteristics experiment and defect
detection experiment. (a) Propagation characteristic experiment; (b) Defect detection experiment.

4.2. Experimental Data

From Figure 14, we can see that the received passing signal is composed of two waves.
The first one is a low-energy wave through the intrados of the bend. The second one is
a high-energy wave through the extrados of the bend.

(1) Based on the propagation distance, the time for the first wave to reach the receiver
should be 0.2819 ms, and the time for the second wave to reach the receiver should be
0.2972 ms. From the received signal, the time for the first wave to reach the receiver is
0.2833 ms and the time for the second wave to reach the receiver is 0.3011 ms;

9
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(2) The peak-to-peak value of the first wave is 1.2038 V and the peak-to-peak value of
the second wave is 7.399 V. The amplitude ratio of the first wave to the second wave
is 16.33%. The amplitude ratio of the first wave to the second wave in the simulated
signal is 14.35%.

Figure 14. Passing signal received according to the layout in Figure 13a.

The signals received in the notch defect detection experiments are shown in Figure 15.
According to the calculated dispersion curve, when the excitation frequency is 320 kHz,
the group velocity of the T (0, 1) mode-guided wave is about 3066 m/s. According to
the calculation, the end echo should appear at a time of 0.2674 ms. In the waveforms
of the four signals, the echoes appear at 0.2740 ms, 0.2752 ms, 0.2734 ms and 0.2726 ms,
respectively. The calculated wave speeds are about 2993 m/s, 2980 m/s, 3000 m/s and
3008 m/s, respectively. It can be concluded that the waves excited by the transducer are all
T (0, 1) mode-guided waves. The amplitude of the defect echo is as follows:

(1) When the defect is located in the intrados of the bend, the peak-to-peak value of the
defect echo is about 0.5683 V;

(2) When the defect is located in the middle area of the bend, the peak-to-peak value of
the defect echo is about 0.2352 V;

(3) When the defect is located in the extrados of the bend, the peak-to-peak value of the
defect echo is about 0.6731 V.

In the four signals, the peak-to-peak values of the passing signals are 12.049 V, 11.926 V,
11.953 V and 11.946 V. The ratio of the peak-to-peak value of defect echo to the peak-to-peak
value of the first passing wave are about 4.76%, 1.96% and 5.63%, respectively.

The signals received in the wear defect detection experiments are shown in Figure 16.
In the waveforms of the four signals, the echoes appear at 0.2740 ms, 0.2755 ms, 0.2758 ms
and 0.2730 ms, respectively. The calculated wave speeds are about 2993 m/s, 2976 m/s,
2973 m/s and 3003 m/s, respectively. It can be concluded that the waves excited by
the transducer are all T (0, 1) mode-guided waves. The amplitude of the defect echo is
as follows:

(1) When the defect is located in the intrados of the bend, the peak-to-peak value of the
defect echo is about 0.3467 V;

(2) When the defect is located in the middle area of the bend, the peak-to-peak value of
the defect echo is about 0.2528 V;

(3) When the defect is located in the extrados of the bend, the peak-to-peak value of the
defect echo is about 0.4581 V.

10
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Notch defect echoes received according to the layout in Figure 13b. (a) Defect-free bend;
(b) Notch defect in intrados of the bend with a cross-sectional area loss of 3.857%; (c) Notch defect in
middle area of the bend with a cross-sectional area loss of 3.857%; (d) Notch defect in extrados of the
bend with a cross-sectional area loss of 0.484%.

In the four signals, the peak-to-peak values of the passing signals are 12.049 V, 11.982 V,
12.043 V and 12.085 V. The ratio of the peak-to-peak value of defect echo to the peak-to-peak
value of the first passing wave are about 2.89%, 2.10% and 3.79%, respectively.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

Figure 16. Wear defect echoes received according to the layout in Figure 13b. (a) Defect-free bend;
(b) Wear defect in intrados of the bend with a cross-sectional area loss of 2.512%; (c) Wear defect in
middle area of the bend with a cross-sectional area loss of 2.512%; (d) Wear defect in extrados of the
bend with a cross-sectional area loss of 0.484%.

4.3. Results and Discussions

In Figure 14, there are two waves with different energy. The first wave has small
energy, while the second wave has large energy. The time of their arrival at the receiver is
very close to the theoretical calculation. The amplitude ratio of the first wave to the second
wave is 16.33%, which is very close to the 14.35% amplitude ratio of the first wave to the
second wave in the stimulation signal. Therefore, T (0, 1) mode-guided wave is separated
from intrados and extrados waves after passing through the bend. The energy of the wave
is concentrated in the extrados of the bend. Due to the difference in the propagation path,
the intrados wave is received before the extrados wave.

In Figures 15 and 16, by comparing the defect echoes in intrados, middle area and
extrados of the bend, it can be concluded that our transducer is the most sensitive to
the defect in extrados of the bend and the worst to the defect in the middle area of the
bend, which is consistent with our simulation results. The cross-sectional area losses of
the three notch defects are 3.857%, 3.857% and 0.484%, respectively. The ratios of the
peak-to-peak value of notch defect echo to the peak-to-peak value of passing signal are
4.76%, 1.96% and 5.63%, respectively; The cross-sectional area losses of the three wear
defects are 2.512%, 2.512% and 0.484%, respectively. The ratios of the peak-to-peak value of
wear defect echo to the peak-to-peak value of passing signal are 2.89%, 2.10% and 3.79%,
respectively. The cross-sectional area loss and the ratio of the peak-to-peak value of defect
echo to the peak-to-peak value of passing signal are inconsistent, which is mainly because
of the uneven energy distribution of T (0, 1) mode guided wave passing through the bend.
This phenomenon results in different sensitivities of T (0, 1) mode-guided waves to defects
at different circumferential positions of the bend.

From the experiment and simulation results, the PPM EMAT has good sensitivity to
the defects in the intrados and extrados of the bend, but the sensitivity to the defects in the
middle area of the bend is low. When the noise is large, it is easy to misjudge the defect
in the middle area of the bend. When T (0, 1) mode-guided wave propagates through the
bend, the energy is focused on the extrados of the bend. The energy in the middle area is
greater than the energy in intrados. The echo from the defect in the middle area of the bend
should theoretically be larger than that from the defect in intrados. However, the simulation
and experiment results are just the opposite. This is mainly because the signal received by
the receiver is the average value of the entire circular vibration. Mode conversion occurs
when T (0, 1) mode-guided wave propagates through the defect in the middle area of the
bend. The defect echo is not an axisymmetric mode wave on the circumference, resulting
in a reduction in the defect echo.
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5. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, PPM EMAT was used to detect the aluminum pipe bends through
simulations and experiments. From the result, we can conclude:

(1) When T (0, 1) mode-guided wave propagates through the bend, the waves in intrados
and extrados of the bend are separated due to the different propagation paths;

(2) The wave energy is focused on the extrados of the bend, which leads to the different
sensitivity of the PPM EMAT to detect defects at different circumferential positions of
the bend;

(3) The PPM EMAT is most sensitive to defects in the extrados of the bend and least
sensitive to defects in the middle area of the bend.

PPM EMAT has almost the same detection capability for artificial notch defects and
wear defects. Since the loss of the cross-sectional area of the wear defect is smaller, the
defect echo of the wear defect is smaller than that of the artificial notch defect. However,
for defects at different locations, PPM EMAT has the same sensitivity for both types of
defects. When T (0, 1) guided wave propagates through a defect in the middle area of the
bend, a mode conversion occurs, and T (0, 1) mode guided wave changes to an asymmetric
mode. The signal received by the receiver is the average of the whole circular vibration,
which results in the defects in the middle area of the bend not being easily detected.

In future applications, mode conversion occurs when the T (0, 1) mode-guided wave
propagates through a defect in the middle area of the bend will be studied. A focused PPM
EMAT will be used to improve the detection capability of the transducer. The positioning
of the defect in the circumference position of the bend will also be studied to determine the
exact position of the defect.
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Abstract: Detection of hidden defects of aircraft long truss structures (aluminum alloy) is a challeng-
ing problem. The shape of the aircraft truss structure is complex, and the crack defects are buried
in a large depth. Without the restriction of skin effect, remote field eddy current (RFEC) has great
advantages in detecting buried depth defects. In this paper, in order to detect the hidden defects of
the aluminum alloy aircraft long truss structure, the remote field eddy current probe is improved from
two aspects of magnetic field enhancement and near-field signal suppression using the finite element
method. The results show that indirect coupling energy is greatly enhanced when the connected
magnetic circuit is added to the excitation coil. By adding a composite shielding structure outside the
excitation coil and the detection coil, respectively, the direct coupling energy is effectively restrained.
As a result, the size of the probe is reduced. By optimizing the coil spacing and probe placement
position, the detection sensitivity of the probe is improved. The simulation is verified by experiments,
and the experimental results are consistent with the simulation conclusions.

Keywords: aircraft long truss structure; crack detection; remote field eddy current; finite element
simulation

1. Introduction

As a high-strength aluminum alloy component bearing longitudinal force, the aircraft
long truss component easily produces crack-like defects during service, resulting in the
failure of components or mechanical equipment and even major accidents [1,2]. The
physical figure of the aircraft long truss component is shown in Figure 1.

At present, scholars and engineering inspectors have carried out numerous scientific
studies on the detection of aircraft structural defects. In [3], a method to monitor full-scale
aircraft fatigue cracks using strain data was proposed. The strain gauge can pick up the
changes at the crack initiation stage, but it is also sensitive to the sticking position and
direction of the strain gauge. Cao [4] applied eddy current testing technology to carry out
the detection of six and seven ribs of the third wall of the central wing of a certain type
of aircraft. However, the buried depth of the crack-like defects of the aircraft long truss
components exceeded the detection range of low-frequency eddy current testing, making
it difficult to detect. Wang [5] applied acoustic emission monitoring technology to test
and study the fatigue fracture of aircraft metal riveted parts. She successfully monitored
the generation of fatigue cracks in riveted structures and obtained important parameters
of fatigue crack initiation. Geng [6] also used acoustic emission technology to monitor
the whole process of fatigue cracks of the third-generation aircraft and found defects.
They proved that acoustic emission technology could also be used to monitor the strength
damage of full-scale aircraft [7].

Materials 2022, 15, 5093. https://doi.org/10.3390/ma15155093 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/materials15
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Figure 1. The physical figure of the aircraft long truss component.

Although scholars and engineering inspectors have carried out relevant testing and
detection work, such as strain measurement and acoustic emission detection technology,
there are still some problems, such as inconvenient operation and sensitive detection
information to the number and position of probes. Eddy current testing technology has
been applied in the detection of aircraft structure because of its characteristics of no coupling
and simple operation.

For surface and near-surface defects, conventional eddy current or low-frequency
eddy current testing technology can be utilized. For example, Wu [8,9] proposed a DC-
biased magnetization based ECT (DCMECT) technique which can detect the subsurface
defect with a buried depth up to 6 mm. While for deep buried crack-like defects, even
low-frequency eddy current testing technology is difficult to effectively detect defects.
Additionally, constrained by the assembly environment, the actual detection area of a
long truss structure is usually narrow. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop a
non-destructive testing method for rapid detection of hidden defects of aircraft long truss
structures, which can prevent the occurrence of serious and malignant accidents.

RFECT (Remote field eddy current testing) technology is a new branch of eddy current
testing. Its main feature is its large detection depth [10,11]. In 2011, Thirunavukkarasu [12,13]
proposed an effective signal processing technology in RFECT, which can effectively detect
the bending part in the generator pipe. Kobayashi [14] strengthened the excitation magnetic
field by adding a magnetic circuit on the excitation coil and adopted the circumferential
arrangement of multiple detection coils. The feasibility of using remote field eddy current
to detect double-walled pipes with steel mesh layers was verified by experiments. In
2013, Rosado [15] proposed an efficient design method for eddy current testing probes.
In 2017, Xu [10,16] designed an external probe for the pipeline to quantitatively analyze
the internal and external wall defects of the pipeline elbow. In 2019, Efimov [17] used
numerical simulation to study the detection effect of remote field eddy current of metal
tubes, put forward its unique characteristics, pointed out the advantages and disadvantages
of metal remote field eddy current testing, and submitted the probe design for remote
field eddy current testing. However, the above are studies on pipeline remote field eddy
current testing technology, which cannot be used to detect aircraft long truss structure.
In the research of plane remote field eddy current testing (PRFECT) technology in 2018,
Chang [18] designed and optimized reflective and transmissive eddy current probes and
analyzed their detection mechanism. The results showed that the reflective probe could
only detect the surface defects of the flat plate, while the transmissive probe can detect
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the buried depth defects. In 2020, Zhang [19] proposed the use of double symmetric
detection coils to eliminate false peaks in remote field eddy current testing of unidirectional
carbon fiber composites. Yang [20–22] optimized the remote field eddy current probe using
magnetic field shielding technology. Adding an excitation coil with a shielding structure
can make the indirect magnetic field focus through the flat plate, reduce the diffusion of
magnetic field energy along the direct coupling path, and improve the detection ability of
the PRFECT probe for buried defects. However, there is also the problem of the large size
of the probe, which makes it difficult to use the probe when the detection area is small.

To solve the problem of the larger probe size above, this paper uses the PRFECT
method to detect the crack-like defects of aircraft long truss structures. Based on the
detection principle of the PRFECT method, the influence of crack-like defects of aircraft
long truss structure on remote field eddy current signal is studied in depth using finite
element technology, and the remote field eddy current testing probe is improved. According
to the simulation results, the remote field eddy current probe is designed and processed,
which greatly reduces the volume of the remote field eddy current probe. Additionally, the
crack-like defect detection test of aircraft long truss structure is carried out. This method
provides useful exploration for the engineering application of remote field eddy current in
the defect detection of aircraft long truss structures.

2. Remote Field Eddy Current Testing Principle of Aircraft Long Truss Structure

The traditional remote field eddy current probe is composed of an excitation coil and
a detection coil. The inner through eddy current coil is placed on the inner wall of the
pipe, and the excitation coil and detection coil are placed coaxially, as shown in Figure 2.
The excitation coil loads a low-frequency sinusoidal signal to generate a low-frequency
excitation magnetic field. Due to the shielding effect of the pipe, the direct coupling
magnetic field decays rapidly, and the indirect coupling magnetic field penetrates the pipe
wall twice to reach the detection coil. The detection coil is located at 2~3 times the pipe
diameter of the excitation coil to receive the remote field signal.

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of pipeline remote field eddy current testing.

Different from the pipeline structure, when detecting the aircraft long truss structure,
the probe needs to be placed on the aircraft skin, and the defect is located in the web part
of the T-shaped long truss structure, as shown in Figure 3. Since the long truss structure
does not have the shielding effect of the pipeline, it is impossible to directly place the coil
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on the skin to produce the remote field eddy current effect. Therefore, it is necessary to
improve the structure of the traditional remote field eddy current probe. A remote field
signal enhancement unit is added to guide the propagation of the magnetic field through
the magnetic circuit to enhance the indirect coupling magnetic field. A composite shielding
damping structure is added to hinder the propagation of the directly coupled magnetic
field so that the energy penetrates the inspected component twice through the indirect
coupling channel to reach the detection coil.

Figure 3. The principle of plane remote field eddy current testing of aircraft long truss structure.

3. Simulation Optimization of PRFECT Probe

According to theoretical analysis, in order to realize the remote field eddy current effect
in the long truss structure, the PRFECT probe needs to be improved from the magnetic
circuit coupling unit and the shielding suppression unit. Taking the hollow cylindrical coil
with the normal vertical plane as the research object, the excitation coil height is 5 mm,
inner diameter is 8 mm, outer diameter is 10 mm, number of turns is 600, detection coil
height is 3 mm, inner diameter is 4 mm, outer diameter is 6 mm, and the number of turns
is 900, as shown in Figure 4a,b.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Coil size diagram. (a) Excitation coil; (b) Detection coil.
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First, a simulation model of long truss members without defects is established. The
model is mainly composed of a T-shaped long truss structure and skin. The size of the skin
is 200 mm (length) × 180 mm (width) × 3 mm (thickness), the flange of the T-shaped long
truss structure is 200 mm (length) × 80 mm (width) × 2 mm (thickness), and the web part
is 200 mm (length) × 50 mm (width) × 3 mm (thickness), as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Aircraft long truss size diagram.

The excitation frequency f is 400 Hz and drive current i is 100 mA, and the influence
of magnetic circuit structure, shielding layer material, excitation frequency, and other
factors on the electromagnetic field distribution is studied. Then, the simulation model
of an aircraft long truss member with crack-like defects is established, and the effects of
excitation/detection coil spacing and excitation coil position on the detection sensitivity of
the PRFECT probe are analyzed.

3.1. Simulation and Optimization of Magnetic Circuit Coupling Unit

The excitation magnetic field enhancement unit is mainly composed of the magnetic
circuit installed on the excitation coil. The magnetic circuit composed of materials with
high permeability has a stronger ability to gather and guide magnetic field propagation.
Therefore, the ferrite with high permeability is selected as the magnetic circuit material in
the simulation. The structure and size of the magnetic circuit directly affect the propagation
characteristics of the magnetic field, so the magnetic circuits with different structures and
sizes are simulated and analyzed.

3.1.1. The Influence of Magnetic Circuit Structure on Indirectly Coupled Magnetic Field

In order to compare the magnetization effects of magnetic circuits with different
structures, the parameters of the excitation coil remain unchanged, and four simulation
models are established, as shown in Figure 6. There is only an excitation coil in Model 1.
In model 2, a cylindrical ferrite is added inside the excitation coil. In model 3, an annular
ferrite is added outside the excitation coil on the basis of model 2. In model 4, cup-shaped
ferrite is added outside the excitation coil on the basis of model 2 to form a connected
magnetic circuit.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Distribution of magnetic lines of force of different magnetic circuit models. (a) Model 1;
(b) Model 2; (c) Model 3; (d) Model 4.

The magnetic circuit and the excitation coil used in the simulation are all axisymmetric
structures, which can be simplified into two-dimensional simulation models. The magnetic
flux distribution lines of different magnetic circuit models are calculated, and the simulation
results are shown in Figure 4.

By comparing the magnetic field distribution of the four models, it can be seen that
when the excitation coil is not equipped with any magnetic conductive structure, the
magnetic field generated by the excitation coil in space is relatively divergent. There is
a strong direct coupling magnetic field above the tested component, while the indirect
coupling magnetic field inside the tested component is so weak that the remote field eddy
current effect cannot be realized. By continuously adding a magnetization structure to the
excitation coil, the excitation magnetic field is gradually concentrated near the excitation
coil, and the internal magnetic field of the measured component is effectively enhanced.

In order to better compare the influence of different magnetic circuit models on the
indirect coupling magnetic field, a path is set in the depth direction of the measured
component directly below the excitation coil and the depth direction of the web of the long
truss structure, as shown in Figure 7. The variation trend of the magnetic field directly
below the excitation coil and in the depth direction of the web of the long truss structure
are extracted, and the results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of magnetic field strength extraction path setting.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. The influence of the magnetic circuit structure on the indirect coupling magnetic field.
(a) Directly below the excitation coil; (b) Web position.

From Figure 8a, it can be seen that when the excitation coil is not installed with any
magnetic conducting structure, the magnetic field intensity curve of the coil is monoton-
ically decreasing. The magnetic field intensity of model 1 is 652.2 A/m when the plate
thickness is 5 mm. The magnetic intensity of model 2, model 3, and model 4 is 1082.3 A/m,
1054.8 A/m, and 1838.2 A/m, respectively, and the increase ranges are 65.9%, 61.7%, and
181.8%, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 8b that the magnetic field intensity curve of
the web of aircraft long truss structure decreases first, then increases, and then decreases
slowly. The magnetic field intensity of the excitation coil is 121.5 A/m when the plate
thickness is 10 mm. The magnetic intensity of model 2, model 3 and model 4 is 159.8 A/m,
196.0 A/m, and 240.8 A/m, respectively, and the increase ranges are 31.5%, 61.3%, and
98.2%, respectively. By comparison, it can be found that after the excitation coil is equipped
with a connected magnetic circuit composed of a cylindrical magnetic core and a cup-
shaped ferrite, the internal magnetic field strength of the aircraft long truss components
increases the most, and the magnetic field concentration effect of the connected magnetic
circuit is the best.
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3.1.2. The Influence of Magnetic Circuit Thickness on Indirectly Coupled Magnetic Field

The size of the magnetic circuit coupling structure affects the magnetization effect of
the entire magnetic circuit. To compare the magnetic field enhancement effect of different
thickness magnetic circuits and optimize the magnetic circuit thickness, the excitation coil
parameters and the magnetic circuit structure are kept unchanged, and the magnetic circuit
thickness T is changed. The simulation results in Figure 9 show the changing trend of the
indirect coupling magnetic field in the depth direction of the measured component. It can
be seen that the intensity of the magnetic field inside the measured component is further
enhanced as the thickness increases. Therefore, it can improve the magnetizing effect of the
magnetic circuit by increasing the thickness of the connected magnetic circuit appropriately.

Figure 9. The influence of magnetic circuit thickness on indirectly coupled magnetic field.

3.2. Simulation Optimization of Shielding Suppression Unit

The shielding suppression unit adopts the method of composite shielding of multiple
materials. The number of layers is three, and the total thickness is 6 mm, so as to accelerate
and weaken the magnetic field energy on the direct coupling path and shorten the dis-
tance between the remote field area and the excitation coil. The conductivity and relative
permeability of the shielding layer material is set as shown in Table 1. In the simulation,
single materials of aluminum, copper, and ferrite and different combinations of the three
materials are used to study the shielding damping structure. The thickness of each layer is
2 mm. After the direct coupling energy passes through the shielding damping structure
of different materials, the changing trend of the direct coupling magnetic field above the
tested component is compared. The simulation results are shown in Figure 10.

Table 1. Setting of conductivity and relative permeability of shielding material.

Material Aluminium Copper Ferrite

Conductivity σ 25.5 × 106 58.8 × 106 0
Relative permeability μr 1 1 1000

It can be seen that when the direct coupling energy passes through the compos-
ite shielding damping structure of copper + ferrite + copper, the direct coupling mag-
netic field above the tested component is the weakest, indicating that the combination of
copper + ferrite + copper has the best shielding effect on the direct coupling energy. The
shielding effect of aluminum + ferrite + copper combination is the second. The conductivity
of the first layer of copper is better than that of aluminum, so the direct magnetic field
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energy can induce a stronger eddy current in the copper to generate a stronger reverse
magnetic field and attenuate the direct coupling energy. The ferrite in the middle layer
is a high permeability material, which can accumulate direct coupling energy after pass-
ing through the first layer of copper. The copper in the outermost layer attenuates the
direct coupling energy accumulated by the ferrite twice. Therefore, the combination of
copper + ferrite + copper is selected as the shielding damping structure for further research.

Figure 10. The influence of shielding material on direct coupling magnetic field.

3.3. The Influence of Excitation Frequency on Detection Signal

The detection frequency of remote field eddy current belongs to the low-frequency
band, usually between tens of Hertz and thousands of Hertz. The excitation frequency can
affect the distance between the remote field region and the excitation coil, which requires
simulation research on the excitation frequency. Based on the existing excitation model of
the remote field eddy current probe, the detection coil is added, and the excitation frequency
f and the distance L between the excitation coil and the detection coil are changed. The
excitation frequency f varies from 100 Hz to 1 kHz. The variation range of L is 12 mm to
60 mm, step 2 mm. The amplitude and phase of the induced voltage at different positions
of the detection coil are obtained. The logarithmic amplitude–distance and phase–distance
curves are drawn, as shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from Figure 11a that when the detection coil is near 25 mm from the exci-
tation coil, an inflection point appears in the logarithmic amplitude–distance characteristic
curve. Additionally, the higher the excitation frequency, the more obvious the inflection
point. As can be seen from Figure 11b, when the excitation signal frequency f is less than
200 Hz, the phase change is not obvious. When the frequency f is greater than 200 Hz,
the phase distance characteristic curve changes suddenly in the range of 20 mm to 30 mm.
With the increase of frequency, the phase change gradually approaches the excitation coil,
which conforms to the characteristics of “amplitude inflection point” and “phase hit” of
remote field eddy current. The higher the excitation frequency, the smaller the distance
between the position of the remote field region and the excitation coil.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Amplitude–distance curve and phase–distance curve under different excitation frequencies.
(a) Amplitude–distance curve; (b) Phase–distance curve.

3.4. The Influence of Excitation/Detection Coil Spacing on Detection Sensitivity

In traditional remote field eddy current testing, there is a near-field region, a transition
region, and a remote field region. If the excitation coil and the detection coil are too close,
the near-field energy is directly coupled to the detection coil, and the remote field eddy
current cannot be used for detection. If they are too far apart, the induced voltage of
the detection coil is too weak. Fukutomi [23] found that in the remote field eddy current
testing of non-ferromagnetic steam generator tubes, when the detection coil is located
in the transition zone, the detection signal of the RFECT probe for outer wall defects is
higher than that of inner wall defects with the same size. In order to study the influence
of excitation/detection coil spacing on detection sensitivity and determine the optimal
distance L between excitation coil and detection coil, a rectangular groove is added to the
long truss web structure to simulate crack-like defects. The excitation frequency is changed
to scan the same defect. The length × width × height of the defect is 20 × 1 × 3 mm, and
the burial depth is 8 mm. The excitation/detection coil distance L varies between 26 mm
and 34 mm, and the step is 2 mm. The amplitude change and phase change of the detection
signal are obtained by subtracting the detection signal without defect from the detection
signal with a defect. The simulation results are shown in Figure 12.

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. The influence of the excitation/detection coil spacing on the detection signal. (a) Detection
signal amplitude; (b) Detection signal phase.
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It can be seen from Figure 12 that when the distance L between the excitation coil and
the detection coil is constant, the amplitude change curve first slowly rises and then slowly
decreases with the increase of frequency, and the phase increases monotonically with the
increase of frequency. At the same excitation frequency f, the amplitude change of the
detection signal decreases with the increase of distance L, and the phase change increases
with the increase of distance L. When the distance L is 26 mm, the amplitude change caused
by defects is the largest, but the phase change is the smallest, which is not conducive to the
distinction between defect signal and noise signal in actual detection. When the distance L
is 34 mm, the amplitude change caused by defects is the smallest, but the phase change is
the largest, which is easy to cause missed detection of defects. Considering the influence
of distance on the amplitude and phase of defect signal, 30 mm is selected as the distance
between the excitation coil and detection coil, which not only ensures that the defect signal
has a certain amplitude but also makes the defect signal have a large phase change. In the
later simulation calculation, the detection coil is placed 30 mm away from the excitation
coil, and the excitation frequency is selected as 0.5 kHz for further research.

3.5. Influence of Excitation Coil Position on Detection Sensitivity

When the remote field eddy current probe is used to detect the aircraft long truss
components, the excitation coil is located on the side of the web. Figure 13 shows the
schematic diagram of remote field eddy current testing method for aircraft long truss
components. The relative position of the excitation coil and web directly affects the magnetic
field strength of the defect position. Therefore, it is necessary to study the placement
position of the excitation coil to find the best placement position for the remote field eddy
current probe. In the simulation, the distance d between the center of the excitation coil and
the center of the web changes from 0 to 30 mm in steps of 2 mm. At 0 mm, the excitation
coil is located directly above the web, changing the position of the excitation to scan the
same defect. The length × width × height of the defect is 20 × 1 × 3 mm, and the burial
depth is 8 mm. The amplitude change and phase change of the defect signal at different
positions of the excitation coil are obtained. The results are shown in Figure 14.

 

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of remote field eddy current testing method for aircraft long
truss components.
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Figure 14. Influence of excitation coil position on detection signal.

As can be seen from Figure 14, with the increase in the distance between the excitation
coil and the web, the amplitude and phase change curve of the defect signal shows a trend
of first rising and then falling, reaching the maximum value when d is 1/2 L. At this time,
the excitation coil and the detection coil span the web and are symmetrical about the web.
When the excitation coil is located at this position, the probe has the highest sensitivity to
detect crack-like defects. When d is 0 mm or 30 mm, the excitation coil and detection coil
are located directly above the web, respectively. At this time, the amplitude change and
phase change of the defect signal are basically zero, indicating that the detection sensitivity
of these two detection methods is the lowest.

4. Simulation of Crack-Like Defect Detection of Aircraft Long Truss Components

How to quantitatively measure the length, buried depth, and depth of defects is an
important research subject for non-destructive testing. In the simulation of crack-like defect
detection of aircraft long truss members, by changing the crack-like defect size parameters,
the effects of defect length and buried depth on the detection signal are studied to find the
relevant quantitative law. The schematic diagram of cracks is shown in Figure 15. In order
to facilitate analysis, the simulation data are normalized based on the induced voltage
at the defect-free position. The excitation frequency f is set to 500 Hz, and the excitation
current I is set to 100 mA.

The buried depth

Figure 15. Crack schematic.
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4.1. Influence of Defect Length on Detection Signal

In order to study the influence of crack-like defect length on the detection signal,
four defects with different lengths are simulated and established for scanning. The buried
depth of the defect is 8 mm, the width is 1 mm, the depth is 3 mm, and the lengths are
5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm, respectively. The change curves of the real part and
the imaginary part of the defect signal are obtained. The simulation results are shown in
Figure 16. It can be seen from the figure that the real part and imaginary part curves of the
detection signal show a trend of rising first and then falling and show very good symmetry
with respect to the other scanning positions on both sides of the crack-like defect. When
the probe scans the defect center, the real part component of the detection coil voltage
reaches the negative maximum, and the imaginary part component reaches the positive
maximum. The longer the defect, the greater the peak value of the curve. The existence of
defects disturbs the flow of induced eddy current in the tested component, resulting in the
change of coil impedance. With the increase of the defect length, the maximum value of the
detection signal gradually increases, but the increasing amplitude decreases because the
magnetic field energy distribution is concentrated after the probe increases the magnetic
focusing and shielding structure. Although the length of the defect increases exponentially,
the contribution value of each part of the defect to the magnetic field disturbance in the
length direction is different.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Crack defect detection signals of different lengths. (a) Real component; (b) Imagi-
nary component.

4.2. Influence of Defect Buried Depth on Detection Signal

In order to study the influence of the buried depth of crack-like defects on the detection
signal, four kinds of defects with different buried depths are simulated and established
for scanning. The length × width × height of defects is 10 × 1 × 3 mm, and the buried
depths are 7 mm, 8 mm, 9 mm, and 10 mm, respectively. The change curves of the real
part and the imaginary part of the defect signal are obtained. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 17. It can be seen that when the probe scans the defect center, the real
part component of the detection coil voltage has a negative peak, and the imaginary part
component has a positive peak. The real part and imaginary part curves of the detection
signal show good symmetry with respect to the other scanning positions on both sides of
the crack-like defect. With the increase of the buried depth of the defect, the peak value of
the detection signal decreases gradually, but the decreasing amplitude decreases. Because
with the increase of the depth, the excitation magnetic field is weakened due to the influence
of the skin effect. As a result, the disturbance of defects with the same volume equivalent
to the magnetic field will be reduced.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Crack defect detection signals at different buried depths. (a) Real component; (b) Imagi-
nary component.

5. Test Verification

In order to verify the detection effect of the model on the defects of the long truss
structure, the probe is made according to the model design, and a test system is built for
verification. The detection test system is shown in Figures 18 and 19. The test sample is
shown in Figure 20. The test system includes a signal generator, a power amplifier, a low-
frequency pre-amplifier, a phase-lock-in amplifier, and a computer. The signal generator
generates an excitation signal, which is amplified by the power amplifier and loaded into
the excitation coil to generate an excitation magnetic field. The generated induction signal
is picked up by the probe detection coil and amplified by the low-frequency pre-amplifier.
The amplified detection signal is filtered out by the filter. Finally, the data is collected by the
lock-in amplifier and stored in the computer for corresponding processing and analysis.

 
Figure 18. Block diagram of remote field eddy current testing system for aircraft long truss structure.
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Test sample

Signal generator

PC

Phase-lock-in amplifierFilter

Probe

Power amplifier

Figure 19. Physical drawing of PRFECT system for aircraft long truss structure.

 
Figure 20. Test sample. (#1) 5 × 0.2 × 3 mm (Buried depth: 6 mm); (#2) 10 × 0.2 × 3 mm (Buried
depth: 6 mm); (#3) 15 × 0.2 × 3 mm (Buried depth: 6 mm); (#4) 10 × 0.2 × 3 mm (Buried depth:
8 mm); (#5) 10 × 0.2 × 3 mm (Buried depth: 10 mm).

5.1. Detection of Defects with Different Lengths

The excitation frequency f is set to 500 Hz, and the excitation current I is set to 100 mA
to detect crack-like defects with different lengths. Additionally, the influence of defect
length on eddy current signal is studied. The defect is a through crack, with a buried depth
of 6 mm, a width of 0.2 mm, and a length of 5 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm, respectively, as
shown in defects #1, #2, and #3 in Figure 20. The real and imaginary components of the
detection signal are shown in Figure 21. It can be seen that when the probe scans directly
above the defect, both the real and imaginary parts of the detection coil voltage peak
when the probe is scanned directly over the defect. The peak value of the detection signal
increases with the increase of the defect length. When t varies from 1 s to 6 s, the real part
of the defect detection voltage with a length of 5 mm increases from −13.7 mV to −29.4 mV,
an increase of 1.15 times, and the imaginary part increases from 11.7 mV to 128.9 mV,
an increase of 10.02 times. When the length is 10 mm and 15 mm, the real component
increases by 1.46 times and 8.16 times, respectively, and the imaginary component increases
by 14.67 times and 44.74 times, respectively. The increased amplitude of the imaginary
component of the defect signal is greater than that of the real component.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 21. Real and imaginary components of crack-like defect detection signals with different
lengths. (a) Real component; (b) Imaginary component.

5.2. Detection of Defects with Different Buried Depths

Crack-like defects with different buried depths are detected to study the influence of
defect buried depth on the detection signal. The crack-like defect penetrates through the
3 mm thick aluminum plate, with a length of 10 mm, a width of 0.2 mm, and a buried depth
of 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm, respectively, as shown in defects #2, #4, and #5 in Figure 20.
The defect is scanned by a uniform sliding probe. The results of the real and imaginary
components of the detection signal are shown in Figure 22. As can be seen from Figure 22a,
when the buried depth of the defect is equal to 6 mm, the real part of the detection voltage
has a negative peak. When the buried depth of the defect is greater than 6 mm, the change
of the real part component of the detection signal is not obvious, and there is no defect
signal feature. As can be seen from Figure 22b, when the buried depth of the defect is equal
to 10 mm, the imaginary component of the detection signal still changes obviously, and the
characteristics of the defect signal are obvious. With the increase of the buried depth of the
defect, the peak value of the imaginary component decreases.

(a) (b) 

Figure 22. Real and imaginary components of crack-like defect detection signals with different buried
depths. (a) Real component; (b) Imaginary component.

6. Conclusions

Taking the aircraft long truss structure as the research object, this paper established
a three-dimensional finite element simulation model of remote field eddy current testing
and analyzed the distribution characteristics of the electromagnetic field. The remote field
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eddy current testing probe was improved from two aspects of excitation magnetic field
enhancement and direct coupling energy suppression. The magnetic circuit, shielding layer,
excitation/detection coil spacing, and probe placement were simulated and analyzed. The
remote field eddy current effect was realized in the aircraft long truss structure.

(1) The magnetic core + cup ferrite structure was selected to form a connected magnetic
circuit, which had the best effect on magnetic field aggregation. By increasing the
thickness of the magnetic circuit, the magnetic focusing effect of the magnetic circuit
was improved.

(2) Copper + ferrite + copper was selected as the shielding layer material to form a com-
posite shielding layer, which had a good shielding effect on the direct coupling energy.

(3) On the premise of ensuring that the phase of the defect signal and no defect signal
could be clearly distinguished, the detection sensitivity of the probe was effectively
improved by shortening the spacing between excitation/detection coils. When the
excitation coil and detection coil were placed symmetrically about the aircraft truss
web, the detection sensitivity of the probe was the highest. Additionally, the higher
the excitation frequency, the smaller the distance between the position of the remote
field region and the excitation coil.

(4) Simulation and experiments verified that with the increase of defect length, the maxi-
mum value of the detection signal gradually increased, but the increased amplitude
decreased. With the increase of defect buried depth, the peak value of the detection
signal gradually decreased, but the decreased amplitude decreased. The final de-
signed PRFECT probe detected the crack defects in the aircraft long truss structure
with a buried depth of less than 10 mm. In defect characterization, the imaginary
component was better than the real component.
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Abstract: Stainless steel core panel is a novel structure for fast modular building, but its brazing
foils are susceptible to defects due to the difficulty of precisely controlling the brazing process. An
automated, nondestructive testing technique is highly desirable for quick inspection of the brazing
defects buried in the stainless-steel core panel. In this paper, pulsed eddy current testing (PECT) was
employed to inspect local incomplete brazing defects. Finite element simulation and experiment
verification were conducted to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.
The peak value of the PECT signal was found to be sensitive to the presence of the defect. With the
aid of an industrial robotic arm, line and two-dimensional scans were performed of the PECT probe
above the panel specimen. The prefabricated incomplete brazing foil was successfully imaged as a
notched ring, whose opening coincides with the physical length of the missing brazing. The proposed
method shows potential to serve as an effective tool for in-line or off-line automated nondestructive
testing of the brazing defects in stainless steel core panels.

Keywords: nondestructive testing; pulsed eddy current; stainless steel core panel; brazing defect

1. Introduction

Modular building represents an innovative means of construction, in which the room-
sized building components (modules) are manufactured and fitted off-site (in the factory),
then transported to and installed at the construction site [1–3]. Compared to traditional
onsite construction, the modular construction of buildings shows superiority in aspects
including shorter construction periods, improved site health and safety, reduced construc-
tion waste and high-quality control at the factory. Hence, this technology is considered to
have a bright application prospect in the field of construction.

The transported module is usually a framed unit with 2D panels, which means only
the frame-to-frame connection is required at the construction site [3]. Since the 2D panel is
the main structural element for walls and floors, many studies focused on its design and
development. Lawson and Ogden [4] investigated the performance of different sheathing
materials, including plasterboard, plywood, cement particleboard and steel sheeting, on
a plain light steel wall panel. They found that the cement particleboard provides the
greatest increase in shear resistance of the panel. Hong et al. [5] proposed a new type of
lightweight sandwich panel using two skin steel plates soldered with corrugated steel
plates, which was effectively used as a supplementary lateral force-resisting structure.
Hickory group (a pioneer in modular construction in Australia) [6] developed a special
structural unit called the Hickory Building System (HBS), which is composed of precast
concrete panels. Lease Crutcher Lewis (a construction company in the US) [7] developed a
composite steel-concrete-steel sandwich panel, which eliminates the need for the formwork
and reinforcing bars used in reinforced concrete core construction. In the last decade,
Broad Sustainable Building (BSB), a subsidiarity of Broad group in China, developed a 2D
panelized construction technique for steel buildings [8,9]. The key part of this technique
relies on the stainless steel (SS) core panel, which is composed of two SS plates held
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together with an array of thin core tubes through a patented copper brazing process. The
SS core panel has an equivalent mechanical performance to the honeycomb panel used for
spacecraft, but its factory fabrication costs dozens of times less than that of the honeycomb
panels. To date, the panelized steel systems developed by BSB have been successfully
applied to over 30 high-rise buildings, including T30 Hotel (30 stories) [10] and J57 Mini
Sky Tower (57 stories) [11].

Figure 1a shows the specific structure of the SS core panel. The front core tube is cut
out to clearly show a brazing connection between the core tube and skin plate. The ends
of the core tubes are flanged, making the brazing surface 10 times larger to solidly fuse
skin plates and tubes, so that even if a tube snaps, the brazed parts do not separate. Before
brazing, the panel components are stacked in an orderly manner according to the structure
and packed into a dedicated hot air copper brazing oven. During the brazing process, a
blower blows hot air into the oven at an extremely high speed to heat the panel components.
Since the melting point of the copper foil is lower than that of the stainless steel through
controlling the hot air temperature at 1100 ◦C, the copper foils are melted while the skin
plates and core tubes are not. This forms the brazing joints and ensures that the skin plate
surface can remain flat and smooth after brazing. The actual brazing process only takes a
few minutes and is thus much faster and less expensive than traditional vacuum brazing
processes of steel [12].

Figure 1. (a) Structure of the SS core panel and (b) the construction site of J57 Mini Sky Tower using
the SS core panels. Reprinted/adapted with permission from Ref. [11].

As an example, Figure 1b shows the construction site of J57 Mini Sky Tower, which
uses the SS core panel as the main component. It employs some supporting techniques
including the bolting assembly, triple glazing, automatic blinds and air filtration systems.
The construction time was only 19 days, which is almost at a pace of three completed floors
per day.

Although the thermal distortion in the copper-stainless steel brazing assembly is
limited, there are many processing parameters that could induce imperfections in brazed
joints, such as joint gap width, brazing temperature and interface roughness [13]. For the SS
core panels, the frequent defect occurring in the brazed joints is the local incomplete brazing,
which weakens the mechanical properties of the joint. As a result, there is high demand for
nondestructive testing (NDT) methods, which would be applicable to this type of defect in
SS core panels. In the literature, the ultrasonic-, X-ray-, and visual-techniques-based NDT
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methods were reportedly used to inspect the brazing defect, or similar soldering defect
similars. Segreto et al. [14] used ultrasonic testing to inspect the brazed joint of two copper
half-plates and found that ultrasonic testing can traverse the copper of total thickness of
17.6 mm to identify the brazing defect. Kim and Seo [15] used X-ray to inspect brazing joint
defects in the heat exchanger and developed an image processing algorithm to visualize
the defect. Manual visual inspection and automatic optical inspection have been widely
applied to inspect solder joint defects in printed circuit boards [16,17]. However, they are
only suitable for inspecting surface defects. Considering this, the BSB Company has tried
ultrasonic testing and endoscopic visual inspection to inspect the incomplete brazing defect
in SS core panels, but both proved insufficient for fast and accurate application. The typical
size of SS core panels is 12 m long and 2 m wide and the tube density is 100 per square meter,
which renders the manipulation of endoscope in visual inspection and surface preparation
in ultrasonic testing time-consuming and tedious. The skin plate thickness of certain panels
can be less than 1 mm, which makes the time interval between pulse echoes very short,
challenging the precision of ultrasonic testing [18,19].

In this paper, pulsed eddy current testing (PECT) was employed to inspect the local
incomplete brazing defect since it has been used in many successful cases to inspect
subsurface and deeply buried defects. PECT inherits the merits of traditional ECT, such
as being non-contact and having no need for surface preparation, which contribute to
improvements in efficiency (reduction in inspection time) and excels in larger inspection
depth and diverse signal features [20–23]. The local incomplete brazing defect was detected
and further imaged by scanning a PECT probe above the skin plate. The feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed method were demonstrated by finite element simulation and
experiment verification.

2. Specimen

Figure 2 shows the specimen provided by BSB Company. The specimen was cut from
a whole SS core panel and had a length, width and height of 500 mm, 500 mm and 150 mm,
respectively. The two skin plates were 1.5 mm thick and the core tubes were 51 mm in
diameter and 0.5 mm in wall thickness. The tubes were flanged with a width of 5 mm and
brazing connected with the skin plates. After brazing, a 0.15 mm thick brazing foil formed
between the skin plate and core tube. All the tubes and plates were type 304 stainless steel,
while the brazing material was annealed copper. Table 1 lists the electromagnetic properties
of the specimen components required in subsequent simulations.

Figure 2. SS core panel specimen with a prefabricated local incomplete brazing defect.
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Table 1. Electromagnetic properties of the specimen components.

Component Material Conductivity (S/m)
Relative

Permeability

Skin plate Steel, 304 Stainless 1.45 × 106 1
Core tube Steel, 304 Stainless 1.45 × 106 1

Brazing foil Copper, Annealed 5.86 × 107 1

A local incomplete brazing defect, which is shown as the inset of Figure 2, was
prefabricated at one of the core tubes. Part of the brazing foil and flanged tube wall were
removed by using a handheld cutting machine. The opening accounts for about one eighth
of the circular brazing foil. Still, in the opening, the foil was not completely removed,
leaving some copper residues on the skin plate, as indicated by the brown stain.

3. Simulation

Simulation serves as a tool for predicting the signal response and visualizing the
eddy current interactions with a defect. In this section, finite element (FE) simulation is
conducted to study the feasibility of PECT for inspecting incomplete brazing in SS core
panels. Figure 3 shows the 3D FE model that was performed using the commercially
available software ANSYS. Considering the core tubes are periodically arrayed and of
the same dimension, only one core tube is modelled for simplicity. Meanwhile, since the
electromagnetic field generated by the PECT probe coil was mainly concentrated in this
vicinity, the skin plate near the probe was modelled while the other was not considered.
The skin plate, core tube and brazing foil were assigned the electromagnetic properties
listed in Table 1. The incomplete brazing defect was modelled by replacing the properties
of 1/8 arc length of the brazing foil with the air properties. The probe consisted of two
coaxially placed pancake coils, of which the outer and inner ones were used as the drive
and pickup coils, respectively. Table 2 lists the coil parameters.

Figure 3. Finite element model of the SS core panel with an incomplete brazing foil.
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Table 2. Parameters of the probe coils.

Parameters Drive Coil Pick-Up Coil

Inner diameter (mm) 8.1 2
Outer diameter (mm) 12.5 3.5

Height (mm) 10 4
No. of turns 500 800

Wire diameter (mm) 0.25 0.05

The Solid236 element with 20 nodes was selected to model all the entities. It is capable
of modelling electromagnetic fields based on the A-V formulation [23]. Neglecting the
displacement current and incorporating Coulomb gauge, the governing equations are
given by

∇ × 1
μ
∇ × A + σ

∂A
∂t

+ σ∇V = Js (1)

∇ ·
(

σ
∂A
∂t

+ σ∇V
)

= 0 (2)

where μ is the magnetic permeability, σ the conductivity, t time, and Js the applied current
density of the drive coil. A is the magnetic vector potential in the whole solution domain,
whereas the electric scalar potential V is used only in conducting regions. As the thicknesses
of the brazing foil, tube wall and skin plate were rather small compared to the dimension
of the model, a meshing scheme based on the extruding mesh generation was employed
to ensure a fine, even and regular mesh around the local incomplete brazing defect. In
addition, mesh refinement was performed in regions where the field was changing fast.
The element size for the skin plate was 0.3 mm in thickness, which is far smaller than the
penetration depth of the 500 Hz eddy currents in 304 stainless steel material. As the brazing
foil was ultra-thin (0.15 mm), its element size was set to 0.05 mm in thickness. The drive
coil was coupled with a circuit element through which a square-wave voltage was loaded.
The electromotive force (EMF) induced in the pickup coil was extracted as the PECT signal.
Figure 4 shows the applied voltage in the drive coil and EMF induced in the pickup coil
when the probe was oriented above the center of the local incomplete brazing, with a lift-off
(the distance between probe and plate) of 1 mm. The voltage applied to the drive coil had a
repetition frequency of 500 Hz, amplitude of 200 mV, duty ratio of 0.5 and rising/falling
edge of 0.02 ms. The induced signal exhibited two odd-symmetric pulses, which arose
at the edges of the applied voltage. The peak value of the signal was selected as the
signal feature.

It is known that the inspection sensitivity has a close relationship with the eddy cur-
rent penetration depth, which is inversely proportional to the frequency. The square-wave
excitation can be discretized into a series of frequency harmonics and the fundamental com-
ponent has the largest penetration depth. For a given conductive material, the frequency is
not only concerned with the penetration depth but also the probe signal magnitude. An
optimal frequency exists, at which the maximum signal is retrieved for a fixed-size de-
fect [24]. Figure 5 shows the variation in the simulated signal peak for the drive coil excited
by voltages of different repetition frequencies. The peak value reaches the maximum at the
frequency of 500 Hz, as the frequency varies from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. Thus, the frequency of
the applied square-wave voltage is determined to be 500 Hz.

To examine the effect of an incomplete brazing defect on the induced eddy currents,
comparative simulations were carried out between defected and non-defected specimens.
Figure 6a diagrams the probe positions relative to the brazing foil in the two cases. In
the model with an incomplete brazing, 1/8 arc length of the brazing foil is missing at the
circumference. The FE meshes of the two models were identical to ensure a fair comparison.
Figure 6b shows the distribution of eddy currents in the skin plate and brazing foil at time
points of 0.025 ms, 0.035 ms, 0.07 ms and 0.12 ms, when an incomplete brazing was present
in the brazing foil. Since the rising edge lasts 0.02 ms and the specified time step is 0.005 ms,
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the four time points correspond to steps 1, 3, 10 and 20 after the rising edge of the applied
voltage, respectively. Because the brazing foil has a larger conductivity than the skin plate,
the eddy current induced in the foil is much stronger than that in the skin plate, and the
eddy current in the skin plate is attracted by the underlying foil, making the eddy current
pattern concave in the vicinity of the foil (marked by dashed lines). The dynamic process
by which the induced eddy current diffuses and decays with time can be clearly observed,
especially in the brazing foil.

Figure 4. Simulated applied square-wave voltage in the drive coil and induced electromotive force in
the pickup coil.

Figure 5. Variation in the simulated signal peak with the excitation frequency.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the effect of a brazing defect on the induced eddy currents. (a) Diagram of
probe positions relative to the brazing foil. (b) Distribution of eddy currents in the skin plate and
brazing foil at four time points when an incomplete brazing is present in the foil. (c) Distribution of
eddy currents in the skin plate and brazing foil at four time points when the foil is defect-free.
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Figure 6c plots the distribution of eddy currents in the skin plate and brazing foil at
the four time points when the foil is intact. Due to a full ring of the brazing foil, the induced
eddy current is more concentrated in the foil compared to the former case. In consequence,
the density of eddy current in the foil is much larger, whilst the eddy current in the skin
plate shows a more concave pattern near the foil, even tending to be partitioned into two
lobes. Due to this focused distribution, the diffusion of eddy current in the brazing foil is
not significant.

A line scan (B-scan) was then simulated by changing the probe position along the red
line indicated in Figure 6a with a step of 1 mm. Taking the center of the circular foil as
the origin x = 0, the line scan spans from x = −30 mm to x = 30 mm, yielding 61 scanning
points in total. At every position, the peak value of the induced voltage in the pickup coil s
acquired. Figure 7 shows the variations in peak value with the probe position in the case of
an intact and an incomplete brazing foil, respectively. Because the induced eddy current
in the brazing foil is stronger than that in the skin plate, the voltage signal sensed in the
pickup coil increases when the probe moves towards to the brazing foil. Therefore, the
variation curve bumps in the middle as the probe scans above an intact brazing, while in
the scan above an incomplete brazing, the curve sinks in the brazing-missing position. The
variation trend corresponds well with the aforementioned eddy current distribution and
indicates the usefulness of peak value as the signal feature.

Figure 7. Variation in the simulated signal peak with the probe position when the brazing foil is
intact and incomplete, respectively.

4. Experiment

A lab experiment was carried out to show the effectiveness of the PECT method for
inspecting the incomplete brazing defect. Figure 8 shows the experiment set-up, which
mainly consists of a PECT system, a scanner and the panel specimen. Since the PECT probe
was composed of a drive coil and a pickup coil, the PECT system can be described as two
independent parts. A square-wave voltage generated by a function generator (AFG1022,
Tektronix, Tokyo, Japan) was amplified by a homemade power amplifier. It was then fed
into the probe drive coil; while the voltage signal induced in the probe pickup coil was
first conditioned by a homemade pre-amplifier and sampled by a 16-bit data acquisition
card (DAC) (Handyscope-HS3, TiePie Engineering, Sneek, The Netherland). Finally, it was
displayed and further processed on a personal computer. The probe coils and the applied
voltage used in the experiment are the same as in the simulation. An industrial robotic arm
(TX2-90, Stäubli, Zürich, Switzerland) was used as the scanner. It holds the probe with a
lift-off of 1 mm and controls the probe motion in the X-Y plane. At each scan position, the
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robotic arm sends a pulse to trigger the DAC to make a synchronous signal acquisition.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the acquired signals were averaged 64 times. Since
there was only one defected brazing foil in the specimen and the other foils were identical,
a two-dimensional scan (C-scan) was conducted above the incomplete foil with an intact
foil beside it. The scan pattern is sketched in Figure 9. The scan step was 1 mm in both X
and Y directions, and a total of 61 × 61 point positions were scanned. At each point, the
probe stayed for 0.2 s for signal acquisition and data collection, and thus the scan time per
foil was about 12 min.

Figure 8. Photo of the PECT experimental set-up.

Figure 9. Illustration of the two-dimensional C-scan of the probe above (a) an intact foil and (b) an
incomplete foil, respectively.

The peak values of all the acquired signals were extracted and the experimental results
are represented by the variation in peak value with the scan position. Four scan lines,
colored in red and denoted as L1, L2, L3 and L4 in Figure 9, were selected to show the
B-scan results. Figure 10a, b shows the B-scan signals when the scanned region has an
intact and an incomplete brazing foil, respectively.
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Figure 10. Variation in the experimental signal peak with the probe position when the brazing foil is
(a) intact and (b) incomplete, respectively.

Since only L1 covers the area of incomplete brazing, the middle part of the L1-scan
signal rises for the intact foil, which agrees well with the simulation prediction. For the
incomplete foil however, there is an abnormal signal rise from the position 20 mm to 35 mm.
An examination of the defected region shows the brazing foil was not cleanly removed and
some copper residues survived on the SS plate surface, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.
The signals along other scan lines are in the shape of a U, and the length of the concave part
increases as the scan alters from L2 to L4, which corresponds to the increase in the chord
length of the brazing foil circle.

Furthermore, all the signal peak values obtained from C-scan were ordered in a 61 × 61
matrix, with their elements indexed to the scan coordinates. Ahead of imaging, the matrix
data were pre-processed by using an algorithm coded in Matlab. Figure 11 illustrates the
data-processing procedure. First, the row minimum and maximum values of the 61 × 61
matrix were mapped to [0,1]. Then, to improve the image resolution, a new matrix with
n × n (here, n = 2001) elements was created by implementing a cubic interpolation among
the original matrix data. Finally, the linear grayscale transformation (LGT) was performed
to enhance the contrast of the image, through which the red (R), green (G) and blue (B)
color components were separately transformed to the gray level and then recombined to
create the C-scan color image.

Figure 11. The data-processing procedure for transforming the acquired experimental signal peaks to
RGB image data.

Figure 12a,b show the C-scan images when the scanned region has an intact and an
incomplete brazing foil, respectively. The intact brazing foil produces a full ring in the
image while the incomplete brazing foil produces a notched ring. The notch occupies about
1/8 of the ring, which matches the physical length of the incomplete brazing. The color of
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the notch area in the image is not that blue, which coincides with the fact that some copper
residues survived in this area. The experiment results validate the effectiveness of using
the PECT method for imaging the defect buried in the brazing foil of the SS core panel.

Figure 12. C-scan images for (a) an intact and (b) an incomplete brazing foil, respectively.

In the preliminary experiment, the detection speed is 12 min for one brazing foil, which
is not that efficient. However, in actual application great improvements can be made by
increasing the probe numbers and integrating the multi-channel data acquisition technique.
For a 12 m long and 2 m wide SS core panel, if an array of probes is deployed and covers
an entire row of brazing foils in the width direction, then the C-scan becomes a line scan
along the length direction and the detection time for one row can be reduced to only 12.2 s.
In this case, instead of using a robotic arm, a mechanical scanner customized according to
the specific dimension of the SS core panel will be more suitable and economical. Given
the above consideration, the PECT method shows promise as a fast, effective and low-cost
NDT tool for the inspection of SS core panels. Table 3 summarizes the comparison of the
presented method with the ultrasonic testing and visual inspection methods that have been
used to inspect SS core panels.

Table 3. Performance comparison of NDT methods for inspecting SS core panels.

Methods Ease of Use Speed Accuracy Cost

Pulsed eddy current
(presented method)

Yes, non-contact
and automatic Fast High Low

Ultrasonic testing
No, automatic
but couplant

required
Medium

High, but not
applicable for skin
plate thk. <1 mm

High

Visual inspection
No, manual and

tedious
manipulation

Slow
High, but not
applicable for
hidden defects

High labor costs

5. Conclusions

This work explored the PECT technique for inspecting local incomplete brazing defects
in the brazing foil of the SS core panel manufactured by the BSB Company. Finite element
modeling and experiment verification were conducted to investigate the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed method. The peak value of the PECT signal was found to
be sensitive to the presence of the defect. By the aid of a robotic arm, B-scan and C-scan
motions of the PECT probe above the panel specimen were performed. The prefabricated
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incomplete brazing foil of 1/8 arc length was successfully imaged. The proposed method
is non-contact, fast and visualized and has the potential to serve as an effective tool for
in-line or off-line automated nondestructive testing of the brazing defects that occur in SS
core panels.

Future work will focus on the design of an arrayed probe to accommodate the re-
quirement of highly efficient, large area scanning on the core panel. The signal processing
and imaging algorithm should also be addressed further to improve the quality of C-scan
images in terms of their resolution, sharpness of the edge, signal-to-noise ratio etc.
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Abstract: Carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) is a widely-used composite material that is
vulnerable to impact damage. Light impact damages destroy the inner structure but barely show
obvious change on the surface. As a non-contact and high-resolution method to detect subsurface
and inner defect, near-field radiofrequency imaging (NRI) suffers from high imaging times. Although
some existing works use compressed sensing (CS) for a faster measurement, the corresponding CS
reconstruction time remains high. This paper proposes a deep learning-based CS method for fast NRI,
this plugin method decreases the measurement time by one order of magnitude without hardware
modification and achieves real-time imaging during CS reconstruction. A special 0/1-Bernoulli
measurement matrix is designed for sensor scanning firstly, and an interpretable neural network-
based CS reconstruction method is proposed. Besides real-time reconstruction, the proposed learning-
based reconstruction method can further reduce the required data thus reducing measurement
time more than existing CS methods. Under the same imaging quality, experimental results in an
NRI system show the proposed method is 20 times faster than traditional raster scan and existing
CS reconstruction methods, and the required data is reduced by more than 90% than existing CS
reconstruction methods.

Keywords: non-destructive testing; near-field radiofrequency imaging; compressed sensing; deep learning

1. Introduction

Carbon-fiber reinforced polymer is a widely-used composite material that uses carbon
fiber as the reinforcement element. It usually involves carbon matrices, polymer matrices,
metal matrices, or ceramic matrices. CFRP has an excellent strength-to-weight ratio and
corrosion resistance, these properties make CFRP popular in the aerospace industry [1].
It is estimated that up to 50% of a Boeing 787 body is made from CFRPs [2]. However,
CFRPs are vulnerable to impact forces due to a lack of vertical reinforcement [3], thus
resulting in impact damage that greatly reduces the material strength. Light impact forces
cause impact damage like disbanding, micro-cracking, and delamination but are barely
visible from the surface [4–6], as is shown in Figure 1. Therefore, non-destructive testing
and evaluation (NDT&E) techniques are required to test the material integrity.

Among all NDT&E techniques, near-field radiofrequency imaging (NRI) is a non-
contact and high-resolution technique based on microwave radio frequency. Compared to
X-ray [7], which also enables inner structure detection, NRI does not have the hazardous
radiation leakage problem because microwaves are safe for humans. Therefore NRI attracts
increasing attention for damage detection on composite materials [8–11]. Ni et al. [12],
propose an NRI-based method called EMW-NDT which shows good detection sensitivity
to delamination size and thickness. Li et al. [13], designed a microwave cavity resonator
sensor with an octagonal cross-section for thickness measurement of coatings on carbon-
fiber composites. He et al. [14], use microwaves to detect CFRP-concrete interfacial defects.
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Furthermore, targeting CFRP-concrete structures, Islam et al. [15] use a microwave dual
waveguide sensor. Lei et al. [16], detect internal defects in metal fiber-composite materials
using a double-waveguide probe that is loaded with split-ring resonators. For non-metal
internal defects detection, Yang et al. [17], propose a near-field Bessel–Gauss antenna which
shows a good performance on composites. Various radio frequencies as used for impact
damage detection on CFRPs. Li et al. [18], detect impact damage in carbon fiber compos-
ites using an electromagnetic sensor. Salski et al. [19] use printable radiofrequency (RF)
inductive sensors that operate on 10~300 MHz to detect delamination, cracks, and voids in
CFRPs with a raster scan. K-band frequency [20,21], is used to study microwave responses
of impact damages on layered woven CFRP composites. Yang et al. [22], use a 65~67 GHz
millimeter wave to successfully detect impact damage with 9 J of impact energy on CFRP.
Li et al. [23], use an X-band microwave to characterize and analyze CFRP. Dong et al. [24],
use a THz frequency to detect low-velocity impact on hybrid fiber-reinforced composite
laminate. Navagato et al. [25], apply microwave noiselets for nondestructive testing of uni-
directional carbon fiber-reinforced polymers under ultra-wide bands. These existing works
use a raster scan to measure the RF reflectivity of the target area, this is a time-consuming
process with a small step-size or large detection area. Salski et al. [19], show that scanning
an area of 60 × 200 mm2 with eight parallel RF sensors will take about 30 min with 1 mm
of step-size. Using more sensors can reduce the measurement time, so large-scale wireless
impact monitoring sensors are used to localize the impact damage [26].

Figure 1. Demo of CFRP application and impact damages. (a) Materials used in a Boeing 787 body [2];
(b) The barely visible impact damages [5,6].

The hardware-based efficiency improvement methods will increase the cost with
more sensors, an alternative is using compressed sensing (CS) to reduce the acquisition
points without a hardware update. Tang et al. [27–29], propose CS based methods on NRI
systems for impact damage detection on CFRPs which greatly reduces the measurement
time. CS [30,31], reduces the acquisition data greatly by measuring the linear weightings
of an imaging scene. This down-sampling ability is attractive for applications that are
sensitive to acquisition time like medical imaging [32], and synthetic aperture radar to-
mography [33]. Due to indirect measurement, a CS reconstruction process that aims to
solve underdetermined equations is needed to obtain the final images. This reconstruction
process is also highly time consuming. It takes more than 10 min to reconstruct an image
of size 256 × 256 pixels in a block-by-block manner [34,35], a full-size reconstruction takes
much longer. This reconstruction process of CS will drag the time gain in the measurement
process down.

To achieve truly efficient impact damage detection on CFRP materials using NRI, this
paper proposes a learning-based CS method. Artificial intelligence has already gained
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some attention in the microwave nondestructive testing community [36], most works use it
for feature extraction and few works consider the imaging process. Compared to existing
CS methods in NRI, the proposed method improves efficiency greatly in both sampling and
reconstruction while maintaining the same image quality. This is a totally plugin method
that does not need hardware updates. The major contributions are:

• This paper brings in a learning-based CS method for CFRP impact damage detection
in NRI, which is 20 times faster than existing methods under the same imaging quality.

• The proposed learning-based CS method brings in a de-nosing ability during RF
imaging, which can remove incorrect data in scanning that is extremely hard for
traditional methods.

• Instead of being in a black-box as existing deep learning-based CS reconstruction
is, the results of the proposed learning-based CS can be anticipated, which is more
reliable for sensing applications.

• The proposed method is a plugin method which does not need hardware modification
and can be extended to other scanning-based characterization systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the theoretical
basis of NRI for impact damage detection on CFRP materials. Section 3 gives the proposed
learning-based CS in detail. Experimental results and discussions are presented in Section 4.
The final section concludes this paper and suggests some extension works.

2. Theoretical Basis of NRI for Impact Damage Detection on CFRP Materials

2.1. Near-Field Radiofrequency Imaging for NDT

As is shown in Figure 2, traditional NRI uses a raster scan with step-size Δx and Δy
in X and Y directions, respectively, the RF sensor probe emits and receives RF waves in
different time slots with a small lift-off distance d0. The probe can be RF sensors, antennas,
waveguides, and etc. An open-ended rectangular waveguide (ORWG) probe with inner
dimension a × b is used in this study. The emitted RF waves penetrate the testing material
for a distance δ that follows the skin effect equation:

δ =
1√

π f μσ
(1)

where f is the operating frequency and μ and σ are the magnetic permeability and electrical
conductivity of testing material, respectively. Therefore, a higher frequency has a smaller
penetration depth. The received reflection coefficients are complex values Γ which can be
modeled as Equation (2) according to transmission line theory:

Γ =
Zin − ZWG
Zin + ZWG

(2)

where Zin and ZWG are the intrinsic impedance of testing material and the waveguide
impedance, respectively. The angle between the electrical field vector direction of elec-
tromagnetic waves and the fiber direction near the CFRP surface influences Γ. Γ can be
easily distinguished from within and outside of the damage areas when the angle is zero,
because CFRP is anisotropic material. On the other hand, impact forces change either μ,
σ, or permittivity (ε) of the testing material, which changes Zin as a result. These theoretic
bases tell that some frequencies reveal the impact damage better and these frequencies are
determined by CFRP structure and properties. Therefore, RF sensors usually work in a
frequency-sweeping mode in order to get a wide band resonance.
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Figure 2. Diagram of a NRI system for NDT.

2.2. The CFRP Materials for Case Studies

This study constructed some light impact damage specimens with CFRP materials
which were also used in our previous study [27]. The CFRP material in this study is made
of polyphenylene sulphide and a thermoplastic resin system. It has 12 layers of 5H satin
balanced carbon fiber woven fabrics structure, manufactured by TenCate Advance Composites,
Netherlands. Specimens are in a rectangular shape with a size of 100 × 130 mm2 and with
3.78 ± 0.05 mm of average thickness. Impact energies ranging from 2 J to 10 J with a 2 J
step-size are imposed on different specimens to make light impact damages. Impact energies
are controlled by adjusting the height of a free-falling hammer that has a hemispherical
bumper head with 20 mm diameter. Figure 3 shows the five specimens, the white scales on
each specimen are used for deciding the impact center point. It is obvious that these impact
damages are barely visible.

Figure 3. The CFRP specimens in this study.

3. The Proposed Learning-Based Compressed Sensing

3.1. Compressed Sensing Theory and Measurement Matrix Design in NRI

The basic CS theory is remarked upon here briefly. If a vector signal x ∈ R
n×1 can be

represented as a small part of weighted column of a matrix Ψ ∈ R
n×n as x = Ψs, under CS

framework, the signal can be compressively measured with a matrix Φ ∈ R
m×n as:

y = Φx+ξ = ΦΨs+ξ = As+ξ (3)

where y ∈ R
m×1 is the measurement data, Ψ is sparse basis, the weighting vector s is

called sparse coefficients, Φ is the measurement matrix, and A = ΦΨ ∈ R
m×n, ξ ∈ R

m×1

is the additive measurement noise. The measured signal y is a transformed version of
the original signal x, and is compressed greatly due to m � n. Normally, Ψ and Φ are
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known conditions so x can be indirectly obtained by getting the sparse coefficients s firstly.
Recovering s is a typical sparse reconstruction problem:

min
s

‖s‖0 subject to ‖y − As‖2 ≤ e (4)

where ‖·‖0 is the L0-norm, which means the number of non-zero elements; ‖·‖2 is L2-norm;
and e is a residual tolerance. There are some optimization theory-based methods like
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [37], and iterative hard thresholding [38], to obtain s.
However, these optimization theory-based methods are time consuming. In recent years,
deep learning has obtained attractions in solving this time-consuming reconstruction
problem and shows groundbreaking performance [39–42], but existing deep learning-based
methods are barely used in sensing applications due to poor reliability. This paper applies
our recently proposed deep learning-based CS reconstruction method called RootsNet [43],
to solve this reconstruction problem. RootsNet is much more reliable than existing deep
learning methods while inheriting the efficiency benefit.

In NRI systems, the RF reflection coefficients obtained by raster scan can be represented
as an image I. Under CS framework, matrix I can be flattened to a vector, i.e., x. To enjoy
the down-sampling ability of CS, a measurement matrix that fits the hardware ability of
NRI systems is necessary. It is proved that 0/1-Bernoulli matrixes [44], and Guassian
matrices [45], guarantee sparse recovery in most cases. This paper designs a special 0/1
Bernoulli matrix as shown in Algorithm 1, this new measurement matrix does not require a
hardware update for NRI systems. The sampling rate (SR) is m/n. With this design, there
are only m numbers of ‘1’ in m × n elements of the measurement matrix. Each ‘1’ locates
in a unique column. During CS measurement in NRI systems, each ‘1’ corresponds to a
sampling location in the scanning area, i.e., a single pixel in the final image. Therefore, the
designed measurement matrix turns a point-by-point raster scan to a randomly partial scan
as is shown in Figure 4, which greatly reduces the measurement time.

Algorithm 1. Measurement matrix for NRI systems.

Input: m, n
Initial: Φ = 0m×n, m = 1 to m;

n = random permutate 1 to n
Iteration I = 1 to m with step-size 1:

Φm(i),n(i) = 1
Output: Φ

 
Figure 4. Demo sampling locations (The red dots) on a 32 × 32 area with sampling rates of (a) 15%
and (b) 30% by the designed Φ.
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3.2. The Proposed Deep Learning-Based CS Reconstruction

Figure 5 shows the overall structure of RootsNet, which consists of three major parts,
i.e., root caps, feeder root net, and rootstock net. Firstly, the measurement y and each
column of A are reshaped into two images with sizes

√
m ×√

m. To make
√

m an integer, a
virtual m that meets the largest sampling rate is chosen, lower sampling rates are padded
with zeros to make m constant for different sampling rates. For example, if n = 1024, the
virtual m is set as 361, which corresponds to the largest sampling rate of m/n = 0.353 and
lets

√
m = 19. The two images are concatenated to an image set with size 2 × 19 × 19

which serves as a root cap.

 

Conv(64)+relu+m
p

Conv(64)+relu+m
p

Flatten

Dropout

Fully connected

Conv(64)+relu+k(3)+p(3)
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Figure 5. The structure of RootsNet. (a) The overall structure; (b) The feeder root net module; (c) The
rootstock net module.

Feeder root net takes root cap as input. Two convolution and max pooling layer blocks
are used for feature extraction. The extracted features are flattened to a vector, some of the
features are randomly dropped to make the learned feature more robust. Finally, a fully
connected layer is used to obtain the corresponding sparse coefficient for each column of A.
Multiple feeder root branches are used to obtain the sparse coefficients. NRI images are
smooth, which means most of the sparse coefficients are in the low frequency range using
discrete cosine transform (DCT) as a sparse basis, and the position for large coefficient
values are generally constant. Therefore, for K feeder root branches, this paper predicts the
largest K sparse coefficients. Rootstock net takes a fully reconstructed image from feeder
root net as input for denoising and deblocking. This is a fully convolutional structure as is
shown in Figure 5. Rootstock net and feeder root net can be trained separately.

Compared to existing deep learning-based CS reconstruction methods, RootsNet is
more reliable for sensing applications. This is due to the fact that the feeder root branches
and sparse coefficients are strictly mapped in a one-to-one manner. The prediction results
of feeder root net are sparse coefficients, for common sparse bases like DCT and DWT, the
sparse coefficients have a clear physical meaning. For example, sparse coefficients for a
DCT basis means the weighting of different frequency components. Therefore, an incorrect
prediction only influences the weighting of a frequency component. The distortion on
the final image can be anticipated. Existing deep learning-based methods do not have
this feature. It should be noted that the proposed learning-based CS method also has
over-fitting risk as all deep learning methods. To reduce the effect of overfitting, RootsNet
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uses one dropout layer to make the learned feature more robust. As a general solution,
more training data is also helpful to reduce overfitting.

4. Experimental Results & Discussions

To prove the efficiency and imaging quality of the proposed leaning-based CS method,
this section carries out experiments in a light impact damage detection problem. The testing
specimens are shown in Figure 3. More experimental settings are introduced in Section 4.1.

4.1. Settings
4.1.1. Implementation Steps

The implementation steps are shown in Figure 6 to guide real applications. Traditional
raster scan obtains the NRI images directly, CS measurement is a computational imaging
way. The proposed RootsNet requires two off-line processes that only need to be done once
and can be done off-line before measurement tasks.

 
Figure 6. Implementation steps.

For all CS methods, a measurement matrix that corresponds to the largest possible
MR (denoted as Mm) is generated using Algorithm 1. Due to the special design of the
measurement matrix (which is a sub-sample of the scanning points), different subsets of
Mm can be extracted as measurement matrices that correspond to new MRs. For example,
M1, M2, and M3 are corresponding to 3%, 9%, and 15% of MRs, respectively, and M1 is a
subset of M2, M2 is a subset of M3, M3 is a subset of Mm. In such an implementation, the CS
scanning can stop at any time before covering all the scanning locations in Mm, which leads
to continuous MRs and a dynamic measurement process. All the measurement matrices
are used for RootsNet training before measurement. Both traditional iterative sparse
reconstruction methods and the proposed RootsNet are used for NRI image reconstruction
using the CS data.

4.1.2. Experimental Setups

The overall experimental setup is shown in Figure 7. An XYZ scanner carries a rectangular
open-ended waveguide probe which has an inner dimension of 10.668 mm × 4.318 mm for
RF emitting and sensing. The RF acquisition signals are generated and captured by a vector
network analyzer (Agilent PNA E8363B). A personal computer that connects to the scanner
driver is used to control the scanning with a Matlab and general purpose interface bus (GPIB)
interface. The frequency sweeping band is set from 18 GHz to 26.5 GHz with 1601 frequency
points. The lift-off distance is set as 1.0 mm. The scanning area is a rectangular shape with the
size 30 mm × 30 mm that covers the impact center. Step-size in both X and Y directions are
set as 0.3 mm. Accordingly, the image size is 99 × 99. To fit with the learning method, we
limit the scanning point to 96 × 96 that can be fully divided by a block size of 32. This force
limitation is not compulsory because an image block can pad zeros without exact division.
All five specimens are scanned in sequence as a reference result.
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Figure 7. Experimental setups for light impact damage detection on CFRPs.

4.1.3. Configuration for Neural-Network Training

Existing works [27,28], show that there are some resonant frequency bands that review
impact damages better, i.e., 18.86 GHz, 20.65 GHz, and etc. The amplitudes of reflection
coefficients are used for imaging. The detailed neural network structures are shown in
Figure 5. To train the neural network model, 50 images within the resonant frequency
bands for each specimen are picked out as a training set, which makes up a dataset that
consists of 250 images. The block size of the set is 32, so there are 2250 image blocks in
total, they are divided randomly into a training set and a validation set with a ratio of 8:2.
Equivalent CS sampling is applied on raster scan data during model training. Different
sampling rates that range from 3% to 33% with an equal step-size of 6% are considered. It
should be noted that the sampling rate is almost linearly proportional to sampling time
in NRI systems, i.e., a 3% sampling rate will reduce around 97% of sampling time than a
traditional raster scan.

The feeder root net and rootstock net are trained separately. Neural network models
are trained on a desktop computer with a RTX3090 GPU and a Core-i9 10900K CPU on an
open-source deep learning framework, Paddlepaddle. The learning rates are initiated as
0.01 and gradually decay to 1 × 10−5 during the 1500 epoch of training. Feeder root nets
use mean square error (MSE) as a loss function between the predicted sparse coefficients
and ground truth coefficients. Ground truth coefficients are obtained by discrete cosine
transform on flattened image blocks. As is discussed in Section 3.2, this paper builds
256 feeder root net branches to recover the most significant 256 coefficients. Rootstock net
uses structure similarity (SSIM) between a ground truth image and the predicted image as
loss function. After training, the same measurement matrices are used for testing.

4.2. Accuracy Analysis

The state-of-the-art OMP [27], and block-OMP [29], methods in this field are used as
baselines. The raster scan results are used as ground truth. The residual errors are set as
1 × 10−3 and 1 × 10−6 respectively for OMP and block OMP. Figure 8 shows imaging results
on the 10 J specimen for different methods. After using the block reconstruction method,
OMP method obtains lower image quality and the block effect is obvious. All methods
achieve a better quality with a greater sampling rate, this is more obvious for traditional
optimization theory-based methods (e.g., OMP). The proposed RootsNet achieves good
image quality even at an extremely low sampling rate. Feeder root net output shows some
block effect as well, but not as obvious as OMP. This block effect is removed by rootstock net
totally. Figure 9 shows more results, even the worst results of the proposed method (3% of
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sampling rate) can match with the best results (33% of sampling rate) for the state-of-the-art
OMP methods. Generally, the proposed method shows smoother results than OMP because
only the most significant 256 among the 1024 coefficients are recovered by RootsNet. OMP
obtains some incorrect high frequency components during iteration.

Figure 8. Imaging results on the 10 J specimen. (a) The OMP algorithm; (b) Block-by-block reconstruction
with OMP; (c) the proposed feeder root net output; (d) Final output for the proposed RootsNet.

Figure 9. Imaging results on different specimens. (a) OMP with 33% of sampling rate; (b) Block OMP
with 33% of sampling rate; (c) the proposed feeder root net output with 3% of sampling rate; (d) the
final output of the proposed RootsNet with 3% of sampling rate; (e) the final output of the proposed
RootsNet with 33% of sampling rate.
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Figure 10 shows quantitative imaging quality results, which shows a great quality gain
by the proposed method. The worst results of RootsNet also better than the best results of
OMP, which means RootsNet reduces at least (33 − 3)/33 ≈ 91% more of sampling data
and reconstruction time than OMP, and has three to four times the quality gain in low
sampling rates (4.3 times in 3% and 2.7 times in 9%). Traditional optimization theory-based
methods find sparse coefficients with simple rules like correlation calculation, the simple
rules are easily corrupted by noise under low sampling rates. Feeder root net extracts
high-dimensional features instead, that is why it performs much better. The rootstock net
automatically learns some priori information from the training set to remove block effect
and wrong data or noise (as is shown in Figure 11). Figure 11 shows the de-nosing ability
for the proposed RootsNet. The wrong data in the red circles is likely caused by equipment
shake during scanning. It is extremely hard for optimization theory-based methods to
recognize and remove such noise data.

Figure 10. Average SSIM between the reconstruction results of different methods and the ground
truth on all specimens.

Figure 11. Denoising ability of the proposed RootsNet. (a) A raster scan image which has wrong data
(highlighted in red circles); (b) OMP imaging results; (c) block OMP imaging results; (d) RootsNet
imaging results.

4.3. Efficiency Analysis

Compressed sensing saves sampling time greatly but incurs reconstruction time which
is a bottleneck for traditional optimization theory-based sparse reconstruction methods.
Among all the traditional sparse reconstruction methods, greedy algorithms have a good
balance between computational complexity and accuracy. Therefore, this part compares
the proposed method with the state-of-the-art greedy algorithms OMP in this field and
a recent SFAR-2D [46]. Block reconstruction is used for SFRA-2D to further improve the
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efficiency. The CS reconstruction times for different methods are given in Table 1. All
methods are implemented in Python on the same computer. Without block reconstruction,
the reconstruction time of OMP methods increases rapidly. Block reconstruction greatly
reduces the reconstruction time but also increases quickly for increased sampling rates for
both OMP and SFAR-2D due to the iterative nature. The proposed RootsNet processes
image blocks and feeder root net branches parallelly, so the time is almost same for different
sampling rates. To see how time consumption versus imaging quality, Table 2 gives the
total time consumption and SSIM for different methods. The SSIM of raster scan is defined
as the sampling rate because it is a purely down-sampling of the final image before it is
finished scanning. Improving imaging quality sacrifices time greatly for all methods due
to almost linear increasing between sampling time and sampling rate. A real application
needs to balance time and quality. Figure 12b shows the time consumption of different
methods when reaching 0.9 of SSIM. The time for OMP methods is estimated by polynomial
fitting in Matlab. The long reconstruction time for traditional optimization-based methods
counteracts the time saved in CS measurement. In this study, when reaching 0.9 of SSIM,
the proposed RootsNet are 30 times faster than traditional raster scan and the-state-of-the
art CS methods in this field, OMP. The SFRA-2D is faster than OMP, but also much slower
than the proposed RootsNet.

Table 1. CS reconstruction time (in seconds) for different methods.

Method

SR
3% 9% 15% 21% 27% 33%

OMP 0.52 8.74 50.54 196.42 628.57 1445.63
Block OMP 0.09 0.74 1.68 3.63 6.24 11.50

Block SFAR-2D 0.07 0.63 1.22 2.92 5.21 8.69
RootsNet 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.44

Table 2. Total time (in seconds) consumption and SSIM for different methods.

Method

SR
3% 9% 15% 21% 27% 33%

Raster scan 304.2/0.03 917.3/0.09 1531.2/0.15 2137.4/0.21 2746.8/0.27 3352.2/0.33
OMP 305.72/0.21 926.04/0.37 1581.74/0.53 2333.82/0.63 3375.37/0.72 4797.83/0.77

Block OMP 304.29/0.19 918.04/0.33 1532.88/0.43 2141.03/0.55 2753.04/0.60 3363.70/0.66
Block SFAR-2D 304.27/0.21 917.93/0.35 1532.42/0.52 2140.32/0.64 2752.01/0.73 3360.89/0.77

RootsNet 304.62/0.91 917.72/0.96 1531.63/0.97 2137.83/0.97 2747.23/0.97 3352.64/0.98

Note: Time and SSIM are given in ‘time/SSIM’ in the data section.

 
Figure 12. Average time vs. imaging quality. (a) The estimated time for traditional iterative re-
construction methods when reaching 0.9 of SSIM by fitting; (b) Normalized time consumption of
different methods when reaching 0.9 of SSIM.
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5. Conclusions & Future Works

This paper proposes a learning-based CS method for CFRP impact damage detection
with near-field radio frequency imaging, which is 20 times faster than existing methods
under a same imaging quality. The proposed method brings in de-nosing ability during RF
imaging, which can remove incorrect data in scanning that is extremely hard to remove
using traditional methods. Instead of being a black-box as existing deep learning-based
CS reconstruction, the results of the proposed learning-based CS can be anticipated, which
are more reliable for sensing applications. This plugin method does not need hardware
modification and can be extended to other scanning-based characterization systems.

There are still some limitations that are worth improving. The proposed method uses
pre-defined measurement matrices, which need to be re-trained for a different measurement
matrix. Some deterministic matrices may have better performance than Bernoulli matri-
ces [47], which leads to increased data-saving when reaching the same imaging quality.
Some convex optimization methods may also lead to more data reduction [48]. On the
other hand, although the feeder root net has good interpretability, the rootstock net is an
end-to-end method. The next step can consider an inter-block optimization scheme in the
feeder root net to maintain the imaging quality and interpretability at the same time.
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Abstract: This study aims to investigate an accurate detection method to detect defects in the
gasket ring groove of the blowout preventer (BOP) using the ultrasonic phased array technology.
Traditionally, it is difficult to accurately determine the type and size of defects in the gasket ring
groove due to the complexity of the BOP configuration and the interference between the defect echo
and the structural echo when using the ultrasonic phased array detection technology. In this study,
firstly, the appropriate detection process parameters are determined by using simulation software for
simulating and analyzing the defects of different sizes and types in the gasket ring groove of a BOP.
Thereafter, according to the detection process parameters determined by the simulation analysis, we
carry out a corresponding actual detection test. Simulation analysis and detection test results show
that the relative amplitude of the test results and the simulation results differ within 1 dB, and the
simulation results have a guiding role for the actual detection. The defect echo and structure echo
can be clearly distinguished by selecting appropriate detection process parameters, such as probe
frequency 5 MHz, array elements 36, and probe aperture 16 mm. The research results can provide
theoretical reference for the detection of blowout preventer.

Keywords: blowout preventer; gasket ring groove; ultrasonic phased array detection; structural echo;
defect echo

1. Introduction

The blowout preventer stack, including an annular BOP, a single-ram BOP, and a
double-ram BOP, is a safe wellhead sealing device used to prevent blowout during drilling,
workover, and oil testing [1]. The BOP stack is bolted together, and metal seals are installed
in the ring groove to prevent leakage. A schematic diagram of the sealing connection
structure of the BOP system is shown in Figure 1.

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the sealing connection structure of a BOP stack.

The BOP stack is installed on the wellhead casing, and the derrick is installed in the
center of the wellhead to avoid wellhead misalignment during oil drilling. However, the
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drill string rotates and deviates from the center of the wellhead during drilling, as shown
in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Off-center drill string on site.

During workover operations, the long drill string is rotated while drilling, resulting
in collisions between the drill string and the BOP. Wear can occur between the inside of
the BOP and the outside of the drill pipe during these collisions. This can cause eccentric
wear on the BOP main bore wall. In more severe cases, this can cause damage to the metal
seal ring groove of the BOP main bore, as shown in Figure 3, resulting in difficulty in
successfully sealing the BOP stack. When the BOP cannot be effectively sealed, a blowout
accident can occur, generating great economic loss and environmental pollution.

 

Figure 3. Eccentric wear phenomenon on the inner wall of the main diameter of a BOP.

Therefore, in addition to considering the mechanical design and manufacturing of the
BOP [2,3], based on the above failure analysis of the metal seal part of a BOP, the eccentric
wear amount of the metal seal ring groove can be accurately measured during regular
inspection and maintenance. Regions of the seal ring groove damaged by eccentric wear
can be repaired by surface welding, as shown in Figure 4. However, defects such as porosity,
slag inclusion, cracks, and incomplete welding may exist after the surface welding process.
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct nondestructive testing on the welding part of the main
bore seal of the BOP to prevent seal failure. Magnetic particle and penetration methods
can be used to detect surface cracks on the welding part of the BOP main bore metal seal;
however, there is no good method to detect internal buried defects. Tang et al. [4] conducted
simulations and experiments on the stress distribution of a 2FZ54-105 double-ram-type
BOP. Their results showed that stress concentrations exist on the internal surface of the
valve body near the intersection of the stamping cavity and the vertical hole, the flange
neck at the intersection of the flange and the valve body, the connection between the small
flange neck and the valve body, and the edge of the arc surface in the stamping cavity.
These stress concentration regions are the weak points of the BOP. Due to the high strength
requirements for the gasket ring groove, surface welding is often used for manufacturing
the gasket ring groove, but this welding technique can produce defects such as porosity,
slag inclusion, and cracks [5]. Welding defects can greatly affect the mechanical properties
of the material [6], causing a serious impact on the safety seal of the BOP. Detecting internal
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defects in a BOP gasket ring groove quickly and rigorously is a problem that urgently needs
to be solved.

 

Figure 4. Eccentric wear measurement of the metal sealing ring.

At present, the commonly used nondestructive testing methods for welding defects
include acoustic emission testing [7], magnetic particle testing [8], penetrant testing [9],
eddy current testing [10], radiographic testing [11], and pulsed thermography testing [12].
Acoustic emission detection is based on the acoustic emission phenomenon of solid ma-
terials. When a solid material undergoes local elastoplastic deformation, cracking, phase
change, and other dynamic changes under the actions of external and internal forces, it
quickly releases energy in the form of stress waves [13]. Magnetic particle testing detects
magnetic flux leakage caused by defects in the material using small magnetic particles
with fluorescent properties. Magnetic particle testing is commonly used to detect surface
and subsurface defects in ferromagnetic materials such as castings, forgings, rolled steel
plates, heat-treated parts, and machined and ground parts [14]. Liquid penetrant inspection
employs the inherent accumulation of a fluid around a discontinuity to create noticeable
indication at the surface defects of parts manufactured from nonporous materials. The
capillary effect arising from surface tension due to cohesive force between the molecules of
the liquid and wetting properties of the material causes the liquid to penetrate the openings
on the surface [15]. The principle of eddy current detection is based on electromagnetic
induction. Eddy current detection has the benefit of lower cost and higher detection ef-
ficiency and is very sensitive when detecting surface and near-surface defects [16]. The
radiographic method is based on the partial absorption of penetrating radiation passing
through the object under investigation. The radiographic method has been widely adopted
to nondestructively examine potential defects of welded joints in pipes [17]. Defects such
as cracks within the theoretical skin depth range can disturb the eddy current density dis-
tribution, resulting in a higher level of Joule heating in the area where the current density
increases, thereby affecting the local temperature distribution. Therefore, defects can be
detected from thermal images [18], and this method is called pulsed thermography.

However, the detection methods mentioned above can only be used to detect surface
defects and cannot be well applied to detect buried defects in the seal ring groove of
a BOP. The ultrasonic phased array detection method has been widely used to detect
internal defects of different workpieces due to its advantages of strong penetrability, high
positioning accuracy, and rapid detection [19–21]. Feng et al. [22] coupled the ultrasonic
wave reflection principle and image processing to enhance sizing surface cracks in welded
tubular joints using an ultrasonic phased array. This approach reduced the detection
errors of the crack size and orientation due to different legs and varied probe locations.
Lopez et al. [23] used an ultrasonic phased array to detect the defects of aluminum parts in
additive manufacturing and confirmed that ultrasonic phased array detection technology
can be applied to detect defects in additive manufacturing parts. Ma et al. [24] presented a
method based on signal correlation to detect delamination defects in widely used carbon-
fiber-reinforced plastic to distinguish defect and nondefect signals. This method required
less inspector prior knowledge compared to the ultrasonic C-scan method. Experimental
results showed that the defect size error was less than 4% and the depth error was less
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than 3%. Li et al. [25] studied the ultrasonic phased array detection method by detecting
defects in butt welds on the complex surface parts of engine blades. Their research results
showed that the finite element method is an effective tool to study the ultrasonic phased
array detection of complex surfaces. Wang et al. [26] presented an effective nondestructive
method using phased array ultrasonic testing to characterize submillimeter artificial deep
bottom holes in additive manufactured TC18 titanium blocks. Their results showed that the
annular array has a higher detection accuracy than the linear array PAUT. Chabot et al. [27]
proposed a comprehensive control method to conduct in situ ultrasonic control for direct
energy deposition. They particularly illustrated the defect detection of wire-arc additive
manufacturing components and laser metal deposition using the phased array ultrasonic
testing technique. The above research works showed that it is more efficient to detect defects
by combining finite element analysis and experimental detection when using ultrasonic
phased array technology.

Nondestructive testing methods, such as acoustic emission testing, magnetic particle
testing, and eddy current testing, cannot well detect the size and location of defects in the
gasket ring groove of a BOP. Therefore, we specialize in ultrasonic testing and evaluation
of structural damage of petroleum equipment. This paper initially used the finite element
method to simulate the ultrasonic phased array detection process of a BOP gasket ring
groove and then carried out the corresponding test according to the finite element simula-
tion analysis results. The results showed that ultrasonic phased array detection technology
can effectively detect internal defects in the gasket ring groove of a BOP.

2. Identification Method of Structure Echo and Signal Echo Using Ultrasonic Phased Array

2.1. Finite Difference Model of Acoustic Waves in an Elastic Solid

It is particularly important to explore the propagation mode of ultrasonic waves in
elastic solid media and improve the detection accuracy of abnormal structures. This is
because of the complexity of waveform conversion of ultrasonic wave propagation in
complex abnormal structures. The finite difference method can be used to simulate various
complex structures and characterize the difference between the structure echo and the
signal echo. Then, a time-domain broadband simulation of complex signals can be realized
through step-by-step method calculation, which can more vividly describe the change in
ultrasonic waves in space or the change in waveform at a certain point. In this paper, two-
dimensional acoustic wave equations are used to describe the sound field characteristics
of elastic solids by the finite difference time-domain method. The acoustic wave equation
is [28]:
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In the formula, ∇2 is the Laplace operator; θ is the divergence of the displacement;
→
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is the displacement of the mass point; ρ is the density of the medium; and the properties of
the elastic solid are expressed by the elastic constants λ and μ.

In the two-dimensional rectangular coordinate system, the component form of the
acoustic wave Equation (1) is:⎧⎨⎩
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In the formula, CL is the longitudinal wave velocity, and CS is the shear wave velocity.
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2.2. Deflection and Focusing of Phased Array

The transducer in the ultrasonic phased array includes multiple piezoelectric elements
that can be controlled and receive feedback signals individually. The relative delay of
the excitation signal between different crystals in the probe can be changed by deflecting
the sound beam in different directions without changing the motion state of the phased
array. At the same time, phased array technology can focus the sound beam by applying a
nonlinear delay law to it, as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the beam can be deflected and
focused at the same time using a complex combination of these delay rules. It is necessary
to apply different chip delay times at finite difference discrete points. If the chip excitation
signal is a three-period sine wave plus a Hanning window signal:

f (t) =

{
[1 − cos(2π f (t − tj)/3] cos(2π f (t − tj)), 0 ≤ t ≤ f

3
0, others

(5)

 
Figure 5. Delay rule of the ultrasonic phased array.

The signal after applying the delay term tj is [29]:
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In the formula, c is the wave speed in the medium; d is the distance between chips; F
is the focal length; N is half of the number of excitation chips; θ is the deflection angle; and
j is the wafer number.

3. Simulation and Experiment of Ultrasonic Phased Array for Seal Ring Groove

3.1. Detecting Objects
3.1.1. Test Specimen

A 25CrNiMo annular BOP FH35-35/70 gasket ring groove was selected for testing.
Its three-dimensional structure is shown in Figure 6. The inside, surface, and near-surface
of the BOP gasket ring groove may have pores generated during manufacturing. The
residual slag in the BOP gasket ring groove weld after welding can reduce the plasticity
and toughness of the weld. Weld cracking can cause BOP fracture. In this paper, ultrasonic
phased array technology is used to detect defects, including pores, slag inclusions, and
cracks, in the seal ring groove of the BOP.

Figure 6. Three-dimensional schematic diagram of the test specimen.
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3.1.2. Artificial Defects

In this study, two types of artificial defects, i.e., groove and transverse holes, were
manufactured on the specimen. Artificial defects with different sizes were manufactured
in different positions and directions on the specimen to simulate cracks, slag inclusions,
and porosity defects in the gasket ring groove, as shown in Table 1. The distances from the
center of the rightmost section of artificial defects 1# and 2# to the right vertical section of
the test specimen body are 73 mm and 104 mm, and the dimensions are 5 × 3 × 0.2 mm
and 8 × 5 × 0.2 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 7. The distances from the center of the
rightmost section of artificial defects 3#, 4#, and 5# to the vertical section of the rightmost
section of the test specimen body are 138 mm, 160 mm, and 184 mm, and the dimensions
are Φ 3 × 8 mm, Φ 2 × 5 mm, and Φ 2 × 40 mm, respectively. The vertical distance between
all defects and the upper surface of the test specimen is 8 mm. The number 11 in Figure 7 is
the plane part of the test specimen, and the number 12 is steel ring grooves.

Table 1. Artificial defect parameters.

Defect Number Defect Type Section Size/mm Length/mm Simulated Defect Type

1# Groove 3 5 Simulated crack
2# Groove 5 8 Simulated crack
3# Horizontal hole Ø 3 8 Simulated slag inclusion
4# Horizontal hole Ø 2 5 Simulated pore
5# Horizontal hole Ø 2 40 Calibration

 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of artificial defect processing on the test specimen.

3.2. Simulation of Ultrasonic Phased Array

First, the sound field of the probe in the natural state is theoretically analyzed, and the
sound field coverage of the probe is verified by means of simulation to meet the detection
requirement. The one-dimensional linear ultrasonic phased array transducer used in this
process has a rectangular shape, and the sound pressure distribution on the central axis is
different from that of an ordinary circular ultrasonic transducer. Even so, it still conforms to
the rule that in the region where the distance is smaller than the length N of the near-field,
the sound pressure exhibits multiple maxima and minima. When the distance is larger
than N, the sound pressure decreases monotonically with increasing distance. The length
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of the ultrasonic phased array probe propagating in the workpiece should be subtracted
from the length of the near-field of the radiated sound field and the equivalent length of
the sound beam propagating in the wedge. To better analyze the relationship between
the near-field area and the workpiece, the near-field depth (Ndep) is commonly used to
evaluate the sound field. The near-field depth can be expressed as:

Ndep = N cos β (7)

N = 0.35
f
cs
[A

cos β

cos α
]
2
− L

tan α

tan β
(8)

where f is the frequency (MHz); Cs is the shear wave velocity in the workpiece (m/s); A
is the probe aperture (mm); α is the incidence angle of the sound beam; β is the refraction
angle of the sound beam; and L is the propagation length of the sound beam in the wedge
(mm). The parameters selected for this process are f = 5 MHz, Cs = 3230 m/s, A = 16 mm,
α = 36◦, β = 55◦, and L = 20 mm. By introducing the parameters into Equation (8), the
length of the calculated near-field area is 59.54 mm, and the depth of the near-field area
is 34.15 mm. The depth of the tested area of the test specimen is 30 mm; therefore, the
selected probe can scan the entire tested area and be in the upper and lower coverage area
of the maximum sound pressure to obtain ideal sensitivity and resolution.

Based on the finite difference model theory, this paper uses CIVA software for simu-
lation, which can be applied to the modeling and analysis of various complex structure
workpieces [30]. Among them, the two functions included in the ultrasonic inspection
module are sound beam simulation and defect response. The former is convenient for test
analysts to set appropriate inspection process parameters according to different situations,
and the latter can simulate the response signal of defects [31,32]. Therefore, based on the
finite element simulation platform CIVA, phased array ultrasonic testing is carried out
to analyze the propagation characteristics of ultrasonication and then guide the actual
detection, as shown in Figure 8.

  
Figure 8. Probe arrangement and simulation.

3.3. Ultrasonic Phased Array Test

Ultrasonic phased array equipment mainly includes focusing rule generators, delay
controllers, several independent transmitting and receiving channels, signal processors,
and image processing and display modules. First, the delay rule is generated according to
the instrument setting and scanning mode, and then the delay controller controls the time
of each excitation probe chip according to the delay rule. The transmitting circuit generates
the excitation voltage and loads it onto the corresponding phased array chip to generate an
ultrasonic wave; then, the receiving circuit receives the ultrasonic signal received by each
chip. The delay time of the signal processor is set up according to the law of synthesis of
various chips of ultrasonic signals to obtain the delay rule corresponding to the A scanning
signal. Thereafter, the ultrasonic phased array device will be an A sweep signal amplitude
by color quantization, converting the A scanning signal into a color bar. Then, according to
the scanning mode, the corresponding scan images are obtained, and, finally, the image is
displayed on the screen. A PHSCAN phased array detector is used in the ultrasonic phased
array test. The probe model is 5L32-0.5-10-D2; the wedge model is SD2-N55S-IHC; the
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wedge angle is 36◦; and the sound beam delay is 14.94 μs. The process parameters were set
according to the simulation results to achieve coverage of the probe to the detection range
and ensure the ability of effective detection. The test sample in Figure 9 and its artificial
defects were processed according to the design in Figure 7, and the sample material was
25CrNiMo. The cracks and inclusions are machined into the specimen and then surfacing
processed. After machination, the sample is obtained.

 

Figure 9. Ultrasonic phased array field test.

4. Results Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Analysis of Simulation Results

According to the thickness of the test block and the structure of the detection area,
the detection frequency, crystal number, and probe aperture are determined. By changing
the distance between the probe and the edge of the test block (offset distance) and the
scanning angle, the offset distance and scanning angle that can cover the detection area
are determined. When the adjusted offset distance is larger (>20 mm) and the scanning
angle range is larger (38~75◦), more structural echoes appear, which affects the judgment
of defect echoes, as shown in Figure 10a. When the offset distance is 10–15 mm and the
scanning angle is 40–70◦, there are fewer structure echoes, and the defect echoes can be
more accurately distinguished. We determined that the offset distance was 12 mm and the
scanning angle was 40–70◦, as shown in Figure 10b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Echo analysis of the structure signal in the defect-free position of the test specimen.
(a) Offset distance(>20 mm) (b) Offset distance(10–15 mm).

Simulation software is used to simulate the ultrasonic phased array scanning specimen.
The left image is the c-scanning result, the upper right image is the fan-scanning result,
and the lower right image is the A-scanning result. As seen from the fan-scanning result,
the specimen generates fixed geometric reflection signals at edges and corners at the top
edges and corners of the cushion ring groove and inside the groove, respectively, when the
position without defects is scanned. This is shown in the red circle marked in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Simulation analysis of structural signal echo in the position without defect of the specimen.

First, it was found that defect 1# with a simulated crack (5 × 3 × 0.2 mm) can be
scanned by moving the probe in a circular direction along the inner wall of the main bore,
as shown in Figure 12a. Two kinds of signal echoes can be clearly distinguished from the
fan-scanning image; these are the structural signal echoes and the defect signal echoes.
The horizontal and vertical distances of buried defects can be accurately calculated in the
fan-scanning image to determine the position of defects in the workpiece. In addition, it can
be seen in the A-scanning image that the defect signal echo appears before the structural
signal echo, which can assist in the judgment of the defect. The image signal of defect 1#
can be distinguished from the C-scanning image, but the signal is weak due to the small
size of the crack defect. There is a significant increase in the defect signal in the C-scanning
image when crack defect 2# (8 × 5 × 0.2 mm), whose size is larger than that of 1#, is
detected, which is shown in Figure 12b. It can also be seen in the A-scanning image that
the amplitude of the signal wave of crack defect 2# increases compared with that of crack
defect 1#. At the same time, it can be seen in the fan-scanning image in Figure 12b that the
structural signal echo and defect signal echo are also clearly distinguished.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Simulation analysis of two kinds of crack defect signal echoes. (a) Defect 1#. (b) Defect 2#.
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Figure 13a,b show ultrasonic phased array scanning images of defect 3# of the sim-
ulated slag inclusion and defect 4# of the simulated porosity, respectively. The echo of
the defect signal in the fan-scanning image is also clearly distinguished from that of the
structure signal. Moreover, as the vertical depth and horizontal distance of the four defects
in the specimen are consistent, the feedback signal of the defect in the fan-scanning image
is almost in the same position. As shown in Figure 13a,b, the signal of defect 3# simulated
by slag inclusion and defect 4# simulated by porosity is significantly enhanced, which is
due to the relatively large size of slag inclusion and porosity defects, resulting in a strong
signal echo. However, the signal echo generated by defects 1# and 2# simulated by the
crack is relatively weak due to the small size. In the C-scanning image, the signal echo
below defect 4# is the echo of the calibration transverse hole.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Simulation analysis of signal echoes of slag inclusions and porosity defects. (a) Defect 3#.
(b) Defect 4#.

According to the signal echo analysis, the signal amplitudes of defects 1#, 2#, 3#, and
4# are −21.1 dB, −17.6 dB, −1.8 dB, and −5.5 dB, respectively, and the reference amplitude
of the transverse hole calibration is −2.1 dB, as shown in Table 2. For crack defects, the
amplitude of defect signal increases from −21.1 dB to −17.6 dB, and the amplitude increases
by 3.5 dB when the crack length increases from 5 mm to 8 mm; when the depth increases
from 3 mm to 5 mm, the signal amplitude increases from −21.1 dB to −17.6 dB, and the
amplitude increases by 3.5 dB. The results show that the signal amplitude increases with
increasing crack length and depth [24]. For slag inclusion and porosity defects, the signal
amplitude is obviously higher than that of crack defects.

Table 2. Analysis of simulation results of different types of defects.

Defect Number Defect Size/mm Amplitude/dB
Reference Amplitude/dB
(2 × 40 Transverse Hole)

Relative Amplitude
(Absolute Value)/dB

1# 5 × 3 −21.1 −2.1 19
2# 8 × 5 −17.6 −2.1 15.5
3# 8 × Ø 3 −1.8 −2.1 0.3
4# 5 × Ø 2 −5.5 −2.1 −3.4

4.2. Test Result Analysis

According to the testing process parameters determined by simulation, ultrasonic
phased array testing equipment was used for experimental analysis. The test results were
compared to the simulation results to verify the rationality of the finite element model. The
result of scanning the defect-free position of the specimen is shown in Figure 14. The left
part of the figure is the A-scanning waveform image, and the right part is the fan-scanning
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image. Two structural signal echoes can be clearly seen (blue circles in the figure), and the
vertical distances of the two edges are 15 mm and 22 mm. Through the field measurement
of the detected workpiece, it is seen that the two echoes correspond to the edges at the top
of the cushion ring groove and the edges in the groove in the simulation.

 

Figure 14. Echo analysis of the structure signal in the defect-free position of the test specimen.

Circumferential scanning is used to detect defects. Figure 15a,b show the detection
images of crack defects 1# and 2#, respectively. The A-scanning image is on the left, the
fan-scanning image is on the right, and the C-scanning image is on the bottom. The signal
echo of the internal crack defect and the signal echo of the workpiece structure can be
clearly distinguished from the fan-scanning image. It can be seen from the simulation
analysis that the signal echo of the crack defect is weak. In the actual detection process,
it is necessary to adjust the input to identify the signal echo of the defect, which leads
to many other signals, removing the signal echo of the defect and structure. These other
signal echoes are the back wave of the detection contact surface and the secondary echo of
the structure, which can also be clearly distinguished and excluded during the detection
process. At the same time, the horizontal distance and vertical depth of the crack defect are
10.5 mm and 8.1 mm, respectively, which are basically consistent with the actual position of
the defect inside the workpiece. In addition, it can also be seen in the C-scanning image
that the signal echo of crack 2# is stronger than that of crack 1#, which is basically consistent
with the simulation analysis result.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Signal echo analysis of two kinds of crack defects. (a) Defect 1#. (b) Defect 2#.
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The detection results of the simulated slag inclusion and porosity defects are shown
in Figure 16a,b, respectively. As seen in the fan scan image, compared with the detection
results of crack defects, the signal echoes of slag inclusion and porosity defects are stronger,
resulting in fewer redundant signal echoes in the detection image, and it is easier to distin-
guish the structural signal echoes from the defect signal echoes. Similarly, the horizontal
distance and vertical depth of slag inclusion and porosity defects are 10.2 mm and 7.8 mm,
respectively, which are consistent with the actual position of defects inside the workpiece.
The C-scanning image shows that the signal echo of the slag inclusion defect with the
largest size is the strongest, followed by the porosity defect, which is also consistent with
the simulation analysis result. In addition, the signal echo of the calibration hole is shown
in Figure 17.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Signal echo analysis of slag inclusion and porosity defects. (a) Defect 3#. (b) Defect 4#.

 

Figure 17. Signal echo analysis of the calibration hole.

Using a comparative analysis between the field test and the simulation analysis,
we found that the spot test based on the detection process parameters analyzed by the
simulation can accurately determine the location of defects and identify the relative size of
defects. This showed that the simulation analysis results and testing process parameters
play a very good guiding role for the actual field test and testing.

Furthermore, Table 3 shows that the relative amplitudes of the four defects in the
test results compared with the calibration transverse hole are 19.4 dB, 14.6 dB, 0.3 dB, and
3.4 dB. The relative amplitude is basically consistent with the relative amplitude of the
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simulation results, and the difference of each item is within 1 dB, which also verifies the
results of the simulation analysis, as shown in Figure 18.

Table 3. Analysis of the test results of different types of defects.

Defect Number Defect Size/mm Amplitude/dB
Reference Amplitude/dB
(2 × 40 Transverse Hole)

Relative Amplitude
(Absolute Value)/dB

Error/dB

1# 5 × 3 −46.9 −27.5 19.4 0.4
2# 8 × 5 −42.1 −27.5 14.6 0.9
3# 8 × Ø 3 −26.7 −27.5 0.8 0.5
4# 5 × Ø 2 −31.1 −27.5 3.6 0.2

Figure 18. Comparison and analysis of test data and simulation data.

5. Conclusions

In view of the complex structure of a seal ring groove and the influence of complex
interference between the defect echo and the structural echo, the buried defects in the
seal ring groove of a BOP are analyzed by combining ultrasonic phased array simulation
analysis and actual test detection. The main research conclusions are as follows:

(1) The ultrasonic phased array detection technology can accurately identify the cracks,
slag inclusions, and pores in the seal ring groove of a blowout preventer.

(2) The feedback signals of slag inclusions and pores generated during surfacing
welding are obvious and can be easily detected. Buried cracks can also be detected, but the
feedback signal is weak. With increasing crack length and depth size, the amplitude of the
defect feedback signal increases. In view of the poor detection effect of microcracks, further
measures are needed

(3) The relative amplitude of the test results is basically the same as that of the simula-
tion results, and the difference is within 1 dB. Furthermore, the defect echo and structural
echo can be clearly distinguished by the reasonable selection and arrangement of probes,
such as a 5 MHz probe frequency, 36 array elements, and a 16 mm probe aperture, and
by choosing the appropriate focal law. The results obtained in this study can provide a
reference for actual field detection.
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Abstract: Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) testing is a widely used nondestructive testing (NDT) method
for the inspection of ferromagnetic materials. This review paper presents the basic principles of
MFL testing and summarizes the recent advances in MFL. An analytical expression for the leakage
magnetic field based on the 3D magnetic dipole model is provided. Based on the model, the effects of
defect size, defect orientation, and liftoff distance have been analyzed. Other influencing factors, such
as magnetization strength, testing speed, surface roughness, and stress, have also been introduced.
As the most important steps of MFL, the excitation method (a permanent magnet, DC, AC, pulsed)
and sensing methods (Hall element, GMR, TMR, etc.), have been introduced in detail. Finally, the
algorithms for the quantification of defects and the applications of MFL have been introduced.

Keywords: MFL; NDT; sensor; magnetic dipole model; high speed; liftoff; magnetizer; inverse problem;
artificial neural network

1. Introduction

Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) testing is an electromagnetic nondestructive testing
(NDT) method with high efficiency and reliability. It has the ability to detect various types
of defects such as cracks, corrosion, pitting, and cavity, and it is able to detect both surface
and subsurface defects. Therefore, it has been widely used to ensure the integrity and safety
of structures in the petrochemical, energy, manufacturing, and transportation industries.

The principle of MFL testing is based on the interaction between magnetic field and
defects. The MFL testing device usually consists of a magnetizing unit, a sensing unit, a
signal conditioning unit, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and a computer with signal
displaying and analyzing software. The magnetizing unit is usually consisting of permanent
magnets of magnetizing coils that are able to magnetize the ferromagnetic specimen into
saturation or near saturation. Due to the abrupt change in magnetic reluctance at the defects,
the magnetic flux leaks into the nearby air. The perturbation of the magnetic field can be
recorded by an array of magnetic field sensors and used to evaluate and quantify defects.

MFL testing theory and technology have been developed for decades. There are
several review papers that summarized some developments in MFL together with other
electromagnetic NDT methods [1–4]. However, there is no comprehensive review of MFL
technology. In the following sections of this paper, a comprehensive review will be given
to the following subjects of MFL technology: (1) the study of the MFL principle and
analytical model; (2) the influence of testing parameters (e.g., magnetizing strength, liftoff,
scanning speed) and defect properties (e.g., defect size and defect orientation) on the MFL
signals; (3) excitation and sensing techniques in MFL testing; (4) inverse problem and defect
quantification in MFL; (5) applications of MFL and comparison with related NDT methods.

2. MFL Principle and Analytical Model

2.1. MFL Principle

The basic principle of MFL testing is schematically shown in Figure 1, where a mag-
netizer is applied to magnetize the ferromagnetic specimen into near saturation. The
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magnetizer can be either a magnet with a ferromagnetic yoke or a magnetizing coil. Due to
the high permeability of ferromagnetic materials, the magnetic flux is constrained in the
material when no defects are presented. In the presence of a defect, the magnetic field leaks
into the nearby air and causes the leakage field.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Basic principle of MFL testing: (a) yoke-type magnetizer; (b) encircling coil-type magnetizer.

The phenomenon of magnetic field leakage was explained using the refraction of
the magnetic field by Sun and Kang with the boundary conditions of the electromagnetic
field [5], as shown in Figure 2a. At the interface of the two media, the magnetic fields satisfy
the boundary equations; thus, the refracted angle is expressed as:

α2 = arctan(
μ2

μ1
tan α1) (1)

where μ1 and μ2 are the permeabilities of medium 1 and 2, respectively.

2

1
B2

B1

1

2

(a)

1

2

(b)

1

2

(c)

Figure 2. The refraction of magnetic field at interface of a defect: (a) schematic representation;
(b) finite element simulation results of magnetic vectors for μ1 = μ2; (c) finite element simulation
results of magnetic vectors for μ1 > μ2.

Therefore, if μ1 = μ2, which is the case where the specimen is non-ferromagnetic, then
α1 = α2. In this case, the flux line continues at the interface without any perturbation, and
there is no leakage magnetic field. If μ1 > μ2, then α1 > α2, and the magnetic field will enter
the vicinity of the defect due to refraction.

2.2. Forward Problem and Magnetic Dipole Model

The forward problem, which derives the MFL field of a defect with a certain shape, is a
fundamental and important topic in MFL testing. One of the most commonly used models
in the forward problem is the magnetic dipole model, the study of which was pioneered
by Zatsepin and Shcherbinin [6,7]. Based on their study, many researchers have further
derived the distribution of the leakage field generated by a 2D notch and a 3D notch [8,9].
The dipole is assumed to distribute uniformly at the slot surfaces with the density σm. For a
line with infinitesimal length dy on the slot surface shown in Figure 3a, the magnetic charge
is dp = σmdy, and in the 3D model shown in Figure 3b, the charge is dp = σmdydz. The
magnetic field generated by the magnetic charge is dH = dp

4πr3 r. By taking the integral for
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all magnetic charges at slot surfaces, the magnetic field can be derived. For the 2D model
in Figure 3a, the tangential and normal components of the field are:

Hx(x, y) =
σm

2π

[
arctan

b(x + a)

(x + a)2 + y(y + b)
− arctan

b(x − a)

(x − a)2 + y(y + b)

]
(2)

Hy(x, y) =
σm

4π
ln

(
[(x + a)2 + (y + b)2][(x − a)2 + y2]

[(x + a)2 + y2][(x − a)2 + (y + b)2]

)
(3)

x

y

b
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Figure 3. Dipole model for the magnetic field calculation: (a) 2D representation; (b) 3D representation.

For the 3D model in Figure 3b, the results are:

Hx(x, y, z) = σm
4π (arctan (y+b)(z+c)

(x+a)
[
(x+a)2+(y+b)2+(z+c)2

]1/2 − arctan y(z+c)

(x+a)
[
(x+a)2+y2+(z+c)2

]1/2

−arctan (y+b)(z−c)

(x+a)
[
(x+a)2+(y+b)2+(z−c)2

]1/2 + arctan y(z−c)

(x+a)
[
(x+a)2+y2+(z−c)2

]1/2

−arctan (y+b)(z+c)

(x−a)
[
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(4)

Hy(x, y, z) = σm
4π [ln(
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[
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(x−a)2+(y+b)2+(z−c)2
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[
(x−a)2+(y+b)2+(z+c)2
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(5)

Hz(x, y, z) = σm
4π [ln(

y+b+[(x+a)2+(y+b)2+(z−c)2]
1/2

y+[(x+a)2+y2+(z−c)2]
1/2 × y+[(x+a)2+y2+(z+c)2]
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(6)

According to Equations (4)–(6), the distribution of magnetic field above a notch can be
calculated. Figure 4 shows the magnetic field distributions at liftoff y = 1 for defects with
the dimensions of a = 1, b = 2, c = 10 and a = 5, b = 2, c = 5.

The magnetic dipole model was further extended to calculate the magnetic field
generated by defects with various shapes. Uetake studied the MFL of adjacent parallel
surface slots [10]. Dutta and Stanley calculated the MFL of a cylindrical hole and verified the
model by comparing it with simulation results [11,12]. Mandache and Clapham calculated
the MFL of a cylindrical hole, a racetrack defect, and adjacent holes [13]. Lukyanets derived
an analytical model for the MFL of a defect with a smooth surface [14]. Trevino proposed
an improved dipole model to calculate the MFL of conical, ellipsoidal, and tensional shaped
defects [15]. Wu proposed a model for concave and bump shaped defects [16]. Zhang
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derived an analytical expression for internal defects using a modified dipole model and
image theory [17]. Li proposed to improve the accuracy of the dipole model by considering
a two-layer charge distribution model [18].

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4. Distribution of magnetic field above defects with colors indicating the intensity of magnetic
field: (a) Hx for a rectangular notch; (b) Hy for a rectangular notch; (c) Hz for a rectangular notch;
(d) Hx for a square notch; (e) Hy for a square notch; (f) Hz for a square notch.

In addition to the commonly used magnetic dipole model, there are also some analyti-
cal models derived for the calculation of the MFL. Bowler derived an analytical solution for
semi-elliptical indentation by solving the Laplace equation of a static magnetic field, and
the results turned to be in agreement with those from the dipole model [19]. Cheng and
Wang proposed a solenoid model based on the magnetization mechanisms of the magnetic
medium, and calculated the V-shaped and Z-shaped defects [20,21]. Huang used a basic
signal analysis approach to predict the MFL response with high accuracy and calculation
speed [22].

3. Factors Influencing MFL Signal

In MFL testing, there are many factors that influence the inspection signal. This section
summarizes some of the important factors such as the defect size, defect orientation, liftoff
distance, magnetization strength, stress, and scanning velocity.

3.1. Defect Dimension and Orientation

The influence of defect size on the MFL signal has been analyzed using analytical
models, simulations, and experiments [8,23–29]. It was suggested by Förster that [8], when
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using the magnetic dipole model to analyze the influence of defect dimension, the magnetic
charge density should also change with defect dimension to obtain more accurate results:

σm =
1

2π

b/a + 1
(1/μ)b/a + 1

FnlHa (7)

where Fnl is a non-linear factor and Ha is the applied field.
The influence of the defect dimensions can be analyzed using Equations (4)–(7). For

the defect shown in Figure 3b, the magnetic field above the center of the defect (y = 1, z = 0)
was extracted and the results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Influences of defect dimensions on MFL signal: (a) change in Hx with defect width;
(b) change in Hy with defect width; (c) change in Hx with defect depth; (d) change in Hy with defect
depth; (e) change in Hx with defect length; (f) change in Hy with defect length.

Conventionally, researchers and engineers of MFL have thought that the orientation
defect should be perpendicular to the magnetization field to obtain an effective MFL field.
Sun and Song questioned this traditional conclusion and studied the MFL signals for
defects parallel to the magnetization field [30,31]. They found that it was possible to detect
cracks that are parallel to the magnetization, although the amplitude was small. Wu further
studied the variation of MFL signal amplitude with the angle between the defect and
magnetization field [32], the results are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Influence of the angle between magnetization and defect on MFL signal.

The scanning direction of the sensors also influences the MFL signal, and Wu also
studied this effect [32]. This effect can also be obtained by extracting the magnetic field along
different directions using Equations (4)–(6). For a defect with the dimensions a = 1, b = 2,
and c = 10, the variation of the MFL signal with scanning direction is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Influence of scanning angle on MFL signal: (a) change in Hx with scanning angle; (b) change
in Hy with scanning angle.

3.2. Liftoff Effect

The MFL signal is dependent on the liftoff distance between the probe and the speci-
men. The MFL signal reduces as the increase in liftoff distance [33–35], an example of liftoff
effect is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Influence of liftoff on MFL signal: (a) change in Hx with liftoff; (b) change in Hy with liftoff.
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The change in liftoff during scanning significantly influences the testing signal. Thus,
many researchers have attempted to reduce the liftoff effect. Jia used a filtering method to
suppress liftoff interference [36]; Wu proposed a liftoff tolerant sensor by inserting ferrite
into the sensing coil [37]; Peng introduced an exponential function compensation for liftoff
correction [38]; Wang linearized the liftoff effect by applying Fourier transform [39].

3.3. Magnetization Strength and Material Property

Usually, a strong magnetization is required to saturate the ferromagnetic material
to obtain a good MFL signal. However, the MFL signal does not always increase with
magnetization strength. Many researchers have found that the MFL signal initially increases
with the magnetizing current and starts to decrease after a certain point [40–42], as shown
in Figure 9. Sun explained this phenomenon with the magnetic compression effect [43],
which states that the large background field caused by strong magnetization suppresses
the leakage of the magnetic field from defects. Later, he proposed a new MFL principle
based on near-zero background magnetic field [44], in which magnetic shielding is used to
collect a strong background field.

Figure 9. Influence of magnetizing current on MFL signal.

Since the magnetization of the material is also based on the material property, the
MFL signal is also dependent on the B–H curve of the ferromagnetic materials. Katoh
approximated the B–H curve with two lines and studied this influence [45].

3.4. Velocity Effect

In pipeline inspection, the MFL device is propelled by the gas and oil inside the
pipe. The device usually travels several meters per second. Due to the relatively motion
between the magnetizer and the pipe, eddy currents are induced in the pipe wall. The
motion-induced eddy current density is:

J = σv × B (8)

The eddy currents generate a secondary magnetic field according to the Biot–Savart
law. Thus, the magnetization status of the pipe and corresponding MFL signal will be af-
fected at high testing speeds. The problem is governed by Maxwell’s equations considering
the velocity term:

∇2B − μσ
∂B
∂t

− μσ(v·∇)B = 0 (9)

Many researchers have studied the velocity effect of finite element simulation. For the
yoke-type magnetizer, the eddy currents are induced in the region beneath the poles [46–49],
and the magnetic field is perturbed [50]. A comparison between the distributions of the
eddy current and magnetic field at different speeds is shown in Figure 10.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. Distribution of motion-induced eddy current and magnetic field: (a) eddy current at
0.5 m/s; (b) eddy current at 2 m/s; (c) magnetic field at 0.5 m/s; (d) magnetic field at 2 m/s.

Recently, B. Feng found an analytical solution to Equation (9) and further obtained the
expression of the motion-induced eddy current under a pole of the magnetizer [51]:

Jtotal =
1
π
·
∫ ∞

0
dk
∫ y0+h

y0

[
1
μ
(jkCIII

y ek′y + jkDIII
y e−k′y − k′CIII

x ek′y + k′DIII
x e−k′y)]ejkxdy′ (10)

where Jtotal is the eddy current in specimen, y0 is the liftoff, h is the height of magnetizer,
CIII

x , CIII
y , DIII

x and DIII
y are coefficients that are solved as [51]:

CIII
x = −2jμIk′(k′+ k)e−ky′+k′d sin(ka)

ek′d(k′+ k)2 − e−k′d(k′ − k)2

DIII
x =

2jμIk′(k′ − k)e−ky′−k′d sin(ka)
ek′d(k′+ k)2 − e−k′d(k′ − k)2

CIII
y = − 2μIk(k′+ k)e−ky′+k′d sin(ka)

ek′d(k′+ k)2 − e−k′d(k′ − k)2

DIII
y = − 2μIk(k′ − k)e−ky′−k′d sin(ka)

ek′d(k′+ k)2 − e−k′d(k′ − k)2

With the analytical solution of the MIEC, the tail effect and tilt angle of the MIEC at
different moving speeds are also analyzed [51].

The encircling coil-type magnetizer is more commonly used in the manufacturing line
for the inspection of steel pipes. As the production speed increases, there is also a need
for high-speed testing. For the encircling coil-type magnetizer, the motion-induced eddy
currents are mainly focused on the edge of the magnetizing coil [52–56]. Wu also studied
the distribution of eddy current in circumferential-type MFL testing [57].

The influence of the velocity on the MFL signal has also been extensively studied.
There are changes in both the signal baseline and signal amplitude, and the signal shape is
also distorted [58–61]. The change in MFL signal amplitude with velocity has been reported
in many previous studies, some have reported that the signal amplitude decreases with
the increase in velocity [48,52]. However, further detailed analyzes by Pullen showed that
when there is insufficient flux saturating the specimen, the MFL signal for far-side defects
decreases with scanning speed, while the signal for near-side defects increases with the
speed [62,63]. Zhang further found that the influence of the velocity also depends on the
sensor position [64]. In order to reduce the velocity impact, Usarek studied the change in
the magnetic field with velocity and found that both tangential and normal components of
the magnetic field increase with velocity linearly and used an empirical fitting equation to
compensate for the MFL signal [65].
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Based on the studies of the velocity effect in MFL testing, many researchers have
attempted to use the velocity-induced field for testing. Antipov used an induced tail
magnetic field to test rails at high-speed [66]. B. Feng, T. Rocha, and F. Yuan all studied the
motion-induced eddy current testing method and used magnetic field sensors to pick up
the defect signals [51,67–72]. Researchers from Technische Universität Ilmenau proposed a
new Lorentz force NDT method for conductive specimens, which is also based on motion-
induced eddy current [73–77].

3.5. Other Effects

In MFL testing, there are also other factors that influence the MFL signal, such as
stress, surface roughness, corrosion coverage, and probe gesture. Kasai studied the MFL
testing signal for samples covered by corrosion (iron oxides) and showed that the MFL
signal decreased with increasing iron oxide ratio [78]. Long studied the influence of gesture
probes on MFL signal and proposed a dual magnetic sensor model to compensate for the
change in probe gesture [79].

The stress effect has been studied by many researchers [80–91]. The properties of
ferromagnetic materials change with the loading stress due to the magneto-mechanical
coupling, thus the MFL signal also changes with the stress. Y. Wang proposed a multi-
physics simulation model to study the change in MFL signal with stress and showed that
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the normalized MFL signal decreases with an increase in
stress [80]. Mandal showed that the circumferential bending stress changes the magnetic
easy axis of the pipe and thus reduces the MFL signal [81]. Y. Wang also studied the
stress-dependent MFL signals in Q235 steel plates [82]. Timoshenko’s theory and the J-A
model were combined to calculate the stress-dependent distribution of magnetization, then
a modified magnetic dipole model considering the stress dependence was proposed. With
the proposed model, Wang showed that the MFL signal increases with the increase in
stress in the Q235 steel plate. Gao also observed a similar effect in the testing of steel wire
ropes [83]. Later, Shi showed that the change in the MFL signal behaves differently in the
elastic and plastic deformation stage [84].

For the testing of micro-cracks, the influences of surface roughness cannot be ignored.
Deng considered the rough surface as concave and convex defects and showed that a rough
surface introduces background noise to the MFL signal and reduces the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) [92]. Yang also studied the effect of surface roughness on the SNR of MFL
signals and proposed the use of a magnetic medium to improve the SNR [93]. In another
study, B.P.C. Rao proposed the use of an Eigen vector-based approach to suppress the noise
caused by non-linear permeability, surface roughness, stresses, and liftoff variations in MFL
images [94]. Since the surface roughness influences the MFL signal, the MFL signal can be
used in turn to represent the surface roughness. Li proposed to use the MFL signal and its
spatial Fourier spectrum to measure surface roughness [95].

4. Excitation and Sensing Techniques in MFL Testing

4.1. Excitation Methods
4.1.1. Structures of Magnetizer

In conventional MFL testing, the excitation field is provided by either permanent
magnets or direct current (DC) carrying coils. The main advantages of using permanent
magnets include: (1) the magnetizer has a relatively small size and light weight; (2) there is
no need for an external power supply. Due to these features, magnet-based magnetizers are
especially suitable for use in portable devices and inspection robots for the inspection of
wire ropes and transmission pipelines. The drawback of using permanent magnets is that
the installation is not convenient due to the large magnetic force between the magnet and
the specimen, and the magnetization strength is difficult to adjust. These drawbacks can
be overcome using coils. The magnetization strength can be easily adjusted by changing
the current in the coil and the current can be turned off during the installation. The
distribution of the magnetic field generated by magnetizing coils can be calculated through
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magnetic vector potentials [96], and a uniform magnetizing field can be achieved by the
design of Helmholtz coils [97]. However, coil-based magnetizers usually have larger sizes;
thus, they have limitations in some applications. With either a permanent magnet or
coil, a ferromagnetic yoke can be used to formulate magnetic circuits with less magnetic
reluctance to increase the magnetization inside the specimens.

The encircling coil-based magnetizer has the advantage of providing a strong and
adjustable magnetizing field; however, wires are closed, making it difficult for certain
specimens such as wire ropes and coiled tubing to be inserted into the middle of the coil.
To solve this problem, Y. Sun proposed an opening electromagnetic transducer, as shown in
Figure 11, which facilitates the insertion of specimens [98,99]. S. Wang proposed a flexible
magnetizer-based parallel cable that may have potential applications in specimens with
complex curvature [100].

Figure 11. The structure of the opening electromagnetic transducer.

For the yoke type magnetizer, Y. Chang did several optimizations for the yoke shape,
yoke size and thickness of shielding layer with the help of finite element simulation [101].
J. Parra-Raad performed a multi-object optimization for pipeline inspection gauge (PIG)
by the genetic algorithm [102]. The conventional yoke type magnetizer only generates a
magnetic field in one direction and has limited sensitivity for cracks that are parallel to
the magnetic field. A double U-shaped orthogonal magnetizer, as shown in Figure 12, can
be used to overcome this problem, although it was originally developed for alternating
current field measurement (ACFM) [103]. When AC excitation is used in the MFL testing,
the direction of the magnetizing field can be adjusted by controlling the phase difference
between the two yokes.

Figure 12. The structure of double U-shaped orthogonal magnetizer.
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4.1.2. Excitation Signal Waveforms

To extract more defect information in MFL testing, researchers have considered the
optimization of the excitation signal waveform. Alternating current magnetic flux leakage
(ACMFL), pulsed magnetic flux leakage (PMFL), and MFL-based combined AC and DC
excitation have been proposed. Y. Gotoh conducted a comprehensive study on ACMFL,
analyzed ACMFL with finite element simulation, stated the necessity of using nonlinear
analysis, and used the method to detect plural cracks [104,105]. Due to the skin effect, the
magnetic field concentrates on the surface of the specimen, thus the surface can be saturated
with a relatively small excitation current. Gotoh also used low-frequency AC excitation
to increase the penetration depth and detected outer side cracks in a steel plate 3 mm
thick [106,107]. Hayashi proposed an unsaturated ACMFL testing method for reinforcing
steel bars and achieved defect inspection at high liftoff of up to 100 mm [108].

To increase the depth of penetration and obtain richer information, A. Sophian and G.Y.
Tian proposed the PMFL method, in which a square waveform is applied as the excitation
signal [109]. It was found that the PMFL method has advantages in defect location and
sizing. J. Wilson combined the PMFL method with pulsed magnetic reluctance (PMR),
which provided a complementary approach for the integrated inspection of surface and sub-
surface cracks [110]. Subsequently, many researchers have studied the signal characteristics
and extracted features for defect quantification and discrimination of internal and external
defects [111–114].

The combined DC and AC excitation has also been used in MFL testing. D. Wu
proposed a magnetizer with both permanent magnets and coils excited with alternating cur-
rent [115]. The AC excitation was used to generate eddy currents that were perpendicular
to the DC magnetic field to cover the blind zone of the DCMFL. R. Wang proposed to use
two encircling coils to, respectively, generate DC and AC magnetizing fields [116], in which
the DC field is used to set the working point by changing the permeability and the AC field
is used to obtain the defect information. The results showed that this method can be used
to increase the detectability of internal defects. Y. Gotoh also studied the combinational use
of DC and AC excitation and took into account the minor hysteresis loop in the detection
of far-side defects [117].

4.2. Sensing Methods

After generating a leakage field with appropriate excitation, sensing is the vital step
to pick up the leakage field. Various types of magnetic field sensors that can convert the
magnitude of a magnetic field into the corresponding voltage have been used in MFL
testing. The most commonly used sensors are the Hall element and coils. Hall element
is able to measure the absolute value of the magnetic field; however, when the sensor is
near the poles of the magnetizer, it may operate outside the linear range. Coils have a
wider measurement range; however, they only measure the rate of change in the magnetic
field instead of its absolute value. In recent studies, magnetic field sensors with higher
sensitivities have been used in MFL testing for the detection of tiny cracks. Kataoka and
Singh used a giant magnetoresistance (GMR) line sensor and flexible GMR sensor array
in MFL [118,119]. Tehranchi used a double-core giant magneto-impedance (GMI) sensor
in the testing of steel plates [120]. Z. Jin used a tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) sensor
for the inspection of steel bars [121]. Kallias and Krause discussed the potential of using a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) in nondestructive testing [122,123].

In addition to using new sensing elements, researchers have also tried to enhance the
MFL signal by the design of a probe structure. G. Park and Y. Jia both considered adding a
ferromagnetic backing near the sensor to enhance the MFL signal [124,125]. J. Wu proposed
to use a magnetic head (as shown in Figure 13) to detect tiny cracks in bearings [126], J.
Tang further studied the influence of head pose on the MFL signal [127]. E. Li studied the
relationship between the size of the opening in the magnetic head and the frequency of the
MFL signal and designed a magnetic head structure for trans-scale defects [128,129]. S. Liu
proposed a magnetic focusing sensor that adds a magnetic guide core and a permanent
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magnet to coils [130]. D. Wu proposed to use two sensors to measure the change rate of
magnetic flux leakage to reduce background and vibration noises [131]. J. Tang proposed to
use a ferromagnetic material with grooves to replace the conventional non-ferromagnetic
liftoff layer to increase the MFL signal [132]. T. Nara designed a Fourier coil consisting of
two coils of radial offset [133]. The sensor is able to obtain the Fourier coefficients of the
leakage magnetic flux and locate the center of the crack.

Figure 13. The structure of magnetic head.

Magnetic sensors are the most commonly used sensing methods in MFL testing;
however, the results are not intuitive, and it requires additional signal processing circuits
and display modules. J. Philip and V. Mahendran have proposed the use of a ferrofluid
emulsion film to visualize the leakage magnetic field [134–136]. The uniformly distributed
particles re-distribute under the leakage magnetic field and exhibit different colors due to
Bragg scattering of the droplets. J. Lee also proposed a method to visualize the leakage
magnetic field using magneto-optical film (MOF) [137]. According to the magneto-optical
effect, a polarized light rotates when it is transmitted through an MOF with an external
field, and the rotated angle is proportional to the external field. Thus, the MOF can be
used to observe the leakage magnetic field. M. Tehranchi added a detector behind the
magneto-optical sensor to capture the light and recorded the change in the magnetic field
in a computer [138].

The development of the sensing method in MFL is mainly dedicated to the inspection
of micro-cracks, especially the cracks in high-precision mechanical parts such as bearing
and bearing roller. Researchers have optimized the sensing probe from the aspects of
using highly sensitive sensors such as TMR and designing new types of structures such as
magnetic heads [126,128]. In E. Li’s paper, it is reported that the smallest crack that can be
detected is with a depth of 7 μm.

5. Inverse Problem in MFL and Defect Quantification

The ultimate goal of non-destructive testing can be classified into three levels. At
the basic level, we need to determine whether there are defects in the specimen based on
the testing signals. Furthermore, the defect size needs to be quantified to determine the
severity of the damage. Ultimately, the defect size information will be used to predict the
remaining life of the structures. After decades of development, qualitative determination
of the existence of a defect is relatively simple. Thus, a lot of effort has been put into the
study of the quantification of defects, which is a classical inverse problem.

5.1. Machine Learning-Based Defect Quantification

Machine learning has undergone rapid development in recent years, especially in
the branches of artificial neural networks (ANN) and deep learning. Machine learning
techniques showed great success in tasks such as classification and regression. The task of
defect quantification is essentially a problem of classification or regression; thus, artificial
neural networks have been widely used in defect quantification in MFL testing. The
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neural networks can be regarded as a function that maps the inputs (raw signal or features
extracted from the signal) to the outputs (defect type, defect size, etc.). To train a neural
network, experiments and simulations should be conducted for defects of various sizes.
The defect sizes and corresponding signals (or signal features) are fed into the network to
update the weights.

Initially, due to the limited performance of computers, shallow neural networks with
one or two hidden layers were used. Carvalho used raw MFL signals and signals after
filtering as the input to the neural network, and classified signals into defects and non-
defects with an accuracy of 94.2% [139]. He also used the neural network to classify the
defects into external corrosion, internal corrosion, and lack of penetration with an accuracy
of 71.7%. K. Hwang employed the wavelet basis function (WBF) neural network to the MFL
signal to a three-dimensional defect profile [140]. The WBF provides a multi-resolution
approximation and overcomes some disadvantages of the radial basis function neural
network. Khodayari-Rostamabad introduced various machine learning techniques and
feature selection methods and estimated the defect depth with an error of less than 8% [141].
Kandroodi used the MFL signal contour to determine the defect length and width and used
the signal peak-to-peak values along with the estimated length and width to estimate the
defect depth [142].

With the increase in computer performance, deep neural networks that require massive
computational resources have been applied in many industrial fields. The additional layers
in the deep neural network can be regarded as feature extractors. Applying deep neural
networks avoids manual feature extraction, a process that highly depends on the experience
of the researcher and the engineer. J. Feng applied a convolutional neural network (CNN)
to classify injurious and noninjurious defects based on MFL images and showed that CNN
gave more accurate predictions than neural networks, support vector machines, decision
trees, and correlation-based methods [143]. S. Lu proposed a visual transformation CNN
for defect quantification and improved the accuracy of estimation for length, width, and
depth by 26.9%, 27.1%, and 33.3% [144]. Z. Wu used reinforcement learning to replace the
classic iteration process and successfully reconstructed complex defect depth profiles [145].
H. Sun stated that taking into account the physical concepts in the deep neural network
would be better than only using general neural networks [146]. He integrated the MFL
theory into the loss function and proposed a physics-informed doubly fed cross-residual
network that estimated the defect length, width, and depth accurately [146].

5.2. Iteration-Based Defect Quantification

Prior to the application of machine learning-based methods, iteration-based methods
have been widely used in defect quantification [147–159]. The basic concept of iteration
methods is shown in Figure 14, where the defect quantification is regarded as an opti-
mization problem that minimizes the difference between the experimentally measured
MFL signal and the one calculated with the estimated defect profile. To begin the defect
quantification process, an initial estimate of the defect profile is required. Then, a forward
MFL model is used to calculate the MFL signal generated by the defect profile. Usually,
there are types of forward models that can be used, namely the magnetic dipole model,
finite element model, and neural network model. After the calculation with the forward
model, a comparison is made between the calculated MFL signal and the one obtained in
the experiment. If the error is less than a desirable value, the profile will be regarded as
the final estimation, otherwise, the error is used to update the defect profile and repeat the
process of forward calculation.

Since defect quantification is regarded as an optimization problem, many optimization
algorithms can be used to update the defect profiles. More conventionally, the gradient
descent algorithm is used [160–162]. Later, genetic algorithms [162], particle swarm opti-
mization [163–165], and cuckoo search [166,167] have been applied to quantify defects in
MFL testing.
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Figure 14. The iterative process for defect quantification in MFL testing.

6. Applications and Comparison with Related NDT Methods

6.1. Applications of MFL Testing

As an efficient nondestructive testing method for ferromagnetic materials, MFL test-
ing has been successfully applied in many industrial fields. One of the most important
applications is underground pipeline inspection, where the so-called pipeline inspection
gauge (PIG) is used. The PIG usually has permanent magnets as the magnetizing units,
ferromagnetic yokes to connect the magnets and form a magnetic circuit, and brushes to
separate the magnetizer and pipes.

Another important application is the inspection of steel pipes during manufacturing.
According to the API standard, the steel pipes must be tested before leaving the factory.
Among the testing methods, the MFL is the most commonly used. Typical MFL equipment
for seamless steel pipe is shown in Figure 15a. It consists of three modules, two of which
are for the inspection of transverse and longitudinal cracks and a demagnetizing module
to demagnetize the pipe after inspection. For the inspection of transverse cracks, encircling
coils have been used to generate axial magnetic fields in steel pipes. For the inspection
of longitudinal cracks, magnetizers with two shoes that are 180◦ away from each other
are used to generate magnetic fields in the circumferential direction. In the oil industry,
MFL has also been applied in the inspection of drill pipes and sucker rods as shown in
Figure 15b,c.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15. Applications of MFL: (a) seamless steel pipe; (b) drill pipe; (c) sucker rod; (d) bearing.
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In the automobile industry, bearings were previously tested by the method of magnetic
particle inspection (MPI). MPI has good sensitivity for tiny cracks; however, the inspection
result is dependent on the analysis of the inspector. With the usage of highly sensitive
sensors, MFL can also achieve the detection of tiny cracks. In addition, MFL has the
advantage of automatic inspection; thus, it is replacing MPI in several fields, such as the
inspection of bearing, as shown in Figure 15d.

In industrial applications, usually, an array of magnetic sensors is used to cover
the whole area of the specimen. There are two common ways to display and visualize
multi-channel signals. The most typical way is to display the signals one by one in the
time domain as shown in Figure 16a. With the rapid development of image processing
technology, especially deep learning techniques such as CNN, displaying the MFL testing
results as gray-scale images (Figure 16b) would facilitate the application of corresponding
algorithms to extract defect information.

(a) (b)

Figure 16. Visualizing MFL testing signals: (a) multi-channel time-domain signals; (b) gray-scale
images.

6.2. Comparison with Related NDT Methods

MFL technique belongs to the category of electromagnetic NDT. Within this category,
there are other methods such as eddy current testing (ECT), magnetic particle inspection
(MPI), metal memory method (MMM), magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) method, perma-
nent perturbation (PMP) method, magnetic adaptive testing (MAT) method, and magnetic
permeability perturbation (MPP) method. The advantage of MFL over MPI is the easiness
of implementing automatic testing; however, at the same time, it has lower sensitivity than
MPI. When compared with ECT, MFL has better detection ability for deeply buried defects,
whereas it has lower sensitivity for surface defects.

The comparison between MFL and newly proposed electromagnetic NDT methods
has been discussed in some previous publications. G. Vértesy applied MFL, MMM, and
MAT to detect an artificial slot in stacked steel plates, he found that the MFL gave good
results when there are one or two layers and MAT outperformed MFL when there were
more layers [168]. Z. Deng compared MFL with MPP and found that MPP can detect
defects that are buried deeper than MFL [169]. Y. Sun compared MFL with PMP and stated
that the PMP method can accomplish inspection in a narrower operation space and is more
suitable for omni-directional cracks [170,171].

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a comprehensive review of the MFL technology has been presented.
Firstly, the principle of MFL testing has been explained with the theory of refracted magnetic
field and an analytical expression for the leakage magnetic field has been derived based
on the 3D magnetic dipole model. Then, the influence of some crucial factors, such as
defect size, defect orientation, liftoff distance, magnetization strength, testing speed, surface
roughness, and stress, on the MFL testing signal has been analyzed.

Excitation and sensing are the most important steps in MFL testing, in which excitation
decides if there is a leakage field generated, and sensing decides if the generated field can
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be effectively detected. In this paper, the development of magnetizer structures and the
usage of different excitation signal waveforms have been introduced.

In the quantification of defects, there are mainly two types of algorithms, namely the
machine learning-based algorithm and the iteration-based algorithm. Both algorithms
achieved relatively good accuracy on defect quantification. The machine learning-based
algorithm usually requires a large training set, and the iteration-based algorithm usually
requires large computational resources during the iteration process.

With the advantages of high efficiency, low cost, and environmental friendliness, MFL
has been applied in many applications such as underground pipelines, seamless steel piles,
drill pipes, sucker rods, and bearings.
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Abstract: Structural health monitoring (SHM) plays a critical role in ensuring the safety of large-scale
structures during their operational lifespan, such as pipelines, railways and buildings. In the last few
years, radio frequency identification (RFID) combined with sensors has attracted increasing interest in
SHM for the advantages of being low cost, passive and maintenance-free. Numerous scientific papers
have demonstrated the great potential of RFID sensing technology in SHM, e.g., RFID vibration and
crack sensing systems. Although considerable progress has been made in RFID-based SHM, there are
still numerous scientific challenges to be addressed, for example, multi-parameters detection and
the low sampling rate of RFID sensing systems. This paper aims to promote the application of SHM
based on RFID from laboratory testing or modelling to large-scale realistic structures. First, based on
the analysis of the fundamentals of the RFID sensing system, various topologies that transform RFID
into passive wireless sensors are analyzed with their working mechanism and novel applications in
SHM. Then, the technical challenges and solutions are summarized based on the in-depth analysis.
Lastly, future directions about printable flexible sensor tags and structural health prognostics are
suggested. The detailed discussion will be instructive to promote the application of RFID in SHM.

Keywords: radio frequency identification; sensor tags; structural health monitoring; battery-less;
applications; structural health prognostics

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) acts a pivotal part in detecting, localizing, and
assessing damage to large-scale structures (e.g., wind turbines, pipelines, and railways) at
the early stage, which is a reliable, effective and economical monitoring method to ensure
structural safety [1]. For example, the long-term alternating load generated by wheelsets
will cause deformation, cracks, peeling and other damages to rails, which will reduce
the stability and the safety of the train [2]. Pipeline cracks and corrosion can occur from
the electrochemical and stress effects in service [3]. Mechanical failures of wind turbines
require extremely high operation and maintenance costs. Therefore, SHM of large-scale
structures, which aims at structural integrity and faults diagnosis, is critically important.

SHM based on wireless sensor networks (WSN) is an attractive option compared
to the traditional wired system. Previous SHM adopted cables or wires as the basic
tool to form a data acquisition system. This traditional signal transmission method not
only has complex wiring but also increases the load of the monitored structures. In
addition, the time and effort expended on the maintenance of cables and wires in the later
period are also considerable. By removing wiring connections, WSN has more advantages
in respect of installation. WSN consists of numbers of distributed sensor nodes that
interact with the physical environment, such as humidity, temperature and pressure. These
nodes not only have sensing ability but also have embedded processors and wireless
communication elements. Therefore, various SHM designs based on WSN have been
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developed. Alves et al. [4] proposed the wind turbine SHM system called Delphos, which
uses wireless sensor nodes composed of accelerometers to obtain blade natural frequency
information to predict wind turbine damage. An SHM system was developed for a railway
station, which used acceleration, stress, wind load and temperature sensors to obtain health
data for the steel structures for the whole life cycle [5]. The WSN-based SHM system
makes the large-scale wireless real-time monitoring of structures a reality. However, these
nodes require batteries for long-term monitoring, which will increase the cost of large-scale
applications for the maintenance and replacement of batteries. This undoubtedly promotes
the case for using passive sensor nodes in the field of SHM.

Consequently, passive nodes based on radio frequency identification (RFID) are under
investigation. An RFID system uses tags attached to the objects (to be identified) and a
two-way radio transmitter-receiver (reader). Tags are powered by the energy from the
interrogation radio waves of the reader. RFID tags have the advantages of simple circuit
structure, low cost, being wireless, and having no battery. Unfortunately, RFID has a poor
sensing capacity. WSN can sense environmental changes but requires batteries. Hence,
RFID and WSN can be combined to exploit their advantages to form passive RFID sensor
tags for SHM, such as antenna-based RFID sensor tags, digital integrated RFID sensor
tags, etc.

Recent works have demonstrated the potential of various RFID-based sensing tech-
niques for SHM systems. Taking the RFID antenna as a sensor, it can detect cracks [6–10],
corrosion [10–13], or stress [14–19] in structures. These defects can cause changes in the
RFID signal, such as radar cross section (RCS) [20,21], received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) [17,22], phase [10,23,24], S-parameters [25,26], and turn on power [9,15]. As a means
of communication and energy harvesting, wireless sensor nodes formed by RFID combined
with low-power sensing technology are also suitable for SHM applications. And, chipless
RFID sensors have also attracted the attention of researchers due to their simple structure
and ultra-low cost. Figure 1 shows examples of RFID sensor tags for SHM.

Figure 1. RFID sensor tags for SHM systems.

Several review papers [27,28] have studied the application of RFID for SHM. Never-
theless, previous work mainly focused on antenna-based tags for SHM and analyzed the
communication and sensing issues. In addition to communication and sensing problems,
there are still numerous scientific challenges to be addressed before the large-scale applica-
tion of RFID-based SHM systems, for example, multi-parameters detection for robustness
monitoring, the low sampling rate of RFID sensing systems and antenna design. After sev-
eral years of development (2017–2022), the technical challenges faced in the past may have
been solved or new solutions have emerged, such as strain direction or omnidirectional
strain detection solution [18,25], and novel corrosion prediction methods based on chipless
RFID [29]. To facilitate its application from simple laboratory stage modelling and testing
to large-scale real-world structures, this paper presents a systematic review of RFID-based
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SHM systems. Current problems are analyzed and potential solutions are discussed. To this
end, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the method of
the literature review. The fundamentals of RFID sensing systems are introduced in Section 3.
Section 4 analyses designs and applications of RFID sensor tags in SHM according to their
working mechanism. Section 5 discusses the technical challenges, solutions or future trends
about the application of RFID sensing systems in SHM. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 6.

2. Method

Articles were searched on the web of science. To obtain more comprehensive results, we
collected articles with topics including radio frequency identification or RFID, as well as
sensing or sensor(s). After removing irrelevant papers such as object management, more
than 210 documents related to structural health monitoring were selected. The detailed
information on retrieval and selection is shown in Table 1. This study finally selected these
articles related to strain or stress, crack or corrosion, and vibration in SHM. The studies
were divided into four topologies according to their working principle, i.e., COTS, antenna-
based, digitally integrated and chipless RFID sensor tags. The following qualitative and
quantitative analysis is based on but not limited to these articles.

Table 1. Detailed information of retrieval and selection.

Database Web of Science

Topic for retrieval (radio frequency identification or RFID) and (sensing or sensor)
and (structural health monitoring or SHM)

Publication years 2017–2022

Document types exclude patents

Categories for refinement strain or stress, crack or corrosion, and vibration in SHM

3. Fundamentals of RFID Sensing System

RFID is a passive wireless identification technology that was used, among other things,
during World War II to identify whether planes belonged to “friends or foes”. Unlike
the bar code and the QR code, RFID does not require direct contact and line of sight.
According to the frequency band used, RFID can be divided into low frequency (LF), high
frequency (HF), and ultra-high frequency (UHF), as shown in Table 2. From LF to UHF,
the data rate between a tag and a reader increases, but the performance near liquids and
metals decreases.

Once the sensing function is introduced, the RFID system will change into an RFID
sensing system, which can be used in SHM. A typical RFID sensing system is depicted
in Figure 2. The basic components of the system include the application software in
the inventory computer, the reader, antennas and sensor tags. The reader along with
the application software is the control center of an RFID sensing system. The reader is
normally composed of the radio frequency (RF) signal transceiver module, the baseband
signal processing module, the control module, and the interface module. A reader is a
bi-directional radio transmitter-receiver that both modulates and demodulates radio waves.
The reader can contain multiple antenna ports, and the number of antennas depends on
the coverage area.
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Table 2. Types of RFID operating in different frequency ranges [30].

Frequency Band LF (30~300 kHz) HF (3~30 MHz) UHF (300~3000 MHz)

Primary frequency 125~134 kHz 13.56 MHz 433 MHz; 860~960 MHz; 2.45 GHz
Power source passive (RF energy) passive (RF energy) passive (RF energy) semi-passive/battery
Read Range shorter than 10 cm shorter than 30 cm shorter than 25 m longer than 30 m

Applications

animal tracking, access
control; car key-fob;
application with
high-density liquids
and metals

identification (ID)
cards; near-field
communication (NFC)
application; library
books

supply chain tracking;
manufacturing;
pharmaceuticals;
electronic tolling;
inventory tracking; race
timing; asset tracking

vehicle tracking; auto
manufacturing, mining;
construction, asset
tracking

Pros
high performance near
water and metal; global
standards

larger memory options,
global standards; NFC
global protocols

long read range; low cost
per tag; wide variety of
tag sizes and shapes;
global standards; high
data transmission rates

very long read range;
lower infrastructure cost
(vs. passive RFID), large
memory capacity; high
data transmission rates

Cons
low data rate; short
read range; limited
quantity of memory

low data rate; short
read range

high equipment costs;
moderate memory
capacity; high
interference from metal
and liquids

shipping restrictions (due
to batteries); complex
software may be
required; high
interference from metal
and liquids; few global
standards

Figure 2. Basic RFID sensing system.

The contactless electromagnetic transmission of time sequence, energy and data be-
tween the reader and tags is carried out through the antenna. The antenna is the bridge
between the reader and tags, which is responsible for receiving and radiating RF signals.
For LF and HF RFID sensing systems, the antenna is usually coils [31,32]. An equivalent
circuit of the LF/HF RFID sensing system is pictured in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of LF/HF RFID tag.

The system principle can be regarded as a transformer model, which is mainly com-
posed of a series or parallel combination of inductors, capacitors, and resistors. The
electromagnetic induction between the coils (L1, L2) realizes the transmission of energy and
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information. Typically, the tag coil acts as the sensing element. The equivalent resistance RL
and inductance of the tag sensor are affected by the surrounding environment, which leads
to the change of its characteristic impedance, and finally leads to the shift of the resonant
frequency [31]:

f =
1

2π
√

C2L2
. (1)

For example, the electrical properties C2 and L2 are sensitive to temperature. The
temperature content can be obtained with a solution model. Different from an HF/LF RFID
sensing system, the energy and information exchanges between the reader and the UHF
sensor tag belong to the backscatter coupling communication, which is based on the radar
model. Figure 4 shows the equivalent circuit of the UHF RFID sensor tag. VOC represents
the equivalent open circuit voltage of the antenna. Vin is the input voltage obtained by the
RFID chip. The impedance [33] of antenna and chip can be expressed as:

ZA

(
εe f f

)
= RA + jXA

(
εe f f

)
(2)

ZC = RC + jXC (3)

The transmission coefficient [12] between the chip and antenna can be calculated by:

τ
(

εe f f

)
=

4RA

(
εe f f

)
RC∣∣∣ZA

(
εe f f

)
+ ZC

∣∣∣2 (4)

where εeff is the effective dielectric constant of the antenna substrate and the structures under
monitoring. It can be noted from Equation (4) that τ reaches the maximum value when
ZA(εeff) and ZC are conjugate matched, i.e., ZA(εeff) = ZC*. At this time, the corresponding
frequency is the resonance frequency. The impedance of antenna is a function of εeff. The
environmental parameters change the electrical properties of the antenna, leading to its
impedance variation and then resonance frequency shift.

Figure 4. The equivalent circuit of UHF RFID tag.

Compared with WSN, the primary advantage of RFID is its unique identification ability.
RFID eliminates wiring connections, which reduces installation time and maintenance costs.
Furthermore, passive RFID is powered by the radio field generated by the reader without a
battery. Low-maintenance or even maintenance-free RFID tags can even enable monitoring
of structures throughout their life cycle. Hence these tags can be employed for large-scale
SHM since they are wireless, low-cost, and battery-less. Various sensor tags are the core
to obtaining structural health status. Detailed descriptions of different sensor tags will be
presented in Section 4.

4. Designs and Applications of RFID Sensor Tags in SHM

The operating fundamentals of the RFID sensing system have been introduced in
Section 3. According to these principles, different combination mechanisms of RFID and
sensing technology result in various topologies of RFID sensor tags, i.e., commercial off-
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the-shelf (COTS) tag, antenna-based RFID tag, energy harvesting-based sensor tag and
chipless RFID sensor tag. Each topology and its applications in SHM are discussed in more
detail below.

4.1. COTS RFID Tag

Using the COTS RFID tag as a sensor tag is the most economical and accessible
way, especially the COTS UHF RFID tags. These UHF RFID tags have the advantages
of long read range, low cost per tag, high data transmission rates, and global standards.
Commercial RFID systems can also be adopted directly in RFID-based SHM systems
without redesigning components. Backscatter power, multipath effect and electromagnetic
interference (EMI) shielding can be used as sensing mechanisms.

4.1.1. Backscatter Power

The COTS UHF RFID tag exhibits different backscatter power signal capabilities when
the environment near or within the tag is changed [34–37]. The Friis transmission equation
gives the backscattered power of the tag [36]:

Pr

(
εe f f

)
= Pt

⎛⎝GRGT

(
εe f f

)
λ2

(4πd)2

⎞⎠2

· τ
(

εe f f

)
(5)

where Pr(εeff) is the backscatter power, Pt is the reader transmitted power, GR and GT(εeff)
are the gain of the reader antenna and tag antenna, d is the reading distance, λ is the
wavelength of the carrier, εeff is the effective dielectric constant of the tag substrate and
the material of the structure under test, τ(εeff) is the transmission coefficient calculated by
Equation (4). In Equation (5), the backscatter power Pr(εeff) is a function of GT(εeff) and τ(εeff).
Both GT(εeff) and τ(εeff) are sensitive to the environment (e.g., permittivity, permeability,
conductivity, cracking, and corrosion in the structure under monitoring) near or within
the tag since they are a function of εeff. Usually, the backscatter power is reported in a
logarithmic formation known as RSSI by the reader:

RSSI = 10 log10

(
Pr

(
εe f f

))
(6)

where the unit of Pr(εeff) is milliwatt (mW), and the unit of RSSI is decibel relative to one
milliwatt (dBm). This principle can be used for crack (or strain) detection when the tag
is bonded (e.g., with epoxy or cyanoacrylate-based glue) on the structure, as shown in
Figure 5a. The components of the crack sensor consist of a COTS RFID tag and substrate
material, with each layer glued together. Since the percentage change in RSSI is relevant to
the crack propagation [34], the percentage change in RSSI rather than the raw RSSI is used
as a feature for cracks. The RSSI percentage change is calculated by:

ΔRSSI =
(

RSSInormal − RSSIcrack
RSSInormal

)
× 100% (7)

where RSSInormal and RSSIcrack are the RSSI of the uncracked and cracked states, respectively.
The sensor in Figure 5a involves two aspects. One concerns the crack propagation from the
structure through the substrate into the tag, causing the tag antenna to be severed. Another
concerns the crack propagation causing strain in the substrate and tag antenna. This type of
crack sensor has been tested, among others, for a single COTS tag and a 2D array [35,36] on
metallic structures, which contributes to the development of RFID sensing systems for steel
bridge health monitoring. In [38], COTS tags were used for passive material identification
with different permittivity and crack detection in combination with multi-layer neural
networks (MLNN).
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Figure 5. Diagram of RFID crack and corrosion sensor using backscattering: (a) COTS RFID tag as a
crack sensor; (b) antenna-based RFID tag as a corrosion sensor.

The theory of backscatter power can also be used to detect cracks in non-metallic mate-
rials, such as concrete [22,39], and fiberglass combined material [40]. Using the backscatter
power, the tag can detect propagation of ultra-high-performance concrete cracks [22,39].
With RFID tags integrated into an aeronautical fiberglass structure, deformation or breakage
of the tag can be used to indicate its damage [40]. Some scholars explored COTS tags for
conveyor belt crack monitoring [37,41–43] through RSSI measurements. They built a belt
crack monitoring system with multiple antennas and developed a graphical user interface
(GUI) for real time sensing display. The proposed system is capable of detecting cracks as
narrow as 0.5 mm [37,42,43]. Machine learning (ML) algorithms (multilayer perceptron
neural network and Naive Bayes classifier) were also adopted for crack detection and crack
width prediction [41]. These measurement results show that the COTS tags have great
potential for SHM.

Besides COTS tags, different antenna-based RFID sensor tags using the backscatter
power principle have recently gained attention. Figure 5b illustrates a corrosion sensing
model. The increase of the corrosion layer results in an increase in permittivity and perme-
ability reduction, which leads to the transmission coefficient changing of the antenna. The
miniaturized T-shape folded 3D antenna [11], dipole antenna [44] and a 3D antenna with
an open-ended slot [12,45,46] were designed for corrosion detection. With the commercial
RFID reader, these antennas successfully detect the various corrosion progressions.

4.1.2. EMI Shielding Effect

EMI shielding is a technique used to protect equipment from environmental inter-
ference. EMI shielding is also used to prevent harmful electromagnetic waves being
transmitted from the equipment to the environment. The EMI shielding and COTS RFID
tags were exploited to form a simple corrosion monitoring system [47]. The communication
between the reader and the tag is shielded by using metal film. Utilizing the metal film as
a shielding layer hinders the communication between the reader and the tag. The metal
film’s degree of corrosion will affect the EMI shielding effect. The power transmitted to
activate a tag was minimal without EMI shielding. Once the metal films were attached
to tags, none of the tags could be read. After the film is corroded, the shielding effect is
reduced. The amount of power required to energize the tag was lower. Thus, a quantitative
relationship was established between the tag backscatter signal strength and the corrosion
rate. In addition, the tag response ratio, speed, and the minimum transmitted power
to operate the tag could also be used as sensing variables [48,49]. In theory, cracks and
corrosion of the shielding layer will weaken the shielding effect. However, RFID sensing
systems cannot distinguish whether the shielding effect is weakened by cracks or corrosion.
Further analysis is possible only in combination with the failure principle of the structure
under test.

Different metal films, such as, aluminum [50], copper [50], and steel [47–49], were used
as EMI shielding material. Compared with copper and aluminum, steel has the advantage
of being closer to the material and corrosion rate of the structure under monitoring, which
better reflects the actual corrosion status.
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4.1.3. Multi Path Effect

The RFID system’s multipath effect means multiple paths for the reader to read a tag.
As shown in Figure 6, it can be divided into the direct path (reader antenna-tag-reader
antenna) and reflected path (reader antenna-obstacle-tag-reader antenna). The time of
arrival and phase of the received signal will differ for various signal paths. Furthermore,
the object movement in the propagation path causes phase shifts and delays in arrival time.

Figure 6. Multipath effect in RFID.

According to electromagnetic field theory, the relationship between the phase of the
received signal and the reading distance can be expressed by:

ϕ = −2π f d
c

+ ϕA (8)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, f is the frequency of reader carrier, d is the length
of the signal path, and ϕA is the phase shift generated by the reader circuit. It can be seen
from Equation (8) that the difference in signal paths will change the phase of the received
signal. Therefore, the movement of the tag (within a direct path) can be used to detect
deformations and vibration (the tag is attached to the surface of the structure under test).
The schematic diagrams of detection systems are displayed in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Schematic diagrams of RFID sensing system: (a) deformation model, (b) vibration model.

Suppose the reader antenna is an ideal point source. When a load strains the structure
under test, the position of the COTS tag will change simultaneously (see Figure 7a). By
comparing the phase shift of the tag, the deformation caused by force can be calculated [23].
In the vibration detection model, the COTS tag was attached to the position with the largest
vibration amplitude of the structure under test (see Figure 7b). At this time, the phase shift
caused by the vibration can be expressed as [51]:

|Δϕ| = 2π f
c

· 2(l4 − l3) =
4π f

c

(√
(l3 + r)2 + r2 − 2r(l3 + r) cos θ − l3

)
(9)

where l3 and l4 are the reading distance before and after vibration, r is the vibration radius,
and θ is the angle of vibration. Notice the full signal path is twice the reading distance in
backscatter communication.

For the vibration sensing system mentioned above, RFID tags are required to be
attached to the structure under assessment. However, rotation and vibration can easily
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cause tags to be lost in long-term monitoring. Tags may also affect the operations of
delicate devices, such as bearing damage and shaft misalignment. In addition to detecting
vibrations using the direct path, a reflective path can also be designed for non-contact
vibration detection with the same principle [52–56]. Although the multi-path principle
can realize highly accurate and non-contact sensing with a COTS tag [56], achieving tiny
amplitude vibration detection is challenging. Empirical researches show that reliable
detection can only be achieved when the phase value shift is greater than 0.1 radian [57].
Otherwise, it will be submerged in thermal noise. Taking the vibration sensing at UHF
band as an example: the wavelength is about 33 cm in 900 MHz. To achieve a phase
change of 0.1 radian, the minimum vibration amplitude needs to reach 2.6 mm according
to Equation (8). For the phase noise problem, RFID sensor tags that work within a higher
frequency can be designed for a shorter wavelength. This solution can reduce the size of tag
antenna, but higher frequency tags are not suitable for the protocol in the UHF RFID band.

4.1.4. Discussion

Various COTS RFID sensor tags for SHM are listed and summarized in Table 3. The
COTS RFID sensor tag has the advantages of simple structure and low cost. The sensing
function can be realized without adding additional components based on the traditional
RFID system. With adequately designs, sub-millimeter resolution can be reached [53].
However, this type of sensor tag also has certain limitations. For example, the critical prin-
ciple of sensing with COTS tags is to detect the RSSI and phase information of backscatter
signals, which is limited by the phase and power resolution of the reader. Secondly, the
sampling rate (reading rate in RFID) of RFID readers is low. Assuming that the reader
can read 100 tags per second, the sampling rate is 100 Hz. If we want to get the original
measured signal without distortion, the frequency to be measured should be less than
50 Hz according to the sampling law. It will be lower if more than one tag exists. See
Section 5 for a detailed description of these limitations.

Table 3. COTS RFID sensor tags for SHM.

Tag
Sensing
Parameters

Sensing
Variables

Sensitivity Application Notes Ref.

IMPINJ H47 tags bending stress
assessment active power n/a

• bending stress assessment;
• low sampling rate: measuring

active power in full frequency
(902–928 MHz)

[58]

Alien Technology
ALN-9662 short
Inlay tag

steel structures
crack RSSI n/a

• reading distance: up to 15 ft;
• 2D tag array assessment;
• multiple tag coupling effect

needs to further studied

[34–36]

various COTS tags
slot cracks of
carbon steel and
stainless steel

power/phase,
machine learning

accuracy of
crack feature
extraction: 84.4%
in width and
78.7% in depth.

• reading distance: 1.8 m;
• RFID defect sensing

integrated with machine
learning techniques;

• future efforts required for
quick response

[38]

commercial tag
(n/a) crack depth RSSI n/a

• reading distance: 35–40 cm;
• maximum crack depth

estimation error of 0.1 mm
(stainless steel sample);

• less accurate for ferromagnetic
material

[59]
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Table 3. Cont.

Tag
Sensing
Parameters

Sensing
Variables

Sensitivity Application Notes Ref.

Texas instrument
HF tag (RF-HDT-
DVBB-N2-TAG)

corrosion time transient
response n/a

• early-stage corrosion
monitoring;

• the number of steel samples is
relatively small

[60]

ALN-9654 from
Alien technologies
with a Higgs-3 chip

corrosion RSSI 0.4 dB/mm

• reading distance: 15 cm;
• ability to follow the loss of

thickness of metals;
• only suitable for indoor

application

[44]

commercial
RFID tags corrosion

RSSI/threshold
transmitted
power

n/a

• reading distance: 0.6 m;
• simple and cost-effective

wireless corrosion monitoring
sensor;

• reference tag required

[47]

AZ9662 H3
commercial
RFID tags

composite
structures
internal damage
detection

n/a n/a
• simple damage detection

method;
• basic research state

[40]

Alien technology
ALN-9662 short
Inlay tag

concrete cracks RSSI n/a

• reading distance: 88.9 cm;
• artificial neural network-based

cracks monitoring;
Low-cost tags

[22,39]

Alien tags vibration backscatter
power

vibration period
relative error of
0.03% and mean
accuracy of
0.36 ms

• reading distance: 1.5 m;
• compression reading

algorithm;
• limited by the minimum

reading rate; limited by
multi-tags performance
of reader

[51]

commercial tags vibration phase

frequency up to
400 Hz with a
mean error
of 0.2%

• reading distance: 1.5 m
(default);

• contactless vibration sensing
multiple devices monitoring
capability with a single tag;

• larger error for nonmetallic
materials

[52,54,
55]

COTS RFID tags
(ImpinJ and Alien) vibration base band signal

mean error:
0.37 Hz
(<100 Hz);
mean error:
4.2 Hz
(~2500 Hz)

• reading distance: 0.4 m;
• detection capability of

high-frequency and tiny
mechanical vibrations; not
limited by the reading rate;

• environmental interference

[57,61]

COTS tags vibration phase
vibration
amplitude:
0.5 mm

• reading range: 1.5 m;
• contactless vibration sensing;

sub-millimeter vibration
accuracy;

• limited by multi-target
sensing (coupling effect)

[53]

4.2. Antenna-Based RFID Sensor Tag

The RFID tag comprises an antenna and an RFID chip (or integrated circuit, IC).
Generally, the antenna is designed to conjugate with the IC at the resonance frequency.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, any changes in the reactive or resistive part of the antenna
will alter the loss of the matching network. Therefore, antennas sensitive to structural
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physical/mechanical parameters can be employed to design sensor tags. The following
principles of antenna-based RFID sensor tags are introduced: switches, deformation, current
path, and inter-antenna coupling.

4.2.1. Switches

Sensing can be achieved by introducing switches sensitive to physical parameters
between the RFID chip and the antenna. For example, RFID tags can measure vibration
frequency by adding a switch. Figure 8 illustrates a vibration sensor tag with vibration-
sensitive switches. The switch’s state (on or off) will determine the conduction between the
antenna and the chip [62–64]. Therefore, the vibration frequency is related to the number
of switching actions, which can be characterized by the reading times per second or the
reading interval. Similarly, the maximum vibration frequency is limited by the reading rate
of the reader.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of a vibration sensor tag with vibration-sensitive switches.

4.2.2. Deformations

The electrical length is closely related to the physical size of the antenna. According to
the transmission line theory, the resonance frequency fR of a rectangular patch antenna can
be calculated by [19,65]:

fR(0) =
c

2(L + 2ΔL)
√

εre
(10)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, L is the length of the rectangular patch, εre is
the effective dielectric constant, and ΔL is the compensation length. It can be seen from
Equation (10) that the resonance frequency is correlated with L. If the antenna is attached
to the surface of the structure, its resonant frequency will change with the deformation of
the structure. This mechanism can be developed to detect structural deformation or strain,
that is:

fR(ε) =
c

2(1 + ε)(L + 2ΔL)
√

εre
=

fR(0)
1 + ε

≈ fR(0) · (1 − ε) (11)

where ε is the strain in the length direction of the antenna. Hence, the resonance frequency
shift (RFS) caused by strain is calculated as:

Δ f = fR(ε)− fR(0) ≈ − fR(0) · ε (12)

Equation (12) can be regarded as the strain sensing mechanism of antenna-based RFID
sensor tags. The RFS has an approximately linear relationship with strain. The existence of
stress and stress concentration will severely impact the mechanical properties, corrosion
resistance and fatigue resistance of structures or components. In order to ensure the safety
of major mechanical equipment and key components, it is promising to obtain the stress-
strain distribution of the mechanical structure through this method. The rectangular patch
antenna is the most common way to design a strain sensor. Folded patch antenna [19],
slotted patch antenna [66], inverted-F antenna [16], and meandered half-wave dipole
antenna [24] were explored accordingly. However, these sensor tags could detect strain
with its direction parallel to the rectangular patch. There will be a fatal error when an
angle exists between the length direction of the rectangular patch and the strain direction.
This is because the width of the rectangular patch is also deformed according to Poisson’s
ratio, which will also affect the resonance frequency. Some scholars studied the relationship
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between the resonance frequency and horizontal/vertical strain [14,67] and the influence
of transverse strain on the resonance frequency of the patch antenna. A novel design
was reported in [18] to realize omnidirectional strain detection. Short stub feed patch
antennas with different sensitivities in the length and width directions were combined
to form a sensor tag array for strain magnitude and direction detection. The feasibility
of this method has been confirmed through experiments and numerical simulations [18].
However, further studies are needed for the wireless performance of the array. These
studies lay the foundation for a more comprehensive assessment of structural stress states.

4.2.3. Current Path

The current path principle is usually employed to crack detection with the antenna-
based RFID sensor tag. Taking the rectangular microstrip patch antenna as an example,
the working principle of the RFID crack sensor is introduced. As shown in Figure 9, the
surface of the structure was seen as the ground plane of the patch antenna. A specific
frequency electromagnetic resonant cavity is formed between the radiation patch and the
metal ground plate. The rectangular patch antenna includes two basic radiation patterns
(TM10 and TM01), and the current directions are different under different radiation patterns.
The generation of cracks will increase the path of the current distribution, increasing the
antenna sensor’s electrical length in this radiation pattern. For example, a crack parallel to
the width of the rectangular patch results in increased current paths along the length of the
rectangular path. The resonance frequency f 10 corresponding to the TM10 radiation mode
is affected, while f 01 corresponding to the TM01 is not affected.

Figure 9. Effects of cracks on current paths. (a) a crack parallel to the width of the rectangular patch
leads to an increase in current path along the length of the rectangular path. (b) a crack parallel
to the length of the rectangular patch leads to an increase in current path along the width of the
rectangular path.

Quantitative research on cracks with different antennas using this principle is a hot
spot, such as crack length, width, depth, and direction. With a circular patch antenna
as a crack sensor, a linear relationship between the resonance frequency and crack pa-
rameters, i.e., depth, length, width, and cross-sectional area, has been obtained [8]. A
rectangular patch antenna was developed for crack depth and length detection with mm
resolution [9,68–71]. Crack localization [69] and multi-tag coupling [9,70] were further in-
vestigated. A 3D antenna was designed in [45] for crack depth evaluation. A mm resolution
can be achieved by extracting the phase and amplitude from backscatter signals and com-
bining them with the kernel principal component analysis (PCA) method. Although use of
antenna-based sensor tags shows exciting possibilities in crack monitoring with the current
path principle, it still faces many challenges. For example, the position of the surface crack
will influence the consistency of the tag’s response. Besides, the crack detection results
can be affected by the simultaneous presence of multiple cracks in the area covered by the
sensor tag. Moreover, the response of the tag should be studied when multiple parameters
of the crack are changed, e.g., simultaneously changing the depth and width of cracks. In
other words, multi-crack monitoring and multi-parameter decoupling methods should be
further investigated.
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4.2.4. Inter-Antenna Coupling (Coupled Tags)

Caizzone et al. [72] proposed a scatterer with two ports. One port was connected to
the UHF RFID chip, while another port was connected to the variable load made by the
transmission line, as shown in Figure 10. The change in transmission line impedance will
affect the solid electromagnetic coupling between the two ports, reflected in the amplitude
and phase of the backscatter signal. A crack mouth opening displacement gauge was made
based on the dual-ports scatterer [10]. Experimental results show that the gauge has a
minimum sensitivity of 16 ◦/mm (phase shift). Another inter-antenna coupling-based crack
sensor was reported in [73,74]. One tag was placed on each side of the crack. The phase
and amplitude of the backscatter signal will be dependent on the mutual position between
tags, which is affected by the evolution of the crack. However, the sensing technique using
phase information usually needs a fixed reading distance.

Figure 10. Two-port sensor tag.

4.2.5. Discussion

Various antenna-based RFID sensor tags for SHM are listed and summarized in Table 4.
The difference between antenna-based RFID sensor tags and COTS tags lies in the antenna
design. As a sensing element, the antenna is the core of designing tags, such as the anti-
metal characteristics, miniaturization, sensitivity, and robustness. Tags in this topology
can still use commercial RFID chips. Hence, commercial RFID readers are also suitable
for this situation. However, most tags using the principles of deformation, current path,
and backscattering are measured and converted into impedance parameters, which cannot
be directly measured by the reader. It needs to perform frequency and power sweep in
its working frequency band, which requires higher requirements for the reader and is
time-consuming. Furthermore, the reduction in sensing (or reading) distance reduces the
coverage of an RFID sensing system compared to COTS RFID sensor tags.

Table 4. Antenna-based RFID sensor tags for SHM.

Tag Design
Sensing
Parameters

Sensing
Variables

Sensitivity Application Notes Ref.

the microstrip
antenna and FR4
substrate

strain of metal
structures phase

mean phased
difference about
12◦/2 cm

• good anti-metal performance;
commercial reader;

• low sensitivity (phase shift);
only suitable for horizontal
shape changes

[23]

planar inverted-F
antenna and
CTC13001 chip
on N9220
substrate

strain of
aluminum sheet reading range 550 Hz/με

• reading range: >1.7 m;
• miniaturized antenna;

measuring uniaxial strain;
• low sensitivity

[16]

meandered
dipole antenna
and Higgs-4 chip
on RO4350
substrate

strain
measurement on
metals

RSSI n/a

• reading range: 0.16 m;
• reusable: the sensor does not

deform during specimen
loading;

• only suitable for uniaxial strain

[17]
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Table 4. Cont.

Tag Design
Sensing
Parameters

Sensing
Variables

Sensitivity Application Notes Ref.

short stub feed
patch antenna on
FR4 substrate

strain of metal
structures s-parameters

horizontal strain:
−873.91 Hz/με;
vertical strain:
57.28 Hz/με

• strain magnitude and direction
detection; RFID sensor
tags array;

• wire interrogation; wireless
performance needs to
be verified

[18]

folded-patch
antenna and
SL3S1013 chip on
RT/duroid 6202
substrate

strain and crack
sensing

interrogation
power −599 Hz/με

• interrogation distance: 0.9144 m
in fully passive mode;

• better thermal stability;
• multi-reading required for a

single strain data

[15]

3D-antenna
crack depth and
corrosion
progression

backscatter
power/phase n/a

• reading distance: 1 m;
• feature extraction and selection

through PCA;
• high antenna profile (16 mm)

[12,45,46]

electromagnetically
induced
transparency
inspired antenna

slot crack depth
and width turn on power

crack depth:
2.73 MHz/mm2;
crack width:
2.75 MHz/mm2

• reading distance: 1 m.
• performance balance between

sensing and communication;
• the relative position of the crack

may influence the sensitivity

[6,7]

rectangular
patch antenna on
FR4 substrate

crack depth and
length

read threshold
transmitted
power

n/a

• sensing the change of surface
crack with mm-resolution;
reducing the disturbance of
crack location with miniaturized
sensor tag;

• multi-crack detection problem
and dual-tag coupling effect
need to further studied

[9,68–71]

T-shape folded
antenna and
Monza-4 chip

corrosion
exposed time

threshold
power 45 kHz/μm

• reading distance: 0.66 m;
• folded antenna can reduce the

dimension of the antenna but
decrease the sensitivity and
peak gain

[11]

two-port UHF
RFID tag

crack opening
displacement phase

Phase shift:
16 ◦/mm.
Maximum
measurement
range: 5 mm

• reading distance: longer than
1.5 m;

• high resolution and sensitivity
[10]

antenna,
tilt/vibration
sensors, and
RFID chip

vibration read interval or
read rate n/a

• reading distance: 0.5–1 m;
• simple structure;
• limited by the reading rate;

suitable for vibration with low
frequency and large amplitude

[62–64]

4.3. Digitally Integrated RFID Sensor Tag
4.3.1. Architecture of Digitally Integrated RFID Sensor Tag

Compared with COTS RFID tags and antenna-based tags, digitally integrated RFID
sensor tags have digital circuits. The tag is powered by the radio field generated by the
reader. Advanced power supply management (PSM) strategy is integrated into the tag.
The sensor and microcontroller are activated after enough energy has been harvested to
support their work. The schematic of the digitally integrated RFID sensor tag is given in
Figure 11. The RF energy from the RFID reader will be captured and converted to AC
power through the antenna. The impedance matching circuit ensures a highly efficient AC
flow. Then the AC power is converted to DC power by the rectifier/voltage amplifier. PSM
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is responsible for storing DC energy and converting it into a stable power supply for logic
circuits and sensors.

 

Figure 11. Schematic of digital integrated RFID sensor tag.

There are two design methods for digitally integrated RFID sensor tags. One is to
adopt discrete electronic components, such as wireless identification and sensing platform
(WISP) [75,76] and battery-less wireless sensor tag (BLWST) [77]. WISP is an RFID platform
for identification and sensing, which is compatible with the ISO-180006C standard. The
second is to use RFID sensor chips, e.g., Rocky100 [58] and SL900A [78]. A bending strain
sensor based on Rocky100 [58] and an absolute force sensor based on SL900A [78] were
explored, and their reliability was verified.

4.3.2. Discussion

Different digitally integrated RFID sensor tags are listed and summarized in Table 5.
The tag transmission signals are digital, and their accuracy and anti-interference ability
are more significant than antenna-based sensor tags. However, digitally integrated RFID
sensor tags work discontinuously with limited energy, and their communication distance
will be influenced too. The sensor activity time and reading distance are limited by the
energy acquisition method, energy harvesting efficiency, and the power consumption of the
sensor. The main challenge of digital integrated RFID sensor tags is to ensure the correct
operation of digital circuits under energy-limited conditions with suitable accuracy. Hence,
proper energy storage and utilization methods are essential. Effective solutions also include
improving the antenna gain and radiated power (maximum 36 dBm). Multiple power
sources have been investigated to improve the read range and sensing performance, such
as assistant battery [15,79–81], solar power [80,81], RF signal from TV stations [82] and
vibration energy harvester [83,84].

Table 5. Digitally integrated RFID sensor tags for SHM.

Tag Design Sensor Energy Source
Reading
Distance

Performance Ref.

Rocky100 RFID
chip and
MSP430FR2433

semiconductor
strain transducer RF energy

60 cm. (ImpinJ
R420 reader,
Seattle, WA,
USA)

• the relative error of strain
monitoring is better than
20.5% (<200 με), 6%
(200–450 με) and 2.2%
(>450 με)

[82]

SL900A tag strain gauges RF energy n/a • good linearity and a high
reliability [78]

commercial NXP
G2iL chip-based tag strain gauges RF energy or

battery assisted longer than 20 m • the ability to handle time
varying strain [79,80]

ImpinJ Monza-X
chip-based tag

strain gauges
and acceleration
sensor

RF energy and
battery 1.5 m • monitoring of natural

frequency of infrastructure [81]
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Table 5. Cont.

Tag Design Sensor Energy Source
Reading
Distance

Performance Ref.

Monza X-8K
RFID unit

ADXL372/
ADXL345
accelerometer
sensor

solar power/RF
energy up to 17 m

• the deep belief network is
used to feature extraction;

• high diagnosis accuracy
[83–86]

nRF24L01
ADXL345
accelerometer
sensor

piezoelectric
energy har-
vester/vibration
energy

13 m

• reducing the signal dimension
through compressed sensing;

• different algorithms were
exploited to improve the
performance of fault
prediction and diagnosis

[87]

CC430F5137
wireless
transceiver

ADXL362
accelerometer RF energy 2.3 m

• up to 500 working cycles
per second;

• energy conversion efficiency
of 25%

[77]

4.4. Chipless RFID Sensor Tag
4.4.1. Architecture of Chipless RFID Sensor Tag

The block diagram of the chipless RFID-based sensor system is shown in Figure 12.
Chip-less RFID does not require integrated chips or digital circuits, making the RFID system
simpler and more convenient.

Figure 12. Block diagram of chipless RFID based sensor system.

Chipless RFID sensor tags are divided into two parts: an encoding unit and a sensing
unit. There are various coding methods: shape-based [88], time domain, frequency domain,
amplitude/phase domain [89], and hybrid [90]. The principle and comparison of different
coding methods are shown in Table 6. It can be seen that capacity and density are the main
problems faced in designing coding units.

Table 6. The encoding techniques for chipless RFID.

Encoding Methods Principle Pros Cons

shape-based the electromagnetic (EM)
signature of a specific shape simple low coding density

time domain the duration and interval of the
reflected signal

long reading distance; low
energy demand

coding capacity and coding
density are small; high
requirement for readers

frequency domain encoding data into spectrum
using different resonant structures

large storge potentials; high
coding density

large spectrum and wideband
dedicated reader required

amplitude/phase domain

phase or amplitude modulation of
the RCS can be achieved by
changing the impedance of the
tag antenna

occupy small spectrum
resources; simple structure

small coding capacity;
additional components
required

hybrid using more than one domain
in coding

the data capacity can be
greatly increased complex design
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The operating principle of the sensing unit is similar to the antenna-based RFID sensor
tag, such as the electrical length change caused by deformation [26], current path [91], and
impedance coupling [92]. These will result in a change in the characteristics of the backscat-
ter signal, such as RCS [20,21,93], S-parameters [94], time or frequency domain [95,96], and
amplitude or phase domain [29,97]. The sensing procedures of chipless RFID sensor tags
are illustrated in Figure 13.

 
Figure 13. Sensing procedures of chipless RFID sensor tags.

4.4.2. Discussion

Various chipless RFID tags have been developed for sensing, for example, a circular
microstrip patch antenna (CMPA) for damage and strain sensing. Typical chipless tags for
SHM are listed in Table 7.

Chipless RFID sensor tags are inexpensive and easily printed on various substrates
given the absence of chips and circuits. The tags can be simple, printable, and durable in
harsh environments. Despite the simple structure of chipless RFID sensors, there are still
many problems to be solved before large-scale practical SHM application:

(1) Coding capacity: there is no chip inside the tags. The coding methods and capacity
are the primary problem of RFID technology;

(2) Interrogation distance: the interrogation distance of chipless tags (Table 7) is shorter
than chip-based RFID sensor tags, which remains a challenge for the following aspects: The
first one is the low radar cross section reflects from tags. The second is that environmental
clutter reflections are stronger than the tag response.

(3) Robustness: chipless RFID sensors communicate with analogue signals, and sensing
signal reading is susceptible to interference due to multi-path and environmental effects. In
addition, a specific reading direction is required (since these tags do not have polarization
independence, the angle of the incident wave of the interrogation signal must be kept
constant). In other words, the placement angle of the sensor tag is fixed, and any angle
shift will affect the detection and recognition of the tag).

(4) Reader: there is no standard communication protocol. Most applications use a
vector network analyzer (VNA) as a reader, which has high cost and low flexibility.

Table 7. Chipless RFID sensor tags for SHM.

Tag Design
Sensing
Parameters

Sensing
Variables

Sensitivity Application Notes Ref.

circular patch
antenna on
RT/duroid 5880
substrate

strain S-parameters

0◦: −1.218 kHz/με;
15◦: −1.064 kHz/με;
30◦: −0.881 kHz/με;
45◦: −0.375 kHz/με;
60◦: −0.054 kHz/με;
75◦: 0.068 kHz/με;
90◦: 0.415 kHz/με

• frequency band: 1~3 GHz;
• read range: 50 mm;
• strain magnitude and

direction detection;
• different sensitivities in

various directions; the
existence of rotating parts

[25]
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Table 7. Cont.

Tag Design
Sensing
Parameters

Sensing
Variables

Sensitivity Application Notes Ref.

rectangular loop
with finger
capacitor on
flexible poly-
dimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) substrate

strain RCS n/a

• frequency band:
1–1.8 GHz;

• normal and shear strain
detection in all directions;
flexible and fully printable;

• not suitable for metal
surfaces

[21]

dual-resonant
CMPA on
RT/duroid 5880
substrate

strain RCS

horizontal strain:
528 Hz/με;
vertical strain:
384 Hz/με

• bits encoded: 4 bits;
• frequency band: 3–5 GHz;
• read distance: 3–5 mm;
• strain magnitude and

direction detection;
separated layers
structures;

• low sensitivity

[98]

CMPA and tip
loaded dipoles on
Taconic
CER-10-0500
laminate

crack RCS

horizontal crack:
13.43 MHz/0.1 mm;
vertical crack:
6.67 MHz/0.1 mm

• bits encoded: 4 bits;
• frequency band: 2–6 GHz;
• read distance: 30 cm;
• crack orientation and

width detection;
• the cracks behind the ID

resonators are
non-detectable; unreliable
for real environment

[99]

CMPA and six
inverted “U” and
“L” shaped
resonators on
Rogers RT/duroid
5880

temperature
and crack width RCS −58.8 MHz/0.1 mm

• bits encoded: 7 bits;
• frequency band: 2–8 GHz;
• read distance: 65.33 mm;
• multiple parameters

detection;
• the cracks behind the ID

resonators are
non-detectable

[92]

frequency selective
surface

the increase of
corrosion layer
thickness

S-parameters 17.6 MHz/month;
1.34 MHz/μm

• frequency band: 2–6 GHz;
• read distance: 150 mm;
• fused resonance frequency

using simple sum; the
cross-polarization reading
technique;

• limited reading range

[100]

surface acoustic
wave RFID tag
with modulator
circuit

vibration time domain
signals n/a

• frequency band: 2–3 GHz;
• modulated by vibration

sensor; high vibration rate
measurement up to 5 kHz;

• contact sensor (affect
device rotation)

[101,102]

5. Technical Challenges and Solutions

Compared with the limitations of distributed sensors requiring wiring and battery
power, the RFID sensing system provides a cost-efficient, battery-less, and wireless solution
for SHM. The RFID sensing system has made significant progress in SHM, but some
challenges hinder its further applications in large-scale real-world structures. It is expected
to form a smart skin to achieve high-granularity monitoring for large-scale structures,
especially for metal structures with complex profiles. However, the rigid dielectric substrate,
bulk, and performance of RFID sensors on the metal structure surface limit their industrial
applications. In addition, for the sensing system, there are still problems such as real-
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time performance, the balance of communication and sensing, and system construction.
Therefore, this section will discuss these technical challenges and solutions in the context
of industrial applications. These technical challenges and solutions may be summarized
as follows:

5.1. Antenna Design

Antennas are essential components in the RFID sensing system, which has the role
of communication and sensing. However, antennas are subjected to interference when
mounted on metallic surfaces. Moreover, the spatial sensing resolution depends on the
antenna’s dimensions. Hence, improving anti-metal performance and antenna miniaturiza-
tion are critical issues in RFID sensing systems.

5.1.1. Anti-Metal Performance

SHM is mainly applied in metal structures, such as oil derricks, pipelines, and aircraft.
Affected by metal boundary conditions, metal surfaces will reduce the gain and destroy the
antenna’s impedance matching and radiation pattern [28]. In particular, COTS RFID tags are
designed for communication and identification. If the COTS RFID tags were used for metal
surface sensing, the reading distance would be sharply reduced [44]. The performance
of RFID antennas on metallic surfaces can be explained by image theory (see Figure 14).
The metallic surface can be viewed as a ground plane when the tag antenna is close. The
backscatter power Pr(Δz) [34] received by the reader antenna can be described by:

Pr(Δz) = exp(−jβairz)
(

Itag + Iimage exp(−jβmaterialΔz)
)

(13)

where βair and βmaterial are the phase constant of air and substrate, respectively; Itag and
Iimage are the primary and image backscatter of the tag antenna, which has a relationship of
Itag = −Iimage. Δz is the effective distance between the tag antenna and its image, and z is the
read distance. When the tag is placed directly on the metallic structure surface, e.g., Δz = 0,
the Pr(Δz) will be zero, according to Equation (13). Hence, the tag cannot be interrogated by
a reader. The amplitude of backscatter power reaches a maximum when the reflected wave
of the image has a 180◦ phase shift. Namely, Δz is half of a wavelength. Accordingly, an
RFID tag should have an effective quarter wavelength distance from the metallic surface.
Based on the above analysis, the easiest way to ensure anti-metal performance is to adjust
the distance between the tag and the metal surface. Polystyrene foam was used as a
substrate material in [34–36] to maximize the COTS tag’s backscatter power. Inevitably, the
overall height of the tag is increased, which is inconvenient for sensing purposes.

Recent studies have shown that adopting a microstrip patch antenna is the most popu-
lar approach to improving anti-metal performance. A patch antenna comprises a layer of
metallic patch, substrate layer, and metallic ground plane [103]. The surface of the metallic
structure under test can be regarded as the specific ground plane of the antenna and thus can
be effectively used for a metal environment. For example, rectangular [23,68,69,104–106]
and circular patch [13,25,107,108] antennas with different structures are being developed
for strain [23,25,104,105,107], crack [68,69,106,108,109], and corrosion [13] sensing of metal
structures. In addition, developing an absorbing material [110] and utilizing specific electro-
magnetic band gap structures [111] are effective methods to solve the anti-metal problem.
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Figure 14. Effect of metallic surface on RFID tag antenna (image theory).

5.1.2. Miniaturization

In practical application, the miniaturization of antennas enables a denser distribution
of sensor tags within the same monitoring area [70]. Meanwhile, the reduction of antenna
dimensions could increase the current in a specific area and thus improve the crack and cor-
rosion sensitivity and resolution [11,45]. Several miniaturization methods can be found in
recent investigations, such as short circuit vias [18], folding [11], slotting [23] and substrate
with high dielectric constant [112]. From Equation (10) it can be concluded that the length of
antenna and the effective dielectric constant has a contrary relationship within a frequency
point. In other words, the antenna size is reduced at the same frequency due to the high
dielectric constant substrate used. Slotting and folding can increase current path on the
surface of antenna, thereby reducing the size of antenna. A miniaturization patch antenna
using meandering and folding methods was developed in [11] for corrosion monitoring,
and a slotted patch antenna was proposed in [66] for stress concentration detection. Besides,
the quarter wavelength patch antenna with shorting vias [18] and the planar inverted-F
antenna (PIFA) [16] seem to be interesting ways of achieving antenna miniaturization.

Ensuring the communication and sensing capability of the antenna while improving
anti-metal performance and reducing its size deserves special attention, because these
operations usually bring high loss and low gain.

5.2. Multi-Parameters Detection

Recent RFID sensing systems for SHM have demonstrated their feasibility for obtain-
ing data on the structural health status, such as strain, crack, corrosion, and vibration,
as discussed in Section 4. The responses of RFID under single variables such as strain
magnitude, crack length, width, and corrosion time were studied. Unfortunately, a single
parameter cannot reflect complete information about the structural health status. For exam-
ple, the crack length, width, depth, location and orientation are all important parameters to
evaluate the health state of structures in crack sensing applications. Alternatively, strain
direction and magnitude are both important parameters for evaluating the strain states
affecting the strain sensing system. In addition, sensor tags are affected by environmental
factors such as temperature. Then, additional parameters may be required for temperature
compensation. In conclusion, multi-parameter detection systems are urgently needed to
provide a comprehensive, robust assessment of structures.

A multi-parameters system can obtain multiple sensing parameters with a single
sensor or integrate different sensors to obtain each parameter separately. A crack and
temperature sensor tag was developed in [92], providing stable precision in harsh climates.
In [113], a dual-band circular microstrip antenna was explored for strain omnidirectional
detection, which achieved strain amplitude and direction detection within a single antenna
sensor compared with the antenna array in [18]. T. Wang [114] proposed a dual-tag sensor to
eliminate the common mode interference through differential backscattering signals [114].
Multi-sensory systems were also investigated in [76] for temperature and acceleration
measurement. The acquisition of multi-sensing parameters avoids the uncertainty and
contingency of single-parameter sensing, which is more comprehensive and robust.

It is worth noting that the multi-parameters sensing system places higher demands on
the design of RFID antenna tags and low-power technology while improving performance.
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In addition, the decoupling between multiple parameters and effective feature extraction
methods also needs attention.

5.3. Low Sampling Rate of RFID Sensing System

SHM is a real-time and long-term system that continuously monitors the status of
structures. However, the RFID sensor tag has a low sensing stream, which is restricted by
the inherent properties of the sensing system, specifically in the following aspects:

(1) The performance of RFID reader. For COTS and antenna-based RFID sensor tags,
the sensing variables are usually the number of reading times, reading interval and the
phase of the received signal. In this case, the reader obtains one sampling datum after each
reading. Limited by the reading rate and multi-tags inventory performance of RFID readers,
there is an upper limit on the sensing sampling rate. According to the Nyquist sampling
law [57], a signal must be sampled at more than twice the highest frequency component of
the signal. For example, the maximum read rate of Impinj fixed readers is 1100 per second.
The sampling rate is 1100 Hz. There are N tags in the monitoring area. If we want to get
the original measured signal without distortion, the frequency to be measured should be
less than 550/N Hz.

(2) Sensing strategy. One sensing datum can be obtained only by multi-readings
when the resonance frequency is taken as a feature. According to the impedance matching
principle, the frequency point corresponding to the lowest turn-on power or the frequency
point corresponding to the highest RSSI is the resonant frequency. The turn-on power or
RSSI of each frequency point is obtained through frequency and power scanning in the
frequency band. In this case, the low sampling rate of the sensing system is due to the
measurement strategy of obtaining a single data point through multiple readings. For
example, a pseudocode of the reader used to read the crack sensor tag is shown in Table 8.
A set of queries [59] is required for one resonance frequency point, which leads to the low
sampling rate of RFID sensing data.

Table 8. Pseudocode of the interrogation reader.

For frequency = start 902: step 0.5: end 928MHz.
For power = start 5: step 0.5: end 30dBm.

Query: reader sent request.
If tag respond:

Save the received data.
End if.

End Query.
Next power.

Next frequency.

(3) Limited energy. For digitally integrated RFID sensor tags powered by the radio
field generated by the reader, the tag should be worked with limited energy. In order to
avoid start-up failure, tags should be powered after enough energy has been harvested to
support its initialization [77].

Many scholars have made efforts to address these issues in different novel ways. For
example, compressive reading was proposed to address the sample rating problem [51].
However, this method is only suitable for periodic signals. By extracting the sensing
information from the physical layer rather than the application layer of RFID, the low
sampling rate of the RFID sensing system can be relieved [57,61]. Li Ping et al. explored the
harmonic backscattering-based vibration sensing system called Tagsound to solve the lower
reading rate [57,61]. Tagsound used high-order harmonics generated by the nonlinearity of
the rectifier in the UHF RFID tag. Taking advantage of the harmonics, the upper bound
of perceptible frequency is significantly increased. Harmonic sensing can increase the
sampling rate of RFID sensor systems. However, additional harmonic sniffer readers are
required compared with a traditional RFID system.
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5.4. Communication and Sensing

For antenna-based RFID sensor tags and chipless RFID sensor tags, a key challenge for
an antenna is the balance between communication and sensing [27,28]. Gain and sensitivity
are primary considerations to characterize the communication ability and sensing ability of
the antenna, respectively. From a communication standpoint, the antenna should have a low
Q-factor to ensure high gain and bandwidth [115], but this will reduce the sensitivity [68].
From the sensing perspective, the antenna should have a high Q-factor to obtain ideal
sensitivity [116], but the gain of the antenna is decreased due to extraordinary losses [117].
Consequently, enhancing robustness while maintaining antenna gain with considerable
sensitivity is challenging.

Separating the sensing and communication units of the antenna sensor is an effective
solution to balance their performance. An electromagnetic-induced transparency-inspired
antenna was designed to address this issue [6,7]. A low Q-factor split-ring resonator
render is responsible for communication, and two back-sited U-shaped strip resonators
with high Q-factor are designed for sensing. The antenna sensor achieves high-sensitivity
crack characterization at a reading distance of 1 m [6]. A high Q-factor circular three-arm
element was designed for high sensitivity corrosion detection (a sensitivity of 13 MHz at
the standard UHF band). A parasitic element was added to the antenna to improve the gain
of the antenna, which enabled the extended reading distance (up to 2 m) while maintaining
the sensor sensitivity.

5.5. Chipless RFID Sensing System

A VNA usually acts as the reader in the chipless RFID sensing system. As a general-
purpose measurement platform, VNA has high costs and low programmability and is not
suitable for real-time sensing in industrial applications [105]. A strain detection system
based on universal software radio peripheral (USRP) was introduced in [105,118,119]. The
software radio development platform has better flexibility, compatibility, and openness
than VNA, which provides a way to widen application scope and reduce costs. Based on
this platform, advanced machine learning algorithms can be integrated to realize real-time
and intelligent strain detection.

Reading range is a further practical issue. The backscatter signal is weak, and its
interrogation distance (see Table 7) is shorter than that of chip-based RFID sensor tags. The
current short distance may not be suitable for large-scale applications in SHM. Increasing
the gain and directivity of the reader antenna can improve the reading distance but increase
the volume of the reader [100,120]. The cross-polarization reading and depolarizing sensor
can reduce inevitable environmental reflections [95]. This may be a possible way to improve
the reading distance, but more experimental verification is needed.

5.6. Printable and Flexible Sensor Tags

The aforementioned damage sensors (crack and corrosion) have achieved impres-
sive performance, but their substrate materials are mostly rigid (e.g., FR-4). Many metal
structures have non-planar surfaces, such as pipes and aircraft skins, which pose new
requirements for the design of RFID damage sensors.

In recent years, with the development of printed electronic technology, it has been
widely used in the field of flexible sensing. Using this technology, tag circuits can be
fabricated on various flexible substrates (such as paper-based, cloth-based, high polymer
and other flexible materials). This approach may enable design of RFID sensor tags with
excellent performance. Nappi et al. [121–125] proposed inkjet printable space filling curves
(SFC). Combining SFC (e.g., Gosper SFC [121]) with RFID technology can enable detection
of small defects (as tiny as 0.6 mm) within a large surface. Multiple SFC cells were arranged
to form the space filling surface. Space filled surfaces can be applied to metal (implanted
metal prostheses crack [122,125]) and non-metal objects (3D-printed ABS pipeline [123,124]).
In addition, various other novel flexible sensor tags have been developed, such as SRR
resonators on polyimide films [126] and 3D printable Ninjaflex flexible substrates [127].
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5.7. Structural Health Prognostics

SHM based on RFID can obtain the real-time operating status of devices under test
passively and wirelessly. Combining condition monitoring data with advanced algo-
rithms [128,129] to accurately estimate the structural health state and remaining useful life
is a development of SHM, which can be described as structural health prognostics (SHP).

In [87], a deep learning approach was introduced to monitor the wind turbine plane-
tary gearbox condition. Deep learning algorithms such as chaotic quantum particle swarm
optimization, deep belief network, and the least-squares support vector machine are used
for fault classification and prediction. The proposed approach shows great potential for
wind turbine health prognostics.

6. Conclusions

SHM is necessary to ensure the reliable operation of large structures such as oil
derricks, railway, pipelines, wind turbines and transformers. Sensing systems based on
RFID show great potential in SHM due to the advantage of long reading range, and being
battery-free and wireless. This work presents the progress of the RFID sensing system for
SHM applications. RFID sensor tags are classified based on their working mechanisms,
i.e., COTS, antenna-based, digitally integrated, and chipless RFID sensor tags. COTS tags
and commercial RFID readers can be directly used for SHM without adding additional
components. However, COTS tags are designed for non-metal object identification; the
metallic boundary condition will influence their radiation pattern. The progressiveness of
antenna-based RFID sensor tags is reflected in their compatibility with conventional RFID
readers. Researchers can flexibly design the antenna’s sensitivity, volume, and anti-metal
performance according to the characteristics of the SHM. Nevertheless, the sampling rate
is low due to the sensing strategy. Digitally integrated sensor tags have a low power
consumption sensor, which has stronger robustness and anti-interference, but the reading
distance is reduced in fully passive mode. Chipless RFID sensor tags are inexpensive and
easily printed on various substrates without chips and circuits. Conversely, the complexity
of RFID readers is increased due to missing the chip and circuits. The reading range and
robustness of chipless sensor tags in real-worlds application are still ongoing research areas.

A bibliographic survey was carried out to explore the main applications relevant
to SHM. Based on this, techniques, challenges and solutions were presented, including
antenna design, multi-parameter detection, communication and sensing, and the sampling
rate of the RFID sensing system. Advances in flexible materials and printable technologies
have paved the way for low-cost passive large-scale structural health monitoring. With the
fusion of fault diagnosis, classification and prediction algorithms, the technical scope of
RFID sensor tags extends to structural health prognostics. Thus, there are many possibilities
for further improvement in the design and implementation of RFID sensor tags.
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Abstract: This paper presents the results of experiments using the eddy current system designated for
nondestructive inspection of carbon fiber-reinforced composites. For this purpose, the eddy current
testing system with a differential transducer with two pairs of excitation coils oriented perpendicularly
and a central pick-up coil was utilized. The transducer measures the magnetic flux difference flowing
through the pick-up coil. The transducer of this design has already been successfully utilized to
inspect isotropic metal structures. However, the anisotropy of the composites and their lower
conductivity compared to metal components made the transducer parameters adjustment essential.
Thus, various excitation frequencies were considered and investigated. The system was evaluated
using a sample made of orthogonally woven carbon fiber-reinforced composites with two artificial
flaws (the notches with a maximum relative depth of 30% and 70%, respectively, thickness of 0.4 mm,
and a length of 5 mm). The main goal was to find a configuration suitable for detecting hidden flaws
in such materials.

Keywords: nondestructive testing (NDT); nondestructive evaluation (NDE); eddy current testing
(ECT); carbon fiber-reinforced composites; differential eddy current probe; hidden flaws detection

1. Introduction

Composites are manufactured by joining together two materials that differ significantly
in their chemical and physical properties. The undoubted advantages of composites
are simple modifiability of the structure for the target use, low production cost, good
corrosion resistance, and high strength–thickness ratio. Due to these facts, composites
found extensive use in various branches of modern industry, such as shipbuilding (machine
enclosures) [1], offshore (pipelines) [2], civil engineering (reinforced foundations, sewage
pipes) [3], power engineering (rotor blades in wind turbines) [4], aerospace (crew capsules,
satellites) [5], and even in biomedicine (implants) [5]. Composites are the first choice in case
of weight reduction, fire and thermal protection, and invariable dimensions or stiffness.
Unfortunately, the strength of composites, like the steel commonly used in industry for
years, is limited. Moreover, the composite structure damage may already occur at the
manufacturing stage and substantially affect the structure’s performance and lifetime.
For example, in the power energy industry, the production of larger wind turbine blades
causes an increased failure rate due to the weight reduction of the glass composite [6,7].
Carrol et al. indicate that wind turbine blade malfunctions account for 6.2% of failure
cases [8]. Sometimes, a cost-intensive structural repair is necessary to resume the turbine
operation. Health monitoring and frequent inspections, especially nondestructive ones, are
necessary to enhance the productiveness of the turbines [9]. In the automotive industry, the
production of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles is gaining popularity, given the need to reduce
fossil fuel consumption and air pollution [10]. Hydrogen storage vessels are manufactured
from carbon fiber-reinforced composites, which are lightweight and corrosion-resistant
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compared to those made of steel. To ensure structural integrity and thus a safe and reliable
operation of the composite vessel, the detection and identification of structural defects by
using nondestructive techniques are invaluable [11].

Exemplary defects in composites include fiber breakages, cracks, porosities, fiber
misalignments, and delaminations [1,2]. Therefore, it is essential to perform nondestructive
testing of composites at the production stage and during the operation. Systematic inspec-
tions increase the safety of structure service and diminish the danger to the life or health of
the maintenance and end users.

Nowadays, in the case of composites, the following techniques of nondestructive
testing are utilized: the ultrasonic method, eddy currents, thermography, radiography, and
shearography. The eddy current method is widely used in the nondestructive evaluation of
metal components. This method is advantageous due to surface and subsurface defect de-
tection, the possibility of coating thickness measurement, and a non-hazardous, contactless
procedure [12,13]. An important parameter is the penetration depth of eddy currents, which
depend on the choice of the excitation frequency. The eddy current method is promising
for all composites consisting of materials with good electrical conductivity, such as those
reinforced with carbon fiber. However, it requires further study to optimize the design
of the transducers and the testing parameters following the carbon fiber-reinforced com-
posite specificity. It is predominately due to the relatively low conductivity and material
anisotropy [1].

Moreover, carbon fiber-reinforced composites differ in reinforcement type and fiber
alignments. Components with uni-, bi-, or multi-directional fiber orientations are sym-
metrically built. However, there are also many components with reinforcement made of
orthogonally woven fibers. Nondestructive inspection of composites with such a fiber
alignment is complex due to asymmetry and high anisotropy. Therefore, it is especially
challenging to detect hidden flaws in such materials.

2. Materials and Methods

Several studies were already performed concerning the alignment of the eddy current
method to composite specificity. For example, Mizukami et al. proposed a new approach
to identify and localize delamination in carbon fiber-reinforced composites. The study in-
volved the inspection of quadratic samples (200 mm × 200 mm) with artificial delamination
produced using a thin polyimide film placed between composite layers at the lamination
stage [14]. Dehui et al. focused on the detection of crack detection (inner flaws with
dimensions of around 10 mm × 0.2 mm × 0.4 mm) using a new method relying on power
loss measurements. Orthogonally woven samples and samples with uni-, bi-, and four-
directional carbon fibers and dimensions of around 200 mm × 200 mm were inspected [15].
Pasadas et al. proposed an approach based on guided wave tomography and eddy cur-
rents to detect and localize fiber breakages. A rectangular sample (500 mm × 470 mm)
with four-directional fibers (0◦, 90◦, 45◦, −45◦) containing an artificially made breakage
with a length of 20 mm was subjected to experiments [16]. The Fraunhofer Institute for
Nondestructive Testing researched the application of the high-frequency eddy current
method to carbon composites. The research involved the detection of hidden defects such
as web faults and delaminations [17]. Zeng et al. proposed the eddy current method to
detect fiber waviness in carbon composites using a transducer with vertical coils. The
research comprised a rectangular, unidirectional sample (200 mm × 200 mm) [18]. Fan et al.
used a differential rectangular sensor to detect delaminations, cracks, and impact damages
using a technique based on pulsed eddy current [19]. Cheng et al. detected wrinkles,
missing bundles, and gaps in carbon fiber-reinforced composites using a high-resolution,
self-nulling eddy current transducer [20]. The research conducted by Underhill et al. em-
phasized the nondestructive evaluation of sandwich panels made of carbon composites.
The examination procedure involved an eddy current array sensitive to minor disbound
and dents [21].
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This study used a rectangular sample (labeled S03) made of an orthogonally woven
carbon fiber-reinforced composite as the subject of the experiments and analysis. An
overview of the sample parameters is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Sample parameters.

Sample S03

Dimensions 210 mm × 148 mm
Thickness 2 mm
Mass ca. 90 g
Face reinforcement weight 245 g

m2

Internal reinforcement weight 400 g
m2 and/or 600 g

m2

Surface coating matt coating
Heat treatment annealing at a temperature of 60 ◦C

The sample contained two artificial flaws (cuts) manufactured with a diamond blade.
Two semi elliptical cuts with a thickness of 0.4 mm and a length of 5 mm were made
on the longitudinal axis of the plate symmetry. The relative maximum depth of the cuts
is 30% (OF30%; OF stands for Outer Flaw) and 70% (OF70%) of the material thickness,
respectively. The outer flaw means that the transducer was scanned over the opposite side
of the specimen. The photo of the sample is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Photo of the sample S03 with the two artificial flaws (left: OF30%, right: OF70%). The
transducer was scanned over the opposite side of the plate.

The eddy current method is a nondestructive technique applied to inspect conductive
materials. An alternating current flowing through the excitation coil creates a primary
alternating electromagnetic field. The field covers the sample and causes the eddy current to
flow into it. If an inhomogeneity occurs in the material, the current path is disrupted. Eddy
currents induce a secondary magnetic field that causes the current flow in the field-sensing
coil. Measurement and analysis of the field-sensing coil voltage enable the assessment of
the material’s condition [22].

A differential eddy current transducer presented in Figures 2 and 3 was utilized for
testing. The transducer design was proposed and successfully used by Chady et al. [23]
for testing isotropic, metal-made Inconel structures. The transducer comprises a ferrite
core with five columns (Figure 2). The columns are symmetrically arranged. The middle
column carries a pick-up coil S, while the other four carry excitation coils EA, EB, EC, and
ED. The excitation coils form two pairs arranged perpendicularly. If the test material is
homogeneous, the magnetic fluxes between the coils EA and EB and between the coils EC
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and ED are almost the same. The inaccuracies in the transducer implementation cause minor
differences between the fluxes. The fluxes are forced in opposite directions. Therefore,
the voltage induced in the pick-up coil S is nearly zero. The heterogeneity of the material
structure caused by defects results in larger flux differences and the increased voltage
induced in coil S. Table 2 presents chosen parameters of the transducer.

 

Figure 2. Schematic view of the differential eddy current transducer and arrangement over the
sample. EA, EB, EC, ED—excitation coils, S—pick-up coil, core—ferrite core, ϕx, ϕy—magnetic fluxes
generated by the pairs of excitation coils.

 

Figure 3. Photo of the transducer protected by the tape (bottom view).

Table 2. Transducer parameters.

Parameter Value

Excitation coil EA turns 25
Excitation coil EB turns 25
Excitation coil EC turns 25
Excitation coil ED turns 25

Pick-up coil S turns 100
Ferrite core diameter 12 mm

Excitation coils—pick-up coil distance 5 mm
Core column diameter 2 mm

Core column height 6 mm
Core height 10 mm

Figure 4 shows a simplified block scheme of the measuring system. The system com-
prises the eddy current differential transducer (Figure 3), a function generator, amplifiers,
an analog-to-digital converter, an amperemeter, a high-pass filter, and a control computer.
First, the computer sends the parameters of the requested excitation (amplitude, frequency,
gain) to the function generator, which produces an analog excitation voltage on this basis.
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Then, the power amplifier boosts the voltage signal and passes it to the excitation coils of the
transducer. The amperemeter between the amplifier and the transducer enables observation
of the excitation current. Subsequently, the instrumentation amplifier boosts the output
voltage from the transducer, and the Butterworth fourth-order high-pass filter reduces
lower-frequency interferences. Eventually, the converter transforms the output voltage
from its analog form into digital, which is saved in the computer for further analysis.

Figure 4. Measuring system.

3. Results of Experiments and Discussion

3.1. Preliminary Investigation of the Transducer

Before the main experiments, a preliminary evaluation of the transducer performance
was carried out. For this purpose, the voltage from the pick-up coil was measured in two
cases:

(a) the transducer was placed over the central unflawed part of the sample, and the
voltage U1 was measured

(b) the transducer was placed at the edge of the sample (one of the excitation coils was
outside the sample), and the voltage U2 was measured.

The measurements were repeated for frequencies starting from 500 kHz up to 4.5 MHz
(with the step of 50 kHz). For each frequency, the voltage U1 measured in case a) and
voltage U2 measured in case b) were subtracted from each other and the relative voltage
changes were calculated using the formula (1):

δu =
|U2 − U1|

U1
(1)

All the resulting values were utilized to create the frequency characteristic of the
transducer’s sensitivity shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Relative voltage changes δu caused by the material influence plotted as a function of the
excitation frequency f.
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The achieved characteristic was used to select the excitation frequency range for further
experiments. As the maximum changes of the signal were observed around a resonance
frequency (f = 2 MHz), the subsequent investigations were conducted for the frequencies
starting from 1 MHz up to 2 MHz.

3.2. Measurement and Data Processing

The final experiments consisted of 1D multifrequency testing (first stage) and 2D
single-frequency inspection (second stage). The sample was placed under the differential
eddy current transducer fixed to the head of the positioning system. The transducer was
moved along the x-axis (Figure 1) on the sample’s surface opposite the defects. After
applying the excitation of the selected frequency, the transducer was moved over the
sample. The voltage from the pick-up coil was measured every 0.5 mm and stored in the
computer for further analysis. The inspection was repeated for different frequencies. In
the second stage, the measurement was carried out for a single frequency of 2 MHz. The
frequency was selected based on the results achieved for 1D scanning. Analogically to
the first stage, the transducer was moved along the x-axis, and the pick-up coil voltage
was measured every 0.5 mm. Subsequently, the procedure was performed for successive
transducer positions (every 1 mm) along the y-axis (Figure 1).

In order to simplify the comparison of the results of measurements, the relative voltage
difference was calculated using the formula (2):

Δu =
ΔU

ΔUmax
(2)

where: ΔU—voltage difference (voltage changes concerning the voltage measured for
the defect-free part of the sample) calculated for a given frequency, ΔUmax—maximum of
voltage changes measured for all frequencies.

3.3. Results of Multifrequency 1D Examination

Figure 6 presents a set of curves representing relative voltage differences Δu for distinct
frequencies as a function of transducer position along the x-axis. The signals were plotted
separately for the flaw OF70% and the flaw OF30% due to the significantly different values.
As shown in Figure 6a for the flaw OF70%, the curves for the frequencies 1 MHz–1.6 MHz
are quasiconvex and increase their values along with the frequency rise. It is noticeable that
the extreme signal values corresponding to the flaw location are negative for frequencies
between 1 MHz and 1.1 MHz. For frequencies above 1.1 MHz, the extreme signal value
around the flaw is positive. Starting from the frequency 1.7 MHz, the shape of the curve
changes to quasiconcave and continues to grow the peak value. Figure 6b presents the
signals measured for the flaw OF30%. One can observe that curves representing relative
voltage as a function of transducer position differ from those obtained for the flaw OF70%.
Peak values of the signals are positive for all the excitation frequencies. The transition
from the quasiconvex to the quasiconcave curve shape occurs for a frequency of 1.3 MHz.
Similarly to the signals for the flaw OF70%, the peak values increase with the rise of the
excitation frequency.

The signals obtained for different frequencies can be presented in a single plot called a
spectrogram. In this case, the abscissa corresponds to the transducer position x, the ordinate
corresponds to the frequency f, and the colors represent the value of the signal. Figure 7
shows the spectrograms for both artificial flaws. The flaw OF70% (Figure 7a) is readily
detectable across the entire frequency spectrum. A different situation occurs regarding
the flaw OF30% (Figure 7b). The flaw is barely visible for the frequency values from 1
MHz up to 1.5 MHz. Its visibility improves for the higher frequencies. Both flaws are most
detectable for the frequency of 2 MHz, which is close to the natural resonance frequency of
the transducer circuit.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Relative voltages for various excitation frequencies as a function of sensor position
(a) OF70%; (b) OF30%.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Spectrograms of relative voltage (a) OF70%, (b) OF30%.

The resonance phenomenon caused a disturbance in the shape of the frequency char-
acteristics of defects that can be observed in the case of metal samples [23]. The range of
excitation frequencies used for metals (1 kHz–200 kHz) did not include the inherent reso-
nant frequencies of the measuring transducer. In such a case, the shape of the characteristic
depends on the penetration depth for different frequencies and the defect’s depth. Using
resonant frequencies for measurements made it possible to obtain a greater sensitivity of
the transducer to defects, but on the other hand, it made identifying defects more difficult.

Figure 8 comprises curves of the peak value of relative voltage changes Δu as a function
of the excitation frequency f. It is evident that for the frequencies of 1 MHz–1.2 MHz, the
curve corresponding to the OF70% takes negative values. The curves intersect between
frequencies 1.2 MHz and 1.3 MHz. The transition from the positive to negative values
for OF70% occurs because the transducer works with two perpendicular coil pairs whose
signals balance each other. Based on the analysis of the curves, the location of defects can
be quickly and unambiguously determined, for example, using the frequency for which
the curve crosses the f -axis. For the flaw OF70%, this frequency is 1.15 MHz; for OF30%,
the intersection point does not exist in the range of measured values.
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Figure 8. Maximum relative voltages as a function of the excitation frequency. The red line approxi-
mates data for OF70%, while the blue line approximates data for OF30%.

3.4. Results of Two-Dimensional Examination with a Single-Frequency Excitation

Figure 9 shows the relative voltage difference Δu as a function of the transducer’s
position along the x-axis and y-axis. The flaws OF70% (Figure 10a) and OF30% (Figure 10b)
are detectable, but a high material anisotropy caused by the fiber alignment affects the
results. Especially for minor hidden flaws, this makes it more difficult to detect and localize
them. The undoubted advantage of the presented transducer, sensitivity to defects of
different orientations in the case of anisotropic materials such as carbon fiber-reinforced
composites, generates interfering signals that make analysis more complicated. The prob-
lem can be overcome by changing the design of the transducer or by using image processing
algorithms involving background removal. This study proposed a dedicated background
removal algorithm (Figure 11).

 
Figure 9. Two-dimensional plot of the relative voltage as a function of the sensor position; excitation
frequency f = 2 MHz; a raw signal before background removal.

The algorithm block scheme is shown in Figure 11. Rows and columns from the
signal’s data matrix, corresponding to the unflawed part of the sample, are selected and
multiplicated. On their basis, the signal background is estimated. The procedure ends with
subtracting the estimated background signal from the measured signal. Examples of the
signal background estimated for OF70% and OF30% are depicted in Figure 12.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Two-dimensional plots of the relative voltage as a function of sensor position; excitation
frequency f = 2 MHz; the raw signals before background removal; (a) OF70%, (b) OF30%.

Figure 11. Signal processing algorithm for the background signal removal.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Two-dimensional plots of the background signals estimated for the excitation frequency
f = 2 MHz, which were utilized to correct signals measured for the flaw: (a) OF70%, (b) OF30%.

Figure 13 shows a two-dimensional plot of the measured relative voltage after back-
ground signal removal (the whole measurement area with both flaws was included).
Compared to the signal before processing (Figure 9), one can observe that the interferences
caused by the heterogeneity of the carbon fiber-reinforced composite were minimized and
both flaws are detectable.
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Figure 13. Two-dimensional plot of the relative voltage after background removal; excitation fre-
quency f = 2 MHz.

Figure 14 was prepared to focus only on the sample area around the flaws. It illustrates
the relative voltage Δu as a function of the transducer’s position along the x-axis and y-axis
after applying the background removal algorithm. Compared with the non-processed
signal (Figure 10), the flaws OF70% and OF30% can be detected considerably better here.
Removing the background signal caused by the material anisotropy diminished the analysis
difficulty and minimized the hazard of incorrect flaw classification.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Two-dimensional plot of the relative voltage after background signal removal; excitation
frequency f = 2 MHz; plot for the flaw: (a) OF70%, (b) OF30%.

The measurements conducted for the outer flaws confirmed the usability of the pro-
posed system. A relatively low excitation frequency (2 MHz) was used to detect hidden
defects (inner flaws), which guaranteed a sufficiently large penetration depth and the
ability to detect even shallow defects. Unfortunately, such an excitation frequency is not
optimal for detecting surface defects because the eddy currents should be concentrated in
the near-surface layer. Therefore, additional measurements were performed for surface
defects to confirm the system’s effectiveness in this case as well. Figure 15 shows plots
of the relative voltage Δu as a function of the transducer’s position along the x-axis and
y-axis. In the case of this measurement, the defect names were changed respectively: OF70%
becomes IF70% (Figure 15a), while OF30% becomes IF30% (Figure 15b). It is evident that
both defects are easily detectable. These results confirm that the transducer enables the
detection of inner and outer flaws using the same excitation frequency.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Two-dimensional plot of the relative voltage after background signal removal; excitation
frequency f = 2 MHz; plots of the signals measured for the same side flaws (inner flaws): (a) IF70%,
(b) IF30%.

4. Conclusions

Currently, the eddy current technique is widely used to inspect metal parts. There
are many ongoing intensive works to adopt existing ECT systems to evaluate composite
structures consisting of conducting materials such as carbon fibers. In the described studies,
intensive work was carried out to adapt a well-proven (in the case of metals) system and
transducer. Particular emphasis has been placed on providing the ability to detect hidden
defects (inner flaws).

The conducted experiments are generally promising. However, the method requires
further development and adjustment to the specificity of the composites. Experiments
carried out so far have allowed several conclusions to be drawn:

• A differential transducer allows for a significant increase in sensitivity, but placing the
reference sensor close to the measured material is not an effective solution due to the
anisotropy of the tested material; a more effective solution seems to be the use of a
reference sensor with the reference material;

• The ability to detect defects can be improved by using signal processing, such as the
proposed background signal removal;

• The use of resonant frequencies allows for multiple increases in the sensitivity of the
transducer; at the same time, it is more complicated to use the frequency response to
identify the type and depth of the defect;

• The use of even a relatively low excitation frequency that guarantees the appropriate
depth of penetration does not prevent the effective detection of surface defects;

• The use of the frequency response to defects identification in the case of the composite
materials requires the use of a much wider range of excitation frequencies.

The experiment was limited to detecting notches (corresponding in some way to cracks)
to demonstrate the system’s usability. Despite satisfactory results, a comprehensive study
on detecting other flaws, such as delamination or porosity, should be conducted to ensure
the method’s versatility. Moreover, additional research on the method’s applicability is
needed for structures with different internal reinforcement weights and resin-rich samples.
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Abstract: The electromagnetic technique based on magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) can be used to
control the quality of ball screw shafts non-destructively, although identifying any slight grinding
burns independently of induction-hardened depth remains a challenge. The capacity to detect slight
grinding burns was studied using a set of ball screw shafts manufactured by means of different
induction hardening treatments and different grinding conditions (some of them under abnormal
conditions for the purpose of generating grinding burns), and MBN measurements were taken in the
whole group of ball screw shafts. Additionally, some of them were tested using two different MBN
systems in order to better understand the effect of the slight grinding burns, while Vickers microhard-
ness and nanohardness measurements were taken in selected samples. To detect the grinding burns
(both slight anddata intense) with varying depths of the hardened layer, a multiparametric analysis
of the MBN signal is proposed using the main parameters of the MBN two-peak envelope. At first,
the samples are classified into groups depending on their hardened layer depth, estimated using the
intensity of the magnetic field measured on the first peak (H1) parameter, and the threshold functions
of two parameters (the minimum amplitude between the peaks of the MBN envelope (MIN) and the
amplitude of the second peak (P2)) are then determined to detect the slight grinding burns for the
different groups.

Keywords: magnetic Barkhausen noise; grinding burn; induction hardened layer; hardened layer
depth; excitation frequency

1. Introduction

Ball screws are important components of the electro-mechanical actuators (EMAs)
used in aerospace systems where undetected failure can lead to serious consequences, and
are subjected to induction heat treatments in order to obtain a determined hardened layer
on the surface to improve their fatigue life. Following induction hardening treatment, the
ball screw shafts are then ground so as to set the final dimensions, although grinding burns
can be produced during grinding due to an undesired local increase in temperature. A
grinding burn means a relative increase in tensile residual stresses, a decrease in surface
hardness, or, in some cases, even surface rehardening. Any of these effects can lead to a
reduction in the service life of the part [1,2].

The magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) signal can be used successfully to detect
grinding burns non-destructively and to identify the intensity of the grinding burns [3,4],
and this is possible because the MBN signal is sensitive to the hardness and residual stress
of a steel part. Overall, a decrease in hardness increases the amplitude of the peak of the
MBN envelope and shifts the peak position to lower levels of the applied magnetic field,
whereas an increase in hardness decreases the peak amplitude and moves the position of the
peak towards higher levels of the applied field [5–7]. Similarly, while tensile stress produces
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an increase in MBN peak amplitude, compressive stress tends to decrease it [8–12]. In this
sense, a sub-surface analysis of grinding burns with Barkhausen noise measurements has
recently been published [13]. Additionally, a combination of multiple parameters derived
from the MBN envelope has been used to improve detection of grinding burns via MBN
measurements [14]. As such, the RMS value and the peak position of the MBN envelope
have been analysed simultaneously to improve the detection of grinding burns [14]. This
work also analyses the influence of the excitation frequencies on the sensitivity of both
parameters to grinding burns.

Nevertheless, micromagnetic multi-parameter methods have until now not been
widely used in industrial applications due to complex relations between the different
properties of the samples, such as a hardened layer depth, surface integrity parameters and
the resulting MBN signals [15,16]. For example, in surface-hardened components, where
two layers of different phases are present (e.g., martensite in the outer layer and ferrite,
pearlite or bainite phases at the core), the MBN envelope is also affected by the depth of
the hard surface layer, and this complicates the use of generic threshold values to detect
grinding burns in ball screw shafts of different hardening depths due to variations in heat
treatments. In our previous works [17,18], in which we obtained a two-peak MBN envelope,
the value of the magnetic field at the second peak (H2) is not greatly influenced by the
different heat treatments, and therefore not by the hardened layer depth. The parameter
H2 moves to lower intensity values of the magnetic field (Ht) in the ball screw shafts in
which grinding burns have been produced. Nevertheless, this parameter is not useful for
the purpose of detecting the slight grinding burns identified in ball screw shafts using
nanohardness measurements. Considering this limitation, in the present study a new
method that uses a combination of simple parameters derived from the MBN signal is
proposed in order to improve the detection of slight grinding burns and to identify both
slight and intense grinding burns, independently of the induction-hardened depth.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Ball screw shafts of a diameter around 10 mm were manufactured by first applying
induction hardening treatments to bars, and then by machining and a final grinding. A
large set of ball screw shafts were selected from different heat treatment batches, which
generated a surface hardness in the range of 510–720 HV (Vickers hardness) and hardened
layer depths between 150 and 2500 μm (the low hardness value (510 HV) corresponds to
an incorrect heat treatment with the surface hardness (<650 HV) and the hardened layer
depth of only 150 μm). The induction hardening layer depth (LD) was defined as the depth
at which the microhardness falls below 500 HV. Hardness profiles and surface hardness
of 14 different induction hardening treatment batches were detailed in [17]. In the present
paper, specific attention will be firstly given to a small number of these batches (e.g., T3,
T10 and T12 refer to the heat treatment batch number in [17] and sample numbers 1 and
2 will be referred to as T3 S1 and T3 S2). Secondly, results of a larger number of hardening
treatment batches with unknown LD will be studied. Specifically, the MBN measurements
of a large group of normally ground (NG) ball screw shafts (nearly 2500 ball screws) and
the MBN measurements of a small group of samples with artificially or unintentionally
generated grinding burns (GB), manufactured by changing the grinding conditions (feed
speed, grinding depth, or the amount of oil as coolant) or without a good control of grinding
conditions (abnormally ground (AG)) are analysed in detail.

2.2. MBN Measurements

First of all, MBN measurements were taken in all the samples using a self-developed
detection system installed in a production plant (System 1), which involves applying a
medium excitation frequency (lower than 50 Hz) and a medium frequency band-pass filter
(centred at 150 kHz) (see Figure 1a). The excitation unit for magnetising the ball screw shafts
and the acquisition and processing unit consists of a programmable function generator,
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a power amplifier and the excitation coil of the electromagnetic yoke. An excitation coil
wound around a U-shaped steel core is used to generate an excitation magnetic field
capable of magnetising the ball screw shaft. The poles of the U-shaped electromagnet were
machined with the opposite thread of the ball screws so that with the rotating movement
of the ball screw, the magnetising device moves in the longitudinal direction of the ball
screw. A search coil wound around a ferrite core was used to pick up the MBN signal
located on the surface of the ball screw, and the tangential magnetic field at the surface (Ht)
of the ball screw shaft was measured using a Honeywell SS495A1 solid state Hall effect
sensor placed above the surface of the samples (see Figure 1b). The MBN measurement
device of the ball screw sample under test is placed in a motorised rotation bench. While
the ball screw is rotating at a constant angular velocity, the measurement sensor-head, i.e.,
the electromagnet together with the pick-up coil and the Hall effect sensor, move axially
from the right side of the ball screw to the left side at a slow velocity, which allows for the
acquisition of more than 400-MBN cycles along the helically developed path of the ball
screw’s thread. In each of these measurement cycles the MBN envelope and magnetic field
are acquired as follows:

• The signal at the output of the pick-up coil is amplified and band-pass filtered to
obtain the MBN signal. The MBN envelope or root mean square (RMS) profile of MBN
(MBNenv) is obtained using an analog RMS-DC converter integrated circuit.

• The voltage measured using the Hall effect sensor is amplified and filtered.
• These preprocessed signals are sent to a PC via a National Instruments DAQ device.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup for MBN measurements (System 1) and (b) schematic representation
of the U-shaped core (grey), excitation coil (orange), sensors (black) and sample (bluish grey) used
with both systems. The surface of the poles of the electromagnet were machined with the shape of
the negative thread of the ball screw.

Each MBN measurement cycle was acquired approximately every 1 mm along the
helical path of the ball screw shaft. Each cycle contains two MBN envelopes (the positive
branch (from −Htmax to +Htmax) and the negative branch (from +Htmax to −Htmax) of
the excitation signal). The MBN envelopes and the Ht signals were averaged every 12 cycles
(Figure 2a) and these averaged two-peak MBN envelopes (MBNenv) were parameterised
using the amplitudes (P1 and P2) and positions of the peaks in terms of the intensity of the
magnetic field measured on the surface, Ht (H1 and H2), and by using the minimum ampli-
tude between the peaks of the MBNenv (MIN), as shown in Figure 2a. These parameters
are derived throughout the effective length of the thread for all the analysed ball screws.
For example, Figure 2b shows the evolution of the MIN parameter through the helical path
of the ball screw’s thread of three different ball screw samples (T10 S1, T10 S2 and T10 S3)
from heat treatment T10.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Averaged MBN envelope (MBNenv) and the derived parameters and (b) the evolution
of the minimum amplitude between the peaks of the MBNenv (MIN) through the helical path of the
ball screw’s thread.

The following additional notation will be used throughout the paper:

• The MBN envelope (MBNenv) is the average of the 12 magnetising cycles measured
through the helical path of the ball screw shaft (e.g., the MBNenv of a positive excita-
tion semycile is shown in Figure 2b).

• The MIN*, H1* and P2* parameters representative of the ball screw thread are cal-
culated as the mean values of the MIN, H1 and P2 values, respectively, measured
along the ball screw helical path (e.g., the average of the values shown in Figure 2b are
calculated to yield the MIN* parameter of each part).

• The H2* parameter representative of the ball screw thread is taken differently, as the
minimum value of all the H2 measured points along the ball screw’s helical path,
since this is the worst scenario in each part according to the previous grinding burn
detection methodology [17].

• The standard deviations of the analysed parameters representative of the ball screw
thread are: MIN* = 0.6 mV, H1* = 112 A/m, P2* = 1.6 mV and H2* = 210 A/m. The
variation in the measurement along the helical thread of each ball screw strongly
depends on the homogeneity of each ball screw (both from the heat treatment and the
grinding process).

In some selected samples and positions, MBN measurements at low excitation fre-
quencies (5 times lower frequency than System 1) were then taken using a more complete
system (System 2) described in [19]. This system has changes in the MBN conditioning unit,
to enable the MBN signal to be filtered with different band-pass filters centred at different
frequency ranges. With this system, only discrete measurements at specific positions of
the thread were performed. The selected positions for measurements with System 2 were
those where the MIN parameter measured with System 1 showed maximum values along
the thread.

2.3. Destructive Tests: Microhardness and Nanohardness Measurements, SEM Micrographs

Microhardness and nanohardness measurements were then taken in selected samples
to confirm recognition of grinding burns via MBN using destructive tests (DT). Vickers
microhardness measurements were taken in selected abnormally and normally ground
ball screws. Nanohardness measurements were also taken in samples that evidenced a
different MBNenv signal without any hardness reduction in microhardness measurements
to ascertain whether the surface nanohardness was affected.

Vickers microhardness measurements at a load of 1 kg were taken starting at 150 μm
from the surface of the lowest part of the thread until the core hardness was measured
(2000 μm from the surface). The standard deviation of the Vickers microhardness mea-
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surements at the surface-hardened area is 0.5 HV and in the transition area of 1.1 HV.
Microhardness measurements closer to the edge could have been affected by the free
surface and, for this reason, nanohardness measurements were taken in three selected
ball screw shafts close to the edge in order to asses some of the grinding burns. In terms
of microhardness results, nanoindentations were performed in selected ball screw shafts
within the first 60 μm close to the surface, at 350 μm from the surface and at 2000 μm from
the surface as follows:

• A matrix of 20 × 20 indentations with a spacing of 3 μm and with the first line aiming
at 3 μm from the surface. The average value of this matrix is considered as the surface
hardness value (Nanohardness at 3–60 μm).

• A line of 20 indentations, spaced 3 μm, at 350 μm from the edge.
• A line of 20 indentations, spaced 3 μm, at 2 mm from the edge.

Figure 3 shows the optical microscopy images of the matrix of 20 × 20 indentations
performed close to the surface and the line of 20 indentations performed at 350 μm from
the surface.

  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 3. (a) Optical microscopy image showing the matrix of 20 × 20 indentations performed close
to the surface and the line of 20 indentations performed at 350 μm from the surface. (b) Detail of the
matrix of indentations starting from the surface with first line aiming at 3 μm from the surface.

All the tests were performed with a TriboIndenter® (Hysitron Inc., Minneapolis, MN,
USA) using a Berkovich tip. The tests were performed in displacement control up to a max-
imum penetration of 113 nm (imprint ~1 μm), and hence the minimum distance between
indents should be 3 μm to avoid interactions between measurements. Nanohardness is
calculated from the load–penetration curves registered during the tests using the Oliver
and Pharr [20] method. Nanohardness (H) is defined as:

H = Pmax/Ac (1)

where Pmax is the maximum applied load and Ac is the contact area. An equivalent Vickers
hardness (HV) is calculated by multiplying nanohardness H by factor 94.5 in order to
compare nanohardness with microhardness results.

Additionally, in a few selected ball screws qualitative characterisation of the microstruc-
tures was carried out using FEG-SEM (FEG-SEM JEOL JSM-7000F JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)
microscopic images to detect the presence of grinding burns. For this purpose, cross sec-
tions of the samples were cut, polished and etched in Vilella (solution of 1% Picric acid and
10% Hydrochloric acid in ethanol) for 20 s.

Surface residual stress measurements could not be performed due to the geometry of
the parts (with a small radius of curvature in the thread).
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3. Results

For clarity of exposition, first the results of the destructive measurements are shown,
despite the fact they were taken in the parts after the MBN measurements were taken.

3.1. Microhardness, Nanohardness Measurements and SEM Micrograpghs

This section provides the results of microhardness and nanohardness measurements
and SEM micrographs taken in selected samples according to the nondestructive parameters
from both groups (NG and AG).

The hardness profiles of selected samples subjected to T3, T10 and T12 heat treatments
are represented in Figure 4a–c, respectively. The T3 heat treatment produced the smallest
hardened layer depths (LD) (500 μm (T3 S2) and 519 μm (T3 S1)), T10 produced medium
hardened layer depths (1056 μm (T10 S1), 1100 μm (T10 S3) and 1150 μm (T10 S2)) and T12
the largest ones (1210 μm (T12 S2) and 1250 μm (T12 S1)).
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Figure 4. Microhardness measurements in normally and abnormally ground samples subjected to
different heat treatments with varying hardened layer depth (LD): (a) T3 (LD ≈ 500 μm), (b) T10
(LD ≈ 1100 μm) and (c) T12 (LD ≈ 1250 μm). The standard deviation of Vickers measurement at the
surface area is 0.5 HV and in the transition area of 1.1 HV.

NG and AG samples in T3 are compared in Figure 4a. Surface hardness of AG (T3 S2)
is slightly less than that of NG (T3 S1), which could indicate the presence of a GB in T3 S2
but should be analysed with further techniques as the difference is small. In T10 (Figure 4b),
while the surface hardness of T10 S1 (NG) and T10 S2 (AG) are very similar, T10 S3 (AG)
shows less hardness. Moreover, T10 S3 (AG) shows a drop in hardness from 350 to 150 μm,
which is representative of a GB, while in T12 (Figure 4c), the T12 S2 (AG) sample shows a
significant drop in hardness from 350 to 150 μm and also is lower than 650 HV from 350 μm
to 1000 μm, which indicates an overtempering of the material produced by a very intense
GB or an excessive tempering—in any case, an incorrect hardness at the surface.

In order to analyse the presence of a GB in T3 S2, SEM micrographs of this sample
were taken (see Figure 5). Clear differences are not observed in the surface of the valley area
(see Figure 5a), whereas an area of different colour is observed in the surface of the thread
area (see Figure 5b), which indicates the presence of GB. However, the SEM micrographs do
not clearly reveal the presence of burns in other doubtful cases, which is why nanohardness
measurements were made in T10 samples.

Nanohardness measurements were taken, and the results represented in Figure 6 in
order to analyse the effect of the different samples in T10 on MBN reveal more detail. It
is important to note that, due to the well-known indentation size effect [21], hardness
increases as the maximum penetration decreases. Thus, HV is expected to be higher in
the case of nanohardness measurements than in that of microhardness measurements.
However, both nanohardness measurements in T10 S2 and T10 S3 (AG) samples show a
slight superficial drop (from 350 to 3 μm) in hardness.
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of T3 S2 sample taken at (a) valley area and (b) thread area of the shaft.
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Figure 6. Nanohardness measurements in normally and abnormally samples subjected to T10 heat
treatment. The value of the hardness shown in the surface is the average value of the matrix of
20 × 20 indentations with a spacing of 3 μm and with the first line aiming at 3 μm from the surface.

A summary of the destructive test (DT) measurement data is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of destructive test (DT) measurements.

Sample
Hardened

Layer Depth
(μm)

Grinding
Condition

Microhardness
at 150 μm

(HV)

Microhardness
at 350 μm

(HV)

Nanohardness
at 3–60 μm

(HV)

Nanohardness
at 350 μm

(HV)
Presence of GB

T3 S1 519 NG 647 650 - - No

T3 S2 500 AG 632 626 - - Yes, observed in
SEM

T10 S1 1056 NG 709 698 849 808 No

T10 S2 1150 NG 716 713 855 907 Yes, slight

T10 S3 1100 AG 678 698 814 846 Yes

T12 S1 1250 NG 722 720 - - No

T12 S2 1210 AG 580 646 - - Yes, severe
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3.2. Magnetic Measurements

In this section the magnetic results obtained with the two measuring systems are
shown and discussed. First, the measurements performed after the production of nearly
2500 ball screws with System 1 are analysed, and then results of the measurements per-
formed in a subselection of ball screws with System 2 are discussed.

The non-destructive measurements of nearly 2500 ball screws measured using System
1 are analysed in this section, with each of these ball screws being measured along the
helical path. Figure 7 shows the MBN envelopes (MBNenv) measured using System 1 as a
function of Ht obtained at a representative point of the helical path of a selected group of
ball screw shafts, comparing NG and AG samples in the cases of the T3, T10 and T12 heat
treatments. This is useful to explain the procedure developed to detect grinding burns. The
MBN envelopes show two distinct peaks, whose amplitude and positions strongly depend
on the hardened layer depth (LD) obtained following the induction heat treatment and
grinding process. The peak emitted at lower magnetic fields in surface-hardened samples is
usually related with the MBN emitted in the non-hardened core material, while the second
peak is related to the hardened layer, as the harder microstructure produces magnetic
domain movements at higher magnetic fields [5–7,17,22].

  

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. MBN envelopes measured with medium frequency excitation (System 1) of ball screw
shafts representative of different heat treatments with varying hardened layer depth (LD): (a) T3
(LD ≈ 500 μm) (b) T10 (LD ≈ 1100 μm) and (c) T12 (LD ≈ 1250 μm).

In the case of the ball screws analysed in the present work, the position of the first peak
occurring at lower magnetic fields (H1) increases as the hardened layer depth becomes
larger and thus can be used as a single non-destructive measurement parameter to estimate
the hardened layer depth of the samples [17] for the whole range of heat treatments studied.
Regardless of the heat treatment, there is no direct relationship between the intensity of the
grinding burn and the amplitude of the peak or the position of the first peak as might be
expected from the MBN emitted from the core material, as this region is usually not affected
by the grinding process. On the contrary, the position of the second peak (H2) of T12 S2
moves significantly towards lower values of Ht with respect to the second peak of T12 S1,
while there is only a very slight variation in T3 S2, T10 S2 and T10 S3 in this parameter.
This parameter was proposed in a previous study in order to detect the grinding burns
(GB) [17] due to their softening effect and the displacement towards lower magnetic fields
of the MBN envelope peaks when this occurs [22]. However, when new samples with slight
grinding burns were measured, the variation in H2 was seen to be insufficient (Figure 8a),
as there is an interval of H2* where values of samples with and without grinding burns are
mixed (values shown between the red lines in Figure 8a). Additionally, Figure 7 shows that
the amplitude of the MIN parameter increases when the sample has a grinding burn, as
with the case of the three heat treatments. However, this value measured in NG samples
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varies due to other effects in addition to the grinding burns. In Figure 8b, the mean values
of the MIN parameter along the helical path (MIN*) are represented for all the measured
ball screws. Similarly to the previous case, here there is a region of MIN* values with
samples with and without grinding burns (the region between the red lines in Figure 8b).
Therefore, it is not possible to define unique thresholds with any of these parameters to
unambiguously detect the abnormally ground parts.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) The minimum value of the H2 parameter (H2*) and (b) the mean value of MIN parameter
(MIN*) measured along the ball screw helical path for the whole set of ball screws separated into
groups: normally ground parts (“NG parts”), abnormally ground parts (“AG parts”), correct parts
(without grinding burn (GB)) verified via destructive testing (DT) (“DT without GB”) and parts with
grinding burn (GB) verified via destructive testing (DT) (“DT with GB”). Standard deviation value of
H2* is 210 A/m and of MIN* is 0.6 mV.

Some selected samples were further analysed in order to better understand the reason
for the increase in the MIN parameter in the case of slight grinding burns. In these samples,
additional MBN measurements were taken using System 2 at a lower excitation frequency
(five times lower than the medium frequency used in System 1) to separate the different
peaks more precisely. The MBN measurements were analysed using different frequency
band-pass filters to separately obtain deeper and more superficial information [22] about
the sample following the methodology explained in [19]. Figure 9a,b show, the MBN
envelope of samples T10 S1, S2 and S3 after filtering the MBN signal with low frequency
band-pass filters (MBN information coming deeper from the material) and high frequency
band-pass filters (MBN information coming from shallower depths from the material),
respectively. It is important to mention that the results after the filtering using these two
frequency bands cannot be compared in absolute values since the amplification of the filter
in them is different.

When information from the deeper surface in the material is analysed (Figure 9a),
the MBN envelope shows a clear peak in low magnetic fields and another peak in high
magnetic fields (around 10 kA/m), while the amplitude in the intermediate region of the
MBN envelope (range 5 kA/m–10 kA/m) presents a slight amplitude increase in samples
with GB, especially in the sample with a more intense GB (T10 S3). If information from
more superficial material is analysed (Figure 9b, with high-frequency band-pass filtering),
the MBN envelope shows a first peak with a much smaller amplitude in lower magnetic
fields and, comparatively, a peak with a larger amplitude in high magnetic fields. In the
parts with GB, the amplitude at intermediate magnetic fields is significantly higher than in
the NG sample, resulting in a second peak positioned at lower magnetic fields, which can
be associated with a reduction in hardness [19,22].
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Figure 9. MBN envelopes of samples T10 S1, S2 and S3 measured with System 2, with low frequency
excitation and after filtering the MBN signal with band-pass filters centred at (a) low frequency (MBN
information coming deeper from the material) and (b) high frequency (MBN information coming
from shallower depths from the material).

Comparing the behaviour of the MBN signal obtained using both systems, the follow-
ing interpretation can be made: the magnetic field region in which the amplitude of the
MBN envelope increases significantly in samples with GB when measurements are taken
using System 2 and filtered with high-frequency band-pass filter corresponds to the region
in which an increase in the MIN parameter is obtained when measurements are taken using
System 1. Thus, the increase in the MIN parameter shown in Figure 7b (System 1, measured
at medium excitation frequency) can be attributed to the MBN emission originating in a
superficial area of the sample, where the grinding burn affected area of the sample should
also be found. The reason the position of the second peak is not displaced in such a low
magnetic field region when measurements are taken using System 1 is mainly due to
the MBN filtering setup (medium-frequency centred broad band-pass filter) used, and
hence the analysed area is not as superficial as the one when measuring with System 2.
However, in the case presented here, implementation of the low excitation frequency is not
feasible in terms of production, because the measurement time of each part would increase
fivefold, and the use of higher frequency band-pass filtering is not possible because the
non-destructive estimation of the hardened layer depth is also necessary.

3.3. Multi-Parametric Analysis Using System 1

Due to the lack of sensitivity of the previously proposed method to detect slight
grinding burns (setting a threshold at the H2 parameter) [17] when the System 1 is used,
a new method that uses multiple parameters derived from the MBN signal to detect the
grinding burns independently of induction hardened layer depth (LD) is proposed in the
following section.

Figure 10a shows the mean value of parameter MIN (MIN*) obtained throughout the
effective length of the ball screw shaft thread as a function of the mean value of P2 (P2*) for
the complete set of normally ground (NG) parts. Two groups of parts with different overall
trends are observed: a first group (Group 1—“G1-NG parts”) in black and a second group
(Group 2— “G2-NG parts”) in blue. Within each group, the relation between MIN* and
P2* parameters can be approximated with a linear trend, with a slightly different slope for
each group (shown by grey and blue lines, respectively). Additionally, when these groups
are analysed in other parameters, it can be seen that nearly 100% of parts can be separated
as having either a low or a high value H1 parameter. This has been previously linearly
related to the hardening layer depth (LD) and can be used to estimate the LD [17], that
is, between shallow and deep LD (see Figure 10b) with small overlapping regions. That
is to say, group G2 is formed by the parts with the lowest layer depth, while group G1
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contains the parts with the greatest layer thickness. The parts that cannot be separated
into the groups by using only the H1 parameter are separated using the values of the P2
parameter additionally, and with this the following classification algorithm can be applied:

• Group 1 (G1)

� 5.25 kA/m < H1≤ 6.2 kA/m
� 4.65 kA/m ≤ H1 ≤ 5.25 kA/m and P2 ≤ 0.096 V
� H1 > 4.92 kA/m and 0.096 V < P2 < 0.13 V

• Group 2 (G2)

� 4.405 kA/m ≤ H1< 4.65 kA/m
� 4.65 kA/m ≤ H1 ≤ 5.25 kA/m and P2 ≥ 0.13 V
� H1 ≤ 4.92 kA/m and 0.096 V < P2 < 0.13 V

• Incorrect due to case depth (not further analysed in the present work as they do not
have correct case depth):

� H1 > 6.2 kA/m
� H1 < 4.405 kA/m

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) The mean value of parameter MIN obtained throughout the effective length of the
ball screw shaft thread as a function of the mean value of P2 and (b) hardened layer depth (LD) as
a function of the mean value of parameter H1 obtained throughout the effective length of the ball
screw shaft thread (H1*). LDs shown in blue and black markers are the estimated LDs using the
linear model from [17] and LDs shown with red markers are the LD measured destructively in ball
screws from [17]). The standard deviation of MIN* is 0.6 mV, of P2* is 1.6 mV and of H1* is 112 A/m.

Figure 11 shows the mean value of parameter MIN (MIN*) obtained throughout the
effective length of the ball screw shaft thread as a function of the mean value of P2 (P2*) for
the complete set of ball screw shafts. The trend observed in the NG parts (Figure 10a) is
not followed by the abnormally ground (AG) parts that have been machined to generate
light grinding burns; instead, MIN* increases considerably without increasing the value of
P2* of that group. According to the linear relationships between P2* and MIN* observed at
normally ground samples, and depending on the previously classified group, thresholds
values for the MIN parameter can be determined to detect any slight GB, as follows:

• Threshold for slight GBs of Group 1: if Min (V) > 0.035 V + 0.218 P2 (V)

This value has been defined applying a shift to the linear relationship that separates
normally ground and abnormally ground ball screws.

• Threshold for slight GBs of Group 2: if Min (V) > 0.023 V + 0.296 P2 (V)

As no clear grinding burns have been detected in this group, the threshold value has
been defined applying a shift to the linear relationship that accepts all the normally ground
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ball screws of Group 2, applying an increase of 3 mV, five times the standard deviation of
the average MIN value along the helical path (MIN*).

Figure 11. The mean value of parameter MIN (MIN*) obtained throughout the effective length of the
ball screw shaft thread as a function of the mean value of P2 (P2*) for all the different groups labelled
as: “G1-NG parts” (normally ground parts of G1), “G1-AG parts” (abnormally ground parts of G1),
“G1-DT without GB” (correct part (without grinding burn (GB)) verified via destructive testing (DT)
results of G1), “G1-DT with GB” (part with grinding burn (GB) verified via destructive testing (DT)
results of G1), “G1-Threshold” (threshold value of MIN* as a function of P2* of group G1), “G2-NG
parts” (normally ground parts of G2), “G2-DT without GB” (correct part (without grinding burn (GB))
verified via destructive testing (DT) results of G2), “G2-DT with GB” (part with grinding burn (GB)
verified via destructive testing (DT) results of G2) and “G2-Threshold” (threshold value of the MIN*
as a function of P2* of group G2). The standard deviation of MIN* is 0.6 mV and of P2* is 1.6 mV.

Once these threshold values for the MIN* parameter are determined, a methodology
for detecting severe and slight grinding burns has then been proposed and applied in the
plant to analyse all points measured along the ball screw helical path for all the produced
ball screws (not only the mean value along the helical path MIN*):

• First, the H2 value is evaluated in order to discard intense GBs [17,18].
• The next step involves classification of the part into groups, considering H1 (rep-

resentative of the induction hardening layer depth (LD)) and a combination of H1
and P2.

• Finally, according to the relationships between P2 and MIN and depending on the
classified group, threshold values for the MIN parameter are applied to detect any
slight GB.

This methodology has been working in the plant for several years and to the best of
our knowledge, is working properly.

4. Conclusions

A new methodology for detecting light grinding burns was implemented using an
MBN inspection system capable of simultaneously estimating the depth of the hardened
layer by taking measurements at medium excitation frequency.

This methodology can be summarised in the following steps:

1. Grouping the measurements based on estimated hardened layer depth (which is
performed based on the parameter H1 measured).

2. Generating detection threshold lines for the MIN parameter in terms of P2 by consid-
ering the relationship that exists between these parameters for each group in samples
without grinding burns.

3. Using the threshold line corresponding to the group of the piece (defined by its
estimated hardened layer depth), determining whether the measured part falls in
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the area corresponding to the correct pieces (NG) or to the area corresponding to the
abnormally ground parts (AG).
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Abstract: Top seal failure of ram blowout preventer (BOP) is one of the main factors leading to
well control risk. The constitutive model and parameters of nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) were
optimized by compression and tensile tests, and the failure analysis model of the contact seal of the
ram BOP top seal was built. The nonlinear contact mechanical behavior of the connection part of the
BOP top seal was analyzed by the finite element method. Then, the influence of corrosion and wear
defects at the top seal position of the 2FZ35-70 BOP under rated working pressure on the contact seal
were studied, and the results showed that the overall contact pressure distribution of the top seal
corrosion defects was uniform, the local contact pressure of the corrosion pit edge increased, and
the top contact pressure decreased. The overall contact pressure of the wear defect of the top seal
decreased linearly, the contact pressure at the maximum depth of the wear defect was the smallest,
and the contact pressure gradually decreased to both sides. Ultimately, to guarantee the safety and
reliability of the ram BOP, it is suggested that the acceptable depths of the seal corrosion pit and the
wear at the top of the ram BOP are 4.0 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively, thus the reliability evaluation
problem of the quantitative seal of the ram BOP top seal is solved.

Keywords: ram blowout preventer; top seal; corrosion defect; wear defect; sealing performance

1. Introduction

With the increase in global exploration and development of oil and gas resources,
drilling depths have been ever-increasing in recent years. Hence, the number of deep,
ultradeep, and highly deviated wells has inevitably increased [1]. Due to the severe and
complex formation conditions faced by drilling operations, it is increasingly difficult and
costly to maintain pressure balances in wells and prevent overflows. Major accidents such
as blowouts can cause serious casualties, property losses, and environmental pollution [2,3].
For example, on 20 April 2010, the Deepwater Horizon blowout and explosion caused the
world’s largest offshore oil spill to date, killing 11 people and spewing 4.9 million barrels of
crude oil into the Gulf of Mexico [4]. One of the key causes of the blowout was the failure
of the BOP. Therefore, to effectively avoid accidents during drilling, it is necessary to place
further requirements on the reliability and safety of BOPs [5].

A ram BOP is one of the key pieces of equipment for oil and gas well pressure control.
It is mainly used to close the annular space between the casing and pipe string to achieve
the pressure balance in the well. Therefore, the tightness of the BOP under pressure is an
important indicator of well control equipment [6]. To effectively block the high-pressure
liquid inside the cavity, four seals are needed inside the ram BOP, namely, the seal between
the ram top and the shell, the seal at the front of the gate to the string, the seal between the
shell and the side door, and the seal between the piston rod and the side door. They work
simultaneously to seal the wellhead annulus. However, the shell of a ram BOP can become
fouled by mud, oil, and sand, which can affect the flatness and roughness of the shell, and
easily cause seal failure [7].
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In recent years, the sealing performance of rubber materials has often been analyzed
by finite element theory. The representative research conclusions show that when a BOP
seal annulus is sealed, the parts where the rubber core is in contact with the shell and
piston are in a stress concentration position, and these positions of the rubber core are easily
damaged due to the high stress [8–10]. Dong et al. conducted a study on the influence
of a pipe joint passing through an annular BOP rubber core and its sealing performance;
their results showed that the significant reduction in contact pressure caused by the pipe
joint passing through the rubber core was one of the main reasons for rubber core seal
failure [11].

The contact pressure between the rotary blowout preventer (RBOP) core and the drill
pipe is affected by the well pressure, tripping speed, friction coefficient, and other factors.
Gang et al. concluded that an increase in well pressure and friction coefficient would
increase the contact pressure by analyzing the distribution law of contact pressure during
the operation of the rubber sealing surface of the RBOP, subsequently, excessive contact
pressure was the main failure mechanism of the rubber core [12–14]. Zhang et al. revealed
the dynamic sealing mechanism of rubber through a tribological experiment of rubber and
metal. They concluded that the contact pressure increased with increasing well pressure
and friction coefficient [15]. Polonsky and Ma investigated the impact of contact pressure
on packer seal performance, showing that higher contact pressure results in better seal
performance [16,17].

Based on these above studies, most scholars have assessed the sealing performance
of a BOP core by numerical simulations, but there is no report about the effect of BOP
shell defects on sealing performance. First, this research carried out a statistical analysis of
failure cases, as detailed in Section 2. Then, the cause of BOP shell key locations and types
of seal failure were determined through uniaxial compression and tensile tests to select a
disc with a nitrile rubber material constitutive model.

The parameters of the BOP analysis model were set, and a calculation method for
seal failure contact was proposed. Finally, the sealing performance of a top seal structure
with defects was analyzed by the finite element method. The distribution characteristics
of contact pressure at the top seal parts with different levels of wear and corrosion were
obtained and the failure index of the top seal was quantified. These research results
are of great significance for improving the sealing performance of ram BOPs, which can
effectively ensure the safe operation of BOPs, avoid accidents, and provide a new idea for
the maintenance and remanufacturing of BOPs.

2. Statistical Analysis of BOP Failure Cases

When a ram BOP switches a well, high pressure hydraulic fluid enters the oil cavities
of the two cylinders and pushes both the piston and piston rod, moving the left and right
ram assemblies to the center or sides of the wellbore, respectively, along the tracks defined
by the ram interior guide bars. The rubber on the upper end of the ram is in close contact
with the top of the ram chamber of the blowout preventer to create a sealing effect. The
working principle is shown in Figure 1.

Statistical analysis was conducted based on the 2017–2019 well control equipment
annual report released by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The proportion of foreign
BOP failure types is shown in Table 1. Subsea BOP faults accounted for 92.5%, 94.2%,
and 91.2% of failures, with an average of 92.6%. Above-water BOP failures accounted
for 7.5%, 5.8%, and 8.8%, with an average of 7.4%. The main failures of BOP equipment
were wear and tear, maintenance errors, and design issues. The average failure rates of
component wear were 53.6%, 56.5%, and 46.5%, respectively. Wear and tear, and design
issues accounted for approximately 20%. Therefore, it is important to carry out quantitative
diagnoses and evaluations of the key position of BOPs.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ram BOP working principle.

Table 1. Proportion of foreign BOP failure types.

Statistical Year BOP Fault Model/Ratio Underwater BOP Fault Model/Ratio

Failure Type Wear and Tear Maintenance Error Design Issue Wear and Tear Maintenance Error Design Issue

2017 53.6% 12.5% 7% 57.7% 13.5% 8.3%
2018 56.5% 7.2% 7.2% 52.4% 9.5% 14.3%
2019 46.5% 27.9% 7% 46.9% 20% 11.1%

A ram BOP is mainly composed of a shell, side door, ram assembly, liquid cylinder
assembly, and other components. As the shell is the main bearing part in the working
process of the BOP, its performance is directly related to the bearing capacity of the BOP;
other parts are wearing parts that can be replaced. Therefore, this paper mainly examines
the failure case analysis of the ram BOP shell. At present, 263 maintenance cases of BOP
shells have been collected and statistically analyzed. The distribution of vulnerable parts
and failure types of ram BOP shells in failure cases is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 2, it is apparent that for the BOP shell, the main defects are backing ring
groove damage, top seal damage, wear of the main diameter, and threaded hole damage,
accounting for 33.61%, 27.46%, 22.95%, and 9.02%, respectively. Since the top seal of a
ram BOP is under the condition of reciprocating dynamic load, the damage of the top seal
accounts for a high proportion of failure cases in ram BOP shells. According to the existing
data, the main failure types of the top seal are corrosion and wear. A case of ram BOP top
seal corrosion and wear damage is shown in Figure 3; top seal corrosion depth is 5 mm and
wear depth is 1 mm, and the ram BOP is a type of 2FZ35/70. Therefore, it is necessary to
quantitatively evaluate the corrosion and wear failure indices of the top seal to guarantee
the safe and high-efficiency operation of BOPs.

Figure 2. Proportion of main failure types of BOP shell.
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(a) Top seal corrosion 5 mm 

 

(b) Top seal wear 1 mm 

Figure 3. Top seal corrosion and wear defects.

3. Analysis of the Contact Seal Failure Evaluation Method for Ram BOP

In this paper, uniaxial tensile and compressive tests of nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR)
used for the top seal of a ram BOP are carried out. Furthermore, an NBR constitutive
model is optimized to characterize the stress–strain relationship of NBR during the closing
process. The contact seal method is used to explore the damage rule of the top seal, study
the influence of different corrosion and wear defect sizes on the top seal, and put forward
the contact seal failure criterion of the ram BOP top seal.

3.1. Constitutive Relation Analysis of Rubber

The core material of ram preventer rubber is NBR. Deformation, wear, crack, and other
defects are liable to occur under long-term use, as shown in Figure 4. The maximum length
of wear is 62 mm. The reliable seal of the ram BOP is related to the performance of the
rubber core itself. Nitrile rubber is a typical large-deformation, incompressible, nonlinear
material, whose mechanical property characterization is complex. The Mooney–Rivilin
model assumes that the material behaves as an incompressible, isotropic, hyperelastic solid,
and it relates the strain energy density of the material to the deformation gradient tensor.
Molecular statistics theory and phenomenological theory are typically used to describe the
mechanical properties of rubber materials. Molecular theory infers that the microstructure
of rubber material is a molecular chain network composed of flexible long-chain molecules
with arbitrary orientation through sparse intermolecular crosslinking points. Due to the
low intermolecular force, its stress-strain behavior mainly depends on conformational
entropy [18]. When there is no external force, the conformational entropy of the molecular
chain is close to the maximum value. However, under the action of external forces, the
conformation number changes due to the rotational motion within the molecular chain,
resulting in the change of conformational entropy, which makes rubber materials have high
elasticity [19]. According to the theory of molecular statistics, the stress–strain behavior
of the rubber material is mainly determined by the conformational entropy. The theory
assumes that the core macromolecules are randomly oriented long chain molecules, and a
cross-linking network structure is formed through chemical cross-linking at the nodes of
the molecular chain. The phenomenological theory of rubber elasticity can be expressed by
the strain energy function, which includes neo-Hookean, Mooney–Rivilin, Yeoh, Ogden,
and other models [20–23].
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Figure 4. Rubber core failure.

The deformation of rubber material adopts phenomenological theory, which mainly
solves the elastic deformation of rubber. Since rubber is a hyperplastic material, the
constitutive relation of this kind of material can be expressed as a function of three
invariants—I1, I2, I3—of the deformation tensor by the strain energy function (W) or as a
function of three principal elongation ratios—λ1, λ2, λ3—i.e., [24]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

W = W(I1, I2, I3)

I1 = λ1
2 + λ2

2 + λ3
2

I2 = λ1
2λ2

2 + λ2
2λ3

2 + λ1
2λ3

2

I3 = λ1
2λ2

2λ3
2

(1)

The common polynomial model of the strain potential energy function can be obtained
from Equation (1), and the Taylor expansion of the strain energy function can be expressed
as Equation (2):

W =
N

∑
i+j=1

cij(I1 − 3)i(I2 − 3)j +
N

∑
k=1

1
Dk

(J − 1)2k (2)

where N is the model order, and Cij is the shear performance parameter of the material. Dk
is the material compression property parameter; J is the elastic volume ratio.

The Equation (2) is simplified to obtain the Mooney–Rivilin model, whose strain
energy function can be expressed as Equation (3):

W =
N

∑
i+j=1

cij(I1 − 3)i(I2 − 3)j (3)

If C01 = 0 in the Mooney–Rivilin model, the neo-Hookean model can be obtained, and
its strain energy function can be expressed as Equation (4):

W = C10(I1 − 3) (4)

The Yeoh model is a special type of polynomial with N = 3, and its strain energy
density function is shown in Equation (5):

W =
3

∑
i=1

Ci0(I1 − 3) +
3

∑
k=0

1
Dk

(J − 1)2k (5)
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The strain energy density function of the Ogden model can be expressed as Equation (6):

W =
N

∑
i=1

μi
αi

(
λ

αi
1 + λ

αi
2 + λ

αi
3 − 3

)
+

N

∑
k=1

1
Dk

(J − 1)2k (6)

where μi and αi are material constants.

3.2. Uniaxial Compression and Tensile Testing of Nitrile Butadiene Rubber

According to Chinese standards GB/T7757-2009 and GB/T 528-2009, the nitrile rubber
material is made into a cylinder for the uniaxial compression test, and the sample is
made into a tensile test. The diameter of the cylinder is 29 ± 0.5 mm, and the height is
12.5 ± 0.5 mm. The length, width, and thickness of the dumbbell-shaped tensile specimen
are 115 mm, 6 mm, and 2 mm, respectively. The equipment used in the experiment is
an electronic universal testing machine with E43 microcomputer provided by the MTS
Company. Its maximum test force is 5 kN. The test equipment and samples are shown
in Figure 5. First, the sample was kept in a 90 ◦C test chamber for 30 min. Then, the
rubber sample was placed into the center of the pressure plate of the compression machine.
The sample was compressed at a speed of 10 mm/min until the strain reached 25%. The
test sample was then relaxed at the same speed and repeated three times. The fourth
time was the formal experiment. The purpose of this operation was to eliminate any
experimental error caused by the Mullins effect of the rubber material. A constant rate of
500 ± 50 mm/min was used to draw the average of five data sets as the tensile test results.

 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(a) (d) (e) 

Figure 5. Test equipment and samples. (a) Mechanical property test equipment; (b) Single-axis
compression test piece; (c) Uniaxial compression test; (d) Uniaxial tensile test piece; (e) Uniaxial
tensile test.

To study the constitutive relationship of rubber materials in uniaxial tensile and
compression tests, the fitting results shown in Figures 6 and 7 can be obtained using the
four different constitutive models mentioned above combined with the test data. It can
be clearly seen in the figures that the Mooney–Rivilin model has the highest coincidence
degree with the uniaxial compression curve. Therefore, the Mooney–Rivilin model was
used to characterize the stress and strain relationship of rubber in the process of gate closing.
The shear performance parameters of the material were obtained as C10 = 5.002 MPa and
C01 = −3.661 MPa by using the Mooney-Rivilin model, which was taken into the finite
element analysis as the material parameters of the rubber model.
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Figure 6. Compression test constitutive fitting curve.

Figure 7. Tensile test constitutive fitting curve.

3.3. Establishment of the BOP Model

The ram BOP was modeled using 3D solid units. The top seal structure was meshed by
the 20-node hexahedral element and its corresponding degenerate element using ANSYS
19.0 software, and the finite element mesh number was 50682. The displacement component
constraint method was used to simulate the spatial displacement restriction of ram ring
groove on rubber ring. Constraints of the brake-ram cavity model: the Z-direction displace-
ment constraint was applied to the surface on the contact side of the rubber ring and the
ram cavity; radial constraints were applied on the inner and outer surfaces of the rubber
ring; circumferential constraint was applied to the rubberized circumferential truncation
surface. The sectional view of the geometric model and the grid partition diagram are
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shown in Figure 8. In this paper, the damage rule of the BOP is studied at a rated working
level of 70 MPa.

 
  

Figure 8. Model diagram of the BOP top seal.

The material parameters of the ram BOP shell and ram are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of materials of various parts.

Part Material
Tensile

Strength (MPa)
Yield

Strength (MPa)
Modulus of

Elasticity (GPa)
Poisson’s Ratio Shrinkage (%) Elongation (%)

Ram 40CrNiMo 1050 960 210 0.295 53 13
Shell 25CrNiMo 724 438 214 0.28 54 22

3.4. Methods for Failure Analysis of Contact Seals

The essence of sealing is to prevent mass exchange between the sealed space and the
surrounding medium [24,25]. The top sealing connection structure of the ram BOP occurs
mainly through the top sealing rubber core installed on the upper plane of the ram plate. In
the presence of pressure in the wellbore, the top sealing rubber core presses the top surface
of the shell to form a sealing surface to achieve the sealing effect. The sealing performance
of the BOP directly determines its performance. Suppose the contact pressure between the
rubber core and the ram cavity is small. In this case, the rubber core does not completely
contact the ram cavity, or the contact surface is too small, resulting in liquid leakage being
a common sealing failure problem in a BOP. Therefore, a method of contact sealing is
proposed to evaluate the sealing performance between rubber material and metal [26,27].
Assuming that the average contact pressure of the contact seal of the flawless BOP is F0,
the average contact pressure of the BOP for defect i is Fi, and the average contact pressure
decreased by μi.

μi =

(
Fi−1

Fi
− 1

)
× 100% (7)

According to the relevant evaluation methods of sealing performance:

1. If μi ≥ 20% or
n
∑

i=1
μi−1 ≥ 20%, the ram BOP contact seal fails.

2. If μi < 20% or
n
∑

i=1
μi−1 < 20%, then the ram BOP contact seal is reliable and can be

used continuously.

4. Analysis of the Influence Law of the BOP Contact Seal

4.1. Sealing Performance Analysis of Defect-Free BOP Top Seal

The sealing performance of the ram BOP top seal was analyzed by the finite element
method. The contact unit was applied to the ram cavity–rubber ring contact area. Displace-
ment component constraint was used to simulate the spatial displacement restriction of
the ram ring groove on the rubber ring, and 70 MPa pressure was applied on the contact
surface between the ram and the top seal. The convergence of the finite element model was
weak due to the incompressibility of the core material, and the compression limit of the
calculation model was reached after 1481 iterations. The displacement distribution of the
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structural glue core at the sealing connection part is shown in Figure 9a. The distribution
of the glue core deformation is uniform, and the maximum deformation is 1.48 mm. The
equivalent stress distribution of the structure at the top sealing connection is shown in
Figure 9b. The maximum equivalent stress in the region is no more than 40 MPa, and the
position appears in the interior of the shell on the ram cavity. Figure 9c shows the equivalent
stress distribution in the contact area between the rubber core and the top of the ram cavity.
The maximum equivalent stress is located at the upper part of the rubber core near the outer
surface, and its value is 0.95 MPa. The overall stress distribution gradually decreases from
top to bottom. Figure 9d shows the contact pressure distribution in the contact area. The
maximum and average contact pressure values are 42.9 MPa and 41.6 MPa, respectively.

Figure 9. Analysis results of sealing performance of top seal of defect-free BOP.

4.2. Sealing Performance Analysis of the BOP Top Seal with Corrosion Defects

The corrosion defect model of the top seal was established by a Boolean operation
with a spherical diameter of 0.1 m. The depth of the corrosion defect was controlled by the
relative position of the spherical entity to the ram cavity model. The model of the top seal
structures with corrosion depths of 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, 3.0 mm, 4.0 mm, 5.0 mm, 6 mm, and
7 mm were solved nonlinearly.

As seen in Figure 10, for the top sealing structure under a 70 MPa load, with the
increase in corrosion depth, the size of the whole contact pressure is radially and circumfer-
entially the same, the contact pressure near the location of the corrosion pit can produce
a change, and the maximum contact pressure is on the edge of the corrosion pit location,
with the increase in corrosion depth extending outward.

With minimum contact pressure on the top of the corrosion pit position, when the
corrosion depth was greater than 5 mm, the top defect was close to the zero-contact pressure
area. It is shown that with the reduction of contact pressure between the rubber core and
gate chamber, although there was a complete, airtight touch between each other, it did not
form a complete, airtight security seal area, which will lead to seal failure.
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(a) Corrosion depth: 1 mm (b) Corrosion depth: 3 mm (c) Corrosion depth: 5 mm 

      
(d) Corrosion depth: 7 mm 

Figure 10. Contact pressure cloud diagram of the lower top seal structure with different corro-
sion defects.

As shown in Figure 11, the contact pressure decreases as the defect depth increases.
When the defect depth is less than or equal to 4 mm, the maximum contact pressure
between the rubber core and the ram cavity slightly increases compared with the case
without defects. The reason may be that the corrosion pit is small, and the maximum
contact pressure rises due to the stress concentration at this position. When the defect is
greater than 4 mm, the maximum contact pressure is lower than that without the defect.
The contact pressure tends to be stable in the early stage and decreases rapidly in the late
stage. The slope of the downward curve is large, increasing the risk of top seal failure.

Figure 11. Top seal contact pressure with corrosion defects.
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The decreasing trend of contact pressure with increasing corrosion defect depth is
shown in Figure 12. When the defect depth is less than 1 mm, the average contact pressure
is 41.76 Mpa. The pressure is 0.4% higher than that in the case of no defect, at 41.6 MPa,
indicating that defects smaller than 1 mm have no obvious influence on the sealing per-
formance of the top seal structure. When the defect depth is 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm, the
average contact pressure changes steadily, which are 3.4%, 4.5%, and 6.7%, respectively,
and their values are all less than 7%. When the defect depth is 5 mm and 6 mm, the
average contact pressure is 31.9 MPa and 27.6 MPa, which decreases by 23.1% and 33.6%,
respectively, compared with the maximum contact pressure without defects. When the
defect depth is 5 mm, the average contact pressure between the core and the ram cavity
decreases by 23.3%. According to Formula (7), the corrosion depth will lead to seal failure.
Therefore, to ensure the safety of the ram BOP during operation, the critical failure size of
the ram BOP corrosion depth is recommended to not exceed 4.0 mm, as seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Downward trend of contact pressure in top seal structures with corrosion defects.

4.3. Sealing Performance Analysis of the BOP Top Seal with Wear Defects

The top seal wear of ram BOP was simulated by the way that the arc-shaped surface of
different depths was tangent to the bottom surface of ram cavity, and the depth of different
wear defects was characterized by the curvature of the arc-shaped surface. The defect
model of ram and ram cavity wear is shown in Figure 13.

 
Figure 13. Defect model of ram and ram cavity wear.
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The model of the top seal connection structures with overall wear depths of 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm,
0.3 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, and 1.5 mm were solved nonlinearly.

Under a load of 70 MPa, the overall contact pressure of the top seal structure decreases
linearly with increasing top seal wear depth, which can be clearly seen in Figure 14. When
the wear depth reaches 1.5 mm, the contact pressure at the defect with the largest wear
gradually decreases and finally approaches zero, leading to seal failure. The contact
pressure at the maximum depth of the top seal wear defect is the smallest, the contact
pressure at both sides of the rubber core is higher than that at the maximum depth of
the defect, and the contact pressure decreases gradually along the maximum depth of the
wear defect.

   
(a) Wear depth: 0.1 mm (b) Wear depth: 0.2 mm (c) Wear depth: 0.3 mm 

   
(d) Wear depth: 0.4 mm (e) Wear depth: 1.0 mm (f) Wear depth: 1.5 mm 

Figure 14. Contact pressure cloud diagram of the lower top seal structure with different wear defects.

As shown in Figure 15, the contact pressure decreases significantly with increasing
wear depth. Since the wear defect is a planar integral defect, no stress concentration will
occur on the contact surface, so the maximum and minimum contact pressures do not
fluctuate up and down compared with corrosion defects, and the decreased amplitude is
stable. With increasing wear depth, the interference of the rubber core in the ram cavity
decreases, which leads to a decrease in the contact pressure and finally seal failure. When
the wear depth reaches 1.0 mm, the average contact pressure is 3.33 MPa, and the minimum
contact pressure is 1.98 MPa. Compared with 41.6 MPa and 37.78 MPa without defects,
the contact pressure is almost zero, which can no longer meet the sealing requirements.
The wear defect depth has a great influence on the sealing performance of the top seal
joint structure.

Figure 16 shows that when the defects wear, the maximum and average contact
pressure present a downward trend with increasing defect depth. When the wear depth is
less than 0.6 mm, the contact pressure is linear, and the drop rate remains at approximately
10%. The basic structure shows that the stability of the top seal joint can also maintain good
contact. When the wear depth is 0.3 mm, the average contact pressure between the rubber
core and the ram cavity decreases by 28.6%, which is more than 20%. According to Formula
(7), the wear depth will lead to seal failure. To ensure the safety of the ram BOP during
operation, according to engineering experience, it is recommended that the ram BOP wear
critical failure size not exceed 0.2 mm, according to Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Contact pressure of the top seal with wear defects.

Figure 16. Downward trend of the contact pressure of the top seal structure with wear defects.

5. Conclusions

This paper aims to address the problem that the top seal of the BOP is prone to
corrosion and wear, resulting in seal failure. A geometric model of the top seal connection
structure is established, and the damage law and reliability of its contact seal are studied.
The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The data were obtained by uniaxial tensile and compression tests of NBR. The stress
and strain curves of the four constitutive models of hyperplastic materials were
fitted using the test data. The Mooney–Rivilin constitutive model was selected, and
the Rivilin coefficients were calculated as C10 = 5.002 MPa and C01 = −3.661 MPa.
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The model can accurately characterize the nominal stress–strain relationship in the
working process of the top seal rubber core.

(2) The damage to the ram BOP top seal can be effectively characterized by the contact
seal method. With the increase in the top seal corrosion pit depth, the overall contact
pressure distribution of the top seal connection structure is uniform, and the local
contact pressure at the edge of the corrosion pit will increase, while the contact
pressure at most other positions of the corrosion pit will gradually decrease. With
increasing top seal wear depth, the overall contact pressure decreases linearly. The
contact pressure at the maximum depth of the wear defect of the top seal is the
smallest, and the contact pressure decreases gradually along the maximum depth
of wear.

(3) The failure analysis method of contact seals for ram BOP top seals is proposed and
the reliability evaluation problem of quantitative seals for ram BOP top seals is solved.
When the top seal corrosion pit depth reached 5.0 mm, the average contact pressure
decreased by 23.3% compared with that without defects. When the top seal wear
depth reached 0.3 mm, the average contact pressure decreased by 28.6% compared
with the non-defect condition, and the ram BOP top seal was judged as sealing failure.
These research results are aimed at ensuring the safe operation of a ram BOP. It is
suggested that the acceptable depth of the seal corrosion pit at the top of the ram BOP
is 4.0 mm, and the acceptable depth of the wear is 0.2 mm.
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Abstract: The article discusses the utilization of Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram
Eddy Current Testing (PMFES-ECT) in conjunction with the supervised learning method for the
purpose of estimating defect parameters in conductive materials. To obtain estimates for these param-
eters, a three-dimensional finite element method model was developed for the sensor and specimen
containing defects. The outcomes obtained from the simulation were employed as training data for
the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm. Subsequently, the k-NN algorithm was employed to
determine the defect parameters by leveraging the available measurement outcomes. The evaluation
of classification accuracy for different combinations of predictors derived from measured data is also
presented in this study.

Keywords: multifrequency excitation and spectrogram eddy current testing; nondestructive testing;
k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm; eddy currents; finite element analysis; numerical simulations

1. Introduction

Both nondestructive testing (NDT) and minor-destructive testing (MDT) are diagnos-
tic techniques used to evaluate the properties of materials or structures without causing
substantial harm. NDT techniques do not cause any damage to the material or structure,
whereas MDT techniques cause only minor, easily repairable damage. Visual inspection [1],
ultrasonic testing [2], magnetic particle inspection [3], radiographic testing [4], thermog-
raphy testing [5], and eddy current testing are examples of common NDT techniques.
MDT procedures include, among others, core drilling and flat-jack testing [6]. Several
industries, including construction, manufacturing, aerospace, and medicine, employ NDT
and MDT techniques. They are utilized to inspect materials for flaws, evaluate the integrity
of structures, and track the condition of materials over time.

1.1. Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram Eddy Current Testing

Eddy current (EC) nondestructive testing (NDT) is a widely used technique for eval-
uating the integrity and properties of conductive materials. It is a non-invasive method
that allows for inspecting components without causing any damage. It also allows for
the inspection of elements concealed beneath a protective coating. Eddy current testing
utilizes the principles of electromagnetic induction to detect flaws, measure conductivity,
and assess material characteristics.

Eddy current testing (ETC) has been employed as a nondestructive testing technique
in various industries, including aerospace [7], petrochemical [8], and shipbuilding [9].
The application of this technology encompasses surface inspection [10], quality inspec-
tion [11], and thickness measurements [12], among other functions. The primary benefits
of this method include its capacity for accurate detection, rapid measurement capabilities,
and cost-effectiveness.
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The basic version of the ETC involves the utilization of coils as the excitation compo-
nent through a single-frequency approach, primarily due to its straightforward implemen-
tation [13]. The efficacy of the single-frequency eddy current technique, when employed
in conjunction with phase analysis, is restricted in its ability to detect surface defects in
inhomogeneous ferromagnetic materials. This is because signals resulting from cracks are
distorted by noise generated by the probe’s lift-off or local variations in the specimen’s
permeability [14]. The results of eddy current tests indicate that the phase angles between
impedance planes exhibit frequency-dependent variations, as evidenced by the impedance
plane plots.

An innovative multifrequency approach, Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram
Eddy Current Testing (MFES-ECT) was introduced in [15,16]. The system employed a
multitude of testing frequencies (usually above 20) and spectrograms. It has presented
novel possibilities for precisely characterizing the defects in the materials under testing.

The Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram Eddy Current Testing
(PMFES-ECT) technique, an extension of Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram
Eddy Current Testing, is introduced as a new approach to nondestructive testing [17,18].
The novel approach employs excitation through periodically repeated pulses at a prede-
termined interval. The pulses comprise multiple waveform periods encompassing the
aggregate of sinusoids possessing a chosen frequency, amplitude, and phase. This ap-
proach maintains the benefits of multifrequency excitation while producing high-energy
pulses akin to those utilized in Pulse Eddy Current Testing (PECT) [19]. This technique
creates suitable conditions for detecting and identifying minor subsurface defects in
conductive materials.

1.2. Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in Eddy Current Testing

Recently, significant progress has been made in machine learning, leading to notable
advancements across multiple domains. It has resulted in a resurgence of interest in
the research of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). Deep learning has
garnered considerable interest due to its swift commercialization and achievements in
various domains, such as computer vision, speech recognition, gaming, and machine
translation. These accomplishments present novel opportunities to advance nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) methodologies. The authors of [20] present a comprehensive examination
of the fundamental principles underlying machine learning (ML) and its interrelation with
the field of statistics. This study investigates the historical utilization and methodologies
of machine learning (ML) in nondestructive evaluation (NDE) while acknowledging the
prevailing challenges, such as the limited availability of reliable training data. It explores
current research endeavors in machine learning for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) that
seek to tackle these aforementioned challenges.

The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [21–24] technique is a widely employed algorithm
in machine learning and pattern recognition domains. It is a nonparametric methodology
that categorizes entities or anticipates results by evaluating their resemblance to adjacent
data points within a feature space. The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm is a straight-
forward yet efficacious approach that can be utilized for both classification and regression
tasks. The k-NN method has found significant applications in material characterization due
to its simplicity, flexibility, and high accuracy. It has been employed for various purposes,
including defect identification, material classification, and quality assessment.

A novel approach for the automated assessment of defects in a manual eddy current
(EC) inspection procedure is introduced in [25]. Manual scanning is susceptible to scanning
velocity fluctuations and probe placement alterations. In order to tackle this issue, this
study introduces a resilient method for normalizing EC signals by utilizing non-linear
filtration techniques. The feature extraction process uses normalized Fourier and complex
discrete wavelet descriptors. The classification stage utilizes various classifiers, including
the k-Nearest Neighbor classifier. Evaluating the proposed system’s efficacy involves
conducting tests on two types of probes: a single-frequency device equipped with an
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absolute probe and a dual-frequency device specifically designed to test rivets in layered
structures efficiently.

The authors in [26] introduce a new application of k-Nearest Neighbor interpolation
to calibrate corrosion measurements obtained from a Magnetic Flux Leakage intelligent
system using readings from an ultrasonic testing scan device. By applying this interpolation
method, enhanced metrics are derived, which are then utilized in the integrity assessment
report of the pipeline.

According to the research conducted by the authors of [27], a technique has been
proposed to effectively determine the precise crack shape and size in conductive substances.
The methodology entails the utilization of a nondestructive instrument that works on the
principle of eddy currents in conjunction with a postprocessing system based on machine
learning. The research encompasses the phases of design and tuning, subsequently leading
to a comparative performance evaluation between two machine learning methodologies:
artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM).

The task of precisely determining conductive materials’ physical characteristics and
structural attributes using eddy current (EC) measurements presents a significant challenge.
The variables that substantially impact the measurements include conductivity, sample
thickness, and the distance between the sample and the EC sensor (referred to as lift-off).
One potential approach to address this issue involves utilizing machine learning techniques.
It involves training a mathematical model using data containing known responses (i.e., the
parameters of interest) and predictors (i.e., the measured EC signals). Subsequently, this
model can generate forecasts of the response values for a novel collection of measurements.
Research paper [28] presents a novel methodology that utilizes machine learning techniques
to eliminate the necessity of computationally demanding computations and empirical data
to train predictive models.

The work of [29] proposes machine learning techniques for signal inversion from
NDT-EC sensors. This study aims to accurately determine the dimensions and extent of
defects, thereby facilitating the geometric analysis by solving the inverse problem. The
impedance of the sensor-cracked part system, which represents the crack signature, was
established by creating a database using 3D finite element simulations. Experimental
validation was performed to ascertain the constructed database’s precision. The machine
learning algorithms underwent training using the provided database. The findings indicate
that the implemented methodologies can effectively measure and assess the presence
of flaws.

1.3. Novelty and Significance of the Research

The objective of this study was to assess the viability of using numerical simulations in
3D FEM software (COMSOL Multiphysics 6.1) in conjunction with the PMFES-ECT method
to gather simulated data in order to train the k-NN machine learning algorithm for quickly
estimating selected defect parameters (depth and length) in conductive materials.

Both the traditional MFES-ECT and its more recent extension, PMFES-ECT, enable
the acquisition of spectrograms, the interpretation of which is left to the operator in order
to ascertain the defect parameters. Artificial intelligence algorithms can considerably
reduce the duration required for the analysis of measurement data and the assessment of
parameters related to possible defects.

As previously indicated, the utilization of artificial algorithms in Eddy Current Testing
has already demonstrated successful implementation. One methodology involved the
utilization of artificial intelligence algorithms for the purpose of analyzing measurement
data, intending to enhance the accuracy and comprehensiveness of defect detection and
evaluation. In [30], the application of different artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms was
demonstrated for the analysis of eddy current signals. These signals were measured
under diverse experimental conditions and involved various types of discontinuities in
AISI-type 316 stainless steel sheets and plates. In a paper [31], an unbalanced weighted
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm was employed, which was based on the support
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vector machine (SVM) approach, to enhance the identification of defects in pipelines. This
approach aimed to address challenges such as noise and interference that could hinder
the accuracy of defect detection. In [32], the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm was
employed to evaluate the extent of the defect by utilizing a specialized arrayed uniform
eddy current probe.

In addition to the purely experimental approach, preliminary tests on the use of
numerical models were also carried out. The alternative methodology involves utilizing
the analytical model of the eddy current sensor to generate data for the purpose of training
the prediction models [27,33]. This approach enables the avoidance of computationally
intensive tasks and eliminates the need for experimental data in the training of prediction
models. Moreover, in [28], the utilization of a 3D finite element simulation for the purpose
of creating a learning database was proposed. The learning database for the multi-layer
perceptron network consisted of the impedance values of the sensor-cracked part system,
which served as the crack signature.

In contrast to the aforementioned prior research, our methodology incorporates the
integration of numerical modeling and artificial intelligence algorithms to assess exper-
imentally acquired signals. In this study, we propose the combination of the Pulsed
Multifrequency Eddy Current Testing technique with the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)
algorithm for the purpose of evaluating the dimensions, specifically the length and depth,
of defects in conducting plates. The acquisition of data regarding learning databases is ex-
clusively reliant upon the utilization of three-dimensional finite element method (3D FEM)
simulations. Initially, a numerical model was formulated to analyze the phenomenon under
investigation. The purpose of the model was to reconstruct the laboratory setup and also to
explore scenarios that were not tested in the experiment (namely the different lengths of the
defects) in order to evaluate the feasibility of applying the approach in a broader context.
The model comprised a replicated sensor described in previous research [15,17], in con-
junction with a simulated sample containing various defects. The modeling of the sensor’s
movement over the defect was carried out as well. The consistency between the simulation
results and the measurement results was additionally confirmed. The simulation data was
subsequently employed solely for the purpose of training the k-NN artificial intelligence
algorithm. Subsequently, the aforementioned algorithm was employed to approximate the
parameters related to defects within the material under study.

The conducted experiments demonstrated that the incorporation of defect and sensor
modeling using the Finite Element Method (FEM), coupled with the utilization of the
PMFES-ECT and k-NN techniques, can yield significant improvements in defect detection
efficiency. The utilization of a numerical model that is simple to modify offers novel oppor-
tunities. It is important to highlight that the presented method enables the identification
and assessment of naturally occurring, irregular defects (such as cracks), which can be
easily simulated numerically. Hence, this methodology exhibits considerable flexibility and
holds major practical significance.

1.4. Organization of the Paper

The article is organized as follows: first, a thorough description of the sample under
examination; second, a description of the Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectro-
gram ECT Method (PMFES-ECT); third, a thorough description and properties of the used
transducer; fourth, a description of the parameters and characteristics used for defect’s
depth and length estimation; fifth, a description of the used k-NN algorithm with its ap-
plication; and finally, results derived from the measurements and predictions of specific
defect parameters, as well as a comprehensive analysis of the results.

2. Materials and Methods

The object under examination was a plate made of INCONEL600 (Nippon Steel
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) that had been intentionally flawed using an electric discharge
method. The plate was 1.25 mm thick, 165 mm long, and 165 mm wide. Twelve artificial
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defects were manufactured in the plate. The notches were 5 mm or 7 mm long, 0.25 mm
wide, and depth ranged from 0.125 mm to 1.25 mm. The specimen with the defects (notches)
and a close-up of the single notch with dimensions are shown in Figure 1.

 

  

Figure 1. The view of the specimen with the notches of the length 5 mm and 7 mm (D denotes the
defect depth, L denotes the defect length).

Table 1 contains the properties of the utilized sample made of INCONEL 600.

Table 1. Properties of the INCONEL 600 sample.

Width Length Height
Electrical

Conductivity
Relative

Permeability
Magnetic
Properties

165 mm 165 mm 1.25 mm 0.971 MS/m 1.01 Nonmagnetic

The defect depth is measured from the underside of the specimen. Unless the notch
was cut through, measurements were taken from the opposite side of the defect—the top
side of the plate. All parameters of the defects are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the defects manufactured in the INCONEL sample.

Defect Length Defect Width Defect Depths

5 mm
7 mm 0.25 mm

1.25 mm (100%, cut-through),
1.00 mm (80%),
0.75 mm (60%),
0.50 mm (40%),
0.25 mm (20%),
0.125 mm (10%)
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2.1. Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram ECT Method (PMFES-ECT) and
Information Extraction

The eddy current technique is used in this work to detect and characterize defects.
The magnetic field generated in the excitation coils penetrates the subject material up to a
specific depth depending on the frequency, configuration, and material parameters. Under
the influence of this field, eddy currents are induced in the tested material, and a detectable
secondary magnetic field is produced.

A novel extension of Multifrequency and Spectrogram Eddy Current Testing [9] is
the Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram Eddy Current Testing method.
Excitation in the form of pulses is used in this method. Each pulse consists of several
waveform periods. The waveform is achieved by adding sinusoids with different frequen-
cies, amplitudes, and phases. The period length was selected experimentally to eliminate
the transient state in the response signal and obtain a proper frequency resolution for
subsequent analysis.

Combining numerous sinusoidal waveforms generates an exciting multifrequency
signal. This signal general formula is as follows:

uexct(t) =
n

∑
i=1

aiUi sin(2 π fi + φi) (1)

where Ui is the amplitude of the i-th sinusoid, ai is normalization factor fi is frequency and
φi is the phase angle of i-th sinusoid. The factor φi is calculated using the formula:

φi = π
i2

N
(2)

where N is the total number of sinusoids. Setting the parameter φi reduces the crest factor
of the signal and thus improves the power delivery to excitations coils.

The adjustment/normalization of the excitation signal is performed to ensure a con-
stant amplitude across the entire spectrum of the signal from the pickup coil. If the
amplitudes Ui of the harmonics are the same for all frequencies, then the amplitudes of suc-
cessive harmonics in the measured signal will not be constant. It results from the variable
impedance of coils at different frequencies, signal attenuation, the inductance of connection
cables, and parasitic capacities. To counteract this, we initially measured the response to
the excitation with the same amplitudes of all harmonics Ui and the transducer placed over
a homogeneous part of the material. Then, we calculated the correction coefficients ai for
successive Ui values according to the formula:

ai =
Ure f

Ui measured
(3)

where Uref is the reference value we want to acquire and Ui measured is the current value
of the amplitude of successive components. The Uref value is selected not to exceed the
maximum sensor operating current. The normalization factor (3) is then used to generate a
new final excitation signal.

Such an excitation signal driving the transducer’s excitation coils induces eddy cur-
rents in the tested sample, resulting in the appearance of a detectable secondary magnetic
field. The resulting signal acquired from the pickup coil from the transducer is subjected to
additional processing. First, the FFT decomposition was performed on each measured raw
signal, and successive frequencies’ amplitudes were determined. The differential amplitude
for each frequency and each measurement point is then computed as the difference between
the actual amplitude measured at the measurement position and the amplitude measured
at the uniform, defect-free material location:

ΔUf = Uf − U0, f (4)
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where Uf is the signal amplitude for a given frequency f at a given measurement point
and U0, f is the signal amplitude for a given frequency f at a uniform, defect-free part of the
material. Afterward, the linear trend was eliminated from the data. Finally, a Butterworth
low-pass filter was applied to the achieved differential signals.

The presentation of the signal measured from a pickup coil as a spectrogram [9]
is a crucial aspect of the PMFES-ECT method. The spectrogram is a three-dimensional
representation of the relative amplitude of a signal’s frequency components as a function of
sensor position [9]. Selected parameters of the spectrogram can be calculated and effectively
used to evaluate the parameters of defects.

The following spectrogram parameters are used to estimate defect depth and length:

1. SMAX—a maximum value of the spectrogram,
2. XMAX—a position for which the spectrogram achieves the maximal value,
3. fMAX—a frequency for which the spectrogram achieves the maximal value.

In addition, the following spectrogram-derived features are used:

4. S( f )x=XMAX
—a frequency characteristic at the point x = XMAX, where the spectro-

gram reaches the maximal value,
5. S(x) f= f1, f2,..., f15

—an amplitude characteristic for each frequency versus sensor position,
6. L f= f1, f2, ..., f15—derived from the characteristic S(x) f= f1, f2,..., f15

, the parameter is cal-
culated using Equation (5) for each frequency.

For each successive frequency, the parameter L f= fi
is derived from the curve S(x) f= fi

using the formula:
L f = maxXf − minXf

where Xf =

{
x :

S(x) f
maxS(x) f

> 0.1
}

(5)

An example of the spectrogram is shown in Figure 2, wherein the SMAX has been
marked. The figure shows also the characteristics of S( f )x=XMAX

for the XMAX position
and S(x) f= fMAX

for the frequency fMAX with indication of the L f= fMAX parameter for this
frequency. Consequently, these parameters were utilized to predict the size of the flaw in
terms of its depth and length.

2.2. Detailed Description and Properties of the Transducer

The simplified view of the transducer [15] is provided in Figure 3a.
The pickup coil on the center column of the five-column ferrite core detects the

differential flux produced by two oppositely oriented pairs of excitation coils. Flux created
in the pickup coil by one pair of excitation coils flows in the opposite direction as flux
produced by the other pair. In the case of uniform material, the resulting flux in the pickup
coil is close to zero. A signal occurs on the measuring coil when a flaw in the tested
specimen shows up.

The relative maximum permeability of the ferrite core is μr = 1000. A multifrequency
signal generated by the arbitrary wave generator amplified by a high-frequency power
amplifier drives the exciting coils. Figure 3b show the sensor’s dimensions and Table 3
shows the transducer parameters.

Table 3. Transducer parameters.

Parameter Value

Excitation coils winding turns 25 turns, Φ 0.14 mm
Measurement coil winding turns 100 turns, Φ 0.02 mm

Core relative permeability μR = 1000
Maximum working flux density 200 mT
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2. The view of the sample spectrogram derived from measurement data, (a) the three-
dimensional representation of the spectrogram, featuring a designated point marked as SMAX ,
(b) an amplitude characteristic S(x) f= fMAX

corresponding to the frequency fMAX with respect to the
position of the sensor with the denoted L f= fMAX value (maximum distance between points that reach
at least 10% of the maximum SMAX value for the fMAX frequency), (c) a frequency characteristic
S( f )x=XMAX

at the position x = XMAX , where the spectrogram reaches the maximal value SMAX .

As shown in Figure 4, the transducer is positioned over the examined material, touch-
ing its surface with a lift-of equal to 0.3 mm. The XY linear positioning system moves the
transducer along the defect in increments of 0.5 mm, ranging from −20 mm to 20 mm from
the defect’s center.

2.3. Measurement System

The measurement system (shown in Figure 5) encompasses an excitation signal gen-
erator (NI PXI 5422, manufactured by NI and based in Austin, TX, USA). This generator
possesses a sample rate of 200 MS/s, an 80 MHz bandwidth, and a 16-bit DA converter. A
power amplifier (HSA 4101, manufactured by NF Corporation and based in Yokohama,
Japan) is also used as the excitation coils’ driver. The power amplifier operates within
a frequency range of direct current (DC) to 10 MHz, with a slew rate of 5000 V/μs, a
maximum current of 1.4 A, and an amplification gain ranging from 1 to 20.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3. The view of the transducer. A pickup coil is positioned on the middle leg, (a)—a view
showing magnetic fluxes from excitation coils (Φx from one set of coils, Φy from another set of coils),
(b)—a bottom and front view with dimensions.

 

Figure 4. Transducer view above the tested specimen with a defect.

The pickup coils of the transducer are connected to the analog-to-digital (A/D) capture
device (NI PXI 5922, manufactured by NI in Australia and the United States) via the signal
amplifier (Krohn-Hite model 3988). The highest sampling rate of the A/D converter is
15 MS/s, and its maximum resolution is 24 bits. Lastly, a personal computer (PC) equipped
with dedicated software programmed in the MATLAB environment completes the setup.

The excitation signal generator produces pulsed signals transmitted to the power
amplifier. The power amplifier then supplies these signals to the excitation coils within the
transducer, thereby generating eddy currents within the specimen undergoing testing. The
pickup coil within the transducer measures the resultant magnetic field, comprising contri-
butions from excitation signals and the eddy currents within the material being inspected.
After amplification by the signal amplifier, the A/D converter captures the voltage induced
in the measuring coil and stores it in the computer for further analysis. The transducer is
incrementally moved to the next measurement point using an XY linear positioning system,
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with steps of 0.5 mm as previously mentioned. Ultimately, the PC software (Mathworks
MATLAB R2023a with custom scripts) oversees the entire system’s operation, coordinating
the various components and managing data acquisition and processing.

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 5. The view of the measurement system, (a)—a close-up of the measuring sensor, (b)—the
entire system with a measuring computer and an XY scanner.

2.4. Spectrogram Parameters and Characteristics Used for Defect Depth Estimation

Four parameter groups have been proposed to estimate the depth of a defect. The data
is displayed in Table 4 as follows.

Table 4. The groups of predictors and the corresponding predictor variables utilized in each group
were used to estimate the depth of a defect.

Predictors Group Used Predictors

D-1a fMAX , SMAX
D-1b fMAX , SMAX
D-2 fMAX , log(SMAX)
D-3 α, γ

The D-1a group relies on parameters that are obtained through a direct reading of the
spectrogram ( fMAX—a frequency for which the spectrogram achieves the maximal value,
SMAX—a maximum value of the spectrogram).

The parameters in the D-1b group are achieved from interpolation. The characteristic
S( f )x=XMAX

was first approximated through a third-degree polynomial function, and
subsequently, the parameters fMAX and SMAX were extracted from the resultant curve.

The D-2 group employs identical parameters to those of D-1b, with the exception that
log(SMAX) is utilized in place of SMAX .

The depth estimation technique employed by the D-3 group involves the utiliza-
tion of α and γ parameters. The method of obtaining them involves the approximation
of the characteristic S( f )x=XMAX

through the utilization of the following approximation
function [29]:

S( f ) = α f 2e−
√

f γ (6)

A reference database for each group of predictors was calculated using simulation data
obtained from FEM analysis. The databases in question contained individual records that
included information about the length and depth of the defect, as well as the appropriate
parameters for each respective group. Ultimately, four databases were procured for each of
the groups, and each database consisted of forty-two records, encompassing seven lengths
and six depths per record.
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Similarly, a database containing measurement data for each group was created. Each
database mentioned above comprised twelve distinct records for 5 mm and 7 mm lengths
and six different depths for each length.

2.5. Spectrogram Parameters and Characteristics Used for Defect Length Estimation

Analogous to estimating depth, reference databases were also created to estimate the
length of defects. Four distinct sets of predictors were proposed to estimate the length of
defects. The groups are presented in tabular format (Table 5).

Table 5. The groups of predictors and the corresponding predictor variables utilized in each group
were used to estimate the length of a defect.

Predictors Group Used Predictors

L-1 f , L f
L-2 f , L f , D
L-3 L
L-4 L, D

The L-1 group employs the frequency f parameter and the corresponding parameter
L f for each frequency. Therefore, a single defect generates a number of distinct database
records equal to the number of used frequencies.

Similar to the L-1 group, the L-2 group employs the L f and frequency f parameters
along with the depth of the defect D. The determination of the depth of a defect D involves
an initial estimation of said depth, which is subsequently utilized as a parameter for the
estimation of its length.

As a predictor, the L-3 group employs a vector composed of Lf values for all frequencies

L =
{

L f1 , L f2 , . . . , L f15

}
that correspond to a specific defect.

The L-3 group is expanded by the defect depth parameter D to form the L-4 group.
Two reference databases were subsequently acquired. Each database record for the

L-1 and L-2 groups included the defect length, the defect depth D, the frequency f , and the
L f parameter. There were 630 records altogether in this database.

The length, depth of the defect D, and L f parameters vector L were all included
in the reference database for groups L-3 and L-4. There were 42 records altogether in
this database.

Databases for the measured data were made similarly. This database had 180 records
(two lengths, six depths, and fifteen frequencies) for groups L-1 and L-2. The database
included 12 records for groups L-3 and L-4 (two lengths and six depths).

2.6. The k-Nearest Neighbours Algorithm

The defect parameters (depth, length) were predicted using the k-Nearest Neighbors
algorithm. For every depth predictor group (D-1a, D-1b, D-2 and D-3) and length predictor
group (L-1, L-2, L-3 and L-4) separate tables with chosen predictors were generated. The
z-score (7) was used to normalize each predictor:

z =
x − μ

σ
, (7)

where x—is a raw predictor parameter, μ is the mean of the parameter from the whole table
for the selected predictor, and σ is the standard deviation of the selected predictor.

The choice of a suitable distance metric in the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm
was impacted by varied predictor variables. The suitability of the scaled Euclidean distance
measure was considered in this context. In addition, identifying the most suitable scale
parameters for each predictor and determining the optimal number of neighbors required
using Bayesian optimization methodologies.
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The training and test datasets were stratified by randomly partitioning the simulation
dataset. These partitions were then employed in k-fold cross-validation to ensure an
unbiased assessment of the classification model. The classification loss function, selected as
the misclassified rate in decimal format, served as a quantitative measure for evaluating
the model’s performance:

loss =
n

∑
k=1

wk I{ŷk = yk}, (8)

where ŷk is the class label corresponding to the class with the maximal score, yk is the
observed class label, wk is the normalized weight for observation k and I is an indica-
tor function.

Due to the number of used frequencies, multiple length estimates were derived for
each individual defect in the case of defect length estimations in groups L-1 and L-2.
The ultimate estimated defect length was determined as the most frequently occurring
value among these results. The loss function was computed in a manner suitable for this
particular case.

The classification model for the raw measured data was constructed using the results
obtained from the parameter optimization process, focusing on the scale and number of
neighbors. The classification outcomes for this dataset are presented in Section 5.

2.7. 3D FEM Simulation Model

In order to generate reference data for the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) method, a
simulation was conducted utilizing a three-dimensional model (3D) of the eddy current
sensor and a plate containing defects of varying lengths and depths. This simulation was
performed within the COMSOL Multiphysics 6.1 software (Figure 6a), utilizing the AC/DC
module (particularly the Magnetic Fields—mf and Electrical Circuits—cir submodules). In
each separate simulation, a single defect (with a fixed depth and length) was simulated.
About 70,000 (Figure 6b) mesh elements comprised the 3D model of the sensor with the
tested specimen. The excitation and pickup coils were simulated as boundary conditions
(described as Boundary->Coil in COSMOL) on sections of the sensor. The defect was
simulated as a domain with air parameters (i.e., 1 S/m resistivity).

(a) (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. View of the simulation environment, (a)—view of the COMSOL Multiphysics software
with a module list, (b)—view of the finite element mesh, (c)—the enlarged view of the specimen with
the defect (indicated by blue color).
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The simulations were conducted in the frequency domain for specific frequencies, the
same as the actual measurements. Figure 7 illustrates a close-up of the sensor model and
the test sample.

(a) 

 
(b) 

    
Figure 7. The geometry of the eddy current sensor and specimen with the defect, (a) a three-
dimensional view of the configuration, (b) a cut plane through the intersection, and a two-dimensional
view (the flaw is visible on the bottom of the specimen under the sensor).

The plate in the simulation had dimensions of 80 by 25 mm and a thickness of
1.25 mm (equivalent to the actual sample’s thickness). The plate conductivity is set to
1 MS/m, and the relative permeability is set to 1 (Table 6). The conductivity of the ferrite
core is σ = 1 S/m, while the relative magnetic permeability is μr = 1000.

Table 6. Parameters of the sample plate used in FEM analysis.

Width Length Thickness
Electrical

Conductivity
Relative

Permeability
Magnetic
Properties

25 mm 80 mm 1.25 mm 1 MS/m 1.00 Nonmagnetic
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Defects ranging in length from 1 to 7 mm with 1 mm increments were simulated. For
each of these lengths, simulations were conducted for various defect depths ranging from
10% to 100%. The information is depicted in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameters of defects in the simulated sample.

Defect Length Defect Width Defect Depths

1 mm
2 mm
3 mm
4 mm
5 mm
6 mm
7 mm

0.25 mm

1.25 mm (100%, cut-through),
1.00 mm (80%),
0.75 mm (60%),
0.50 mm (40%),
0.25 mm (20%),
0.125 mm (10%)

For each defect length and depth, a series of simulations were conducted by moving
the defect relative to the sensor from −25 mm to 0 mm (the midpoint directly below the
sensor) in increments of 1 mm (in the range of −25 mm to −10 mm) and 0.5 mm (in the
remaining range).

A total of 630 simulations were performed (seven lengths, six depths, and fifteen
frequencies). Based on these data, a database containing data for the k-NN algorithm was
created (as explained in Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

A distribution (cross-section view) of eddy currents (for the excitation frequency of
48 kHz) in the tested material without and with a defect (depth of 60%, length of 5 mm) is
shown in Figure 8.

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 8. View of the distribution of eddy currents (excitation frequency 48 kHz) in the cross-section
of the sample in case of (a) no defect, (b) presence of the defect (length 5 mm, depth 60%).

Figure 9 below shows a comparison of the signals obtained from the simulation and
the signals measured for selected frequencies and depths. For the majority of depths, the
simulations accurately reflect the shape of the waveforms. Compared to simulations, real
measurements of the deepest defects exhibit a significant amount of noise and significant
waveform distortions. For a defect depth of 100% (cut-through), however, the measured
signal’s amplitude is more than twice as large as that predicted by the simulation.
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 (a) (b) (c) 

(I) 

  

(II) 

  

(III) 

  

(IV) 

  

Figure 9. Comparison of measured and simulated signals for selected frequencies and defect depths.
Blue indicates simulation signals, while red indicates measured signals. The columns show frequen-
cies: (a)—48 kHz, (b)—120 kHz, (c)—192 kHz, and the rows show depths: (I)—100%, (II)—60%,
(III)—20%, (IV)—10%.

3. Experimental Results

A trained classification model was employed to predict defect parameters, precisely
the depth and length, in a plate made of INCONEL that included artificially generated
flaws, as outlined in Section 2. The measurement results are categorized according to the
defect’s depth and length.

3.1. Defect’s Depth Assessment Using the k-NN Algorithm

Cluster data plots for different groups of predictors are depicted in Figure 10. It
displays simulation data (used to train the k-NN algorithm) and measurement data plotted
for two defect length types (5 and 7 mm).
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D-1a D-1b 

D-2 D-3 

Figure 10. View of depth estimation cluster data plots for various groups of predictors. The color
indicates the defect’s depth, while the circles (O) represent simulation (learning) data, the stars (*)
represent measured data for a 5 mm defect, and the squares (�) represent measured data for a 7 mm
defect. All presented data have been normalized by z-score.

Table 8 compares the loss function values for the cross-validation classification model
(C-V CM) and the prediction classifier losses of defect depth in the tested specimen, catego-
rized by different groups of predictors.

Table 8. Loss function values for the cross-validation classification model (C-V CM) and the prediction
classifier losses of defect depth which are categorized by different groups of predictors.

Predictors Group

D-1a D-1b D-2 D-3

C-V CM Loss 0.26 0.12 0.12 0.07
Classifier Loss 0.17 0.33 0.00 0.17

The confusion matrices for the cross-validated classification model and the trained
k-nearest neighbor classifier model are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
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D-1a 

 

D-1b 

D-2 

 

D-3 

Figure 11. Confusion matrices for the cross-validation classification model utilizing simulation data
for different depths and predictor groups.

Table 9 displays the R2 regression coefficient for the fitting of the curve to both simula-
tion (FEM) and measurement (MEAS) data across various depths and groups of predictors.
The predictor values were calculated using the curves per the guidelines outlined in
Section 2.4.

Table 9. The regression coefficient R2 for the fitting of the curve to both simulation (FEM) and
measurement (MEAS) data for various depths and groups of predictors.

Defect’s Depth

Predictors Group

D-1b & D-2 D-3

FEM MEAS FEM MEAS

1.0 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.76
0.8 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.73
0.6 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.80
0.4 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.87
0.2 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.87
0.1 0.99 0.97 0.93 0.72
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D-1a 

 

D-1b 

D-2 

 

D-3 

Figure 12. Confusion matrices for the trained k-NN classification model utilizing measured data for
different depths and predictor groups.

3.2. Defect’s Length Assessment Using the k-NN Algorithm

Figure 13 depicts cluster data plots for various groups of length predictors. It displays
simulation data (used to train the k-NN algorithm) and measurement data for two defect
length types (5 and 7 mm) plotted on a graph.

Table 10 compares the loss function values for the cross-validation classification model
(C-V CM) and the prediction classifier loss of defect length in the tested specimen, cat-
egorized by different predictors. The loss function values pertaining to each frequency,
considered a distinct record, have been presented in brackets for the L-1 and L-2 groups.
The mode of the observed frequency values was identified as the ultimate outcome of the
loss function.

Table 10. Loss function values for the cross-validation classification model (C-V CM) and the
prediction classifier losses of defect length which are categorized by different groups of predictors.
For the L-1 and L-2 groups, the values of the loss function pertaining to each frequency (treated as a
distinct record) are shown in brackets.

Predictors Group
L-1 L-2 L-3 L-4

C-V RM Loss 0.00 (0.10) 0.00 (0.05) 0.00 0.00
Classifier Loss 0.33 0.25 0.42 0.42

Figure 14 illustrates the confusion matrices for the cross-validated classification model,
while Figure 15 shows the confusion matrices for the trained k-Nearest Neighbor classi-
fier model.
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(a) L-1 & L-3 

 

(b) L-2 & L-4 

Figure 13. View of cluster data plots for length estimation for various groups of predictors. The color
represents the defect’s depth, while the circles (O) are simulation (learning) data. The asterisks (*)
represent data for a 5 mm defect, while the squares (�) represent data for a 7 mm defect. In both
groups L-1 and L-3 (a), the defect depth of 5 (*) and 7 (�) mm was equal to 40%. In the case of groups
L-2 and L-4 (b), the 5 mm (*) defect depth was 40%, whereas the 7 mm (�) defect depth was 60%.
Using z-score, all presented data have been normalized.

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 14. Confusion matrices for the cross-validation classification model utilizing simulation data
for different lengths, (a)—matrix for the L-1, L-2, L-3, and L-4 predictors groups, (b)—matrix for the
L-1 group and (c)—matrix for the L-2 group, treating each frequency as a distinct record.
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L-1 

 

L-2 

L-3 L-4 

Figure 15. Confusion matrices for the trained k-NN classification model utilizing measured data for
different lengths and predictor groups.

4. Discussion

The examination outcomes were split into two parts: the assessment of the depth and
the assessment of the length of the defects.

Before parameter estimation of the depth of natural defects, the classifier underwent
training through k-fold cross-validation. Table 8 displays the numerical output of the cost
function concerning consecutive sets of predictors. The values of groups D-1b and D-2 were
identical, while group D-3 exhibited a comparatively lower value. Figure 11 shows that even
for the simulation data cross-validation classification model, for the group of predictors
D-1a and D-1b, the correct classification of defect depth poses a significant challenge. The
D-2 group demonstrates a high level of accuracy in predicting the majority of cases while
consistently encountering an estimation challenge at every level of depth. Group D-3 is
facing a minor issue concerning estimating the deepest and cut-through defects.

Following parameter optimization of the simulation-based prediction model, it was
subsequently employed to predict actual defects in the measured sample. According
to Table 8, the D-2 group exhibited the most accurate prediction of the measurement
data, with all defect depths correctly identified. Both Group D-1a and D-3 exhibited
similar levels of accuracy in accurately categorizing defects. The confusion matrices for
the measurement data of each group are presented in Figure 12. As previously indicated,
Group D-2 accurately categorized all levels of imperfections. Despite exhibiting identical
loss function values, Groups D-1a and D-3 demonstrate distinct behaviors. Regarding the
D-1a group, the error is dispersed among the middle-depth values.
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On the other hand, in the D-3 group, the cut-through (100%) defect is inaccurately
identified, with a rate of 100%. According to Table 9, the issue with group D-3 pertains to
the approximation of measurement data to the theoretical curve outlined in Equation (6).
This problem is particularly noticeable for the most extensive defect sizes. Although there
is a high level of recognition, Table 9 indicates that the regression R2 coefficient of the
shallowest defect of 10% is low. This is attributed to the significant waveform distortions
caused by measurement noise.

Subsequently, an estimation was made regarding the extent of the defect’s length.
Analogously to the aforementioned, Table 10 displays the loss function values for the
cross-validation classification model. All predictor groups effectively classified defects
using k-fold cross-validation simulation data, as illustrated in Figure 14a. For groups L-1
and L-2, the predicted length’s ultimate value was ascertained by identifying the most
frequently occurring value within the set of lengths for subsequent frequencies. Specifically,
the length for each component frequency was estimated for a given defect, and the value
was selected from among them. The loss function values related to individual frequencies
are presented in Table 10 within parentheses and are also visually depicted in Figure 14b
(pertaining to the L-1 group) and Figure 14c (pertaining to the L-2 group). The incorporation
of the defect depth predictor, which is acquired through the preceding depth estimation
stage, is observed to result in a noteworthy improvement in the accurate recognition and
classification of length.

Regarding the estimation of length for actual measured data, it was observed that
the predictor groups L-1 and L-2 exhibited the minimum value of the loss function, which
were 0.33 and 0.25, respectively, as presented in Table 10. The confusion matrices for each
case of the predictor group are depicted in Figure 15. Incorporating the depth parameter
enhances the accurate identification of the length, as evidenced by the data presented. Even
though the loss function in the cross-validation classification model yielded a zero value,
groups L-3 and L-4 exhibited comparatively inferior classification outcomes when applied
to actual data (Figure 15).

Notably, the penetration depth of eddy currents is comparatively shallow at higher
frequencies. Shallow- and deep-seated defects exhibit minimal interaction with eddy
currents, resulting in a signal level measured by the sensor that is comparable to the noise
level. Consequently, estimating the length of these frequencies is challenging, and in some
cases, it may not be feasible. This phenomenon requests consideration in future work.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to apply the k-Nearest Neighbor technique in conjunction with
Pulsed Multifrequency Excitation and Spectrogram Eddy Current Testing (PMFES-ECT)
to efficiently estimate defect parameters in materials. A 3D simulation model of the
measuring sensor was generated to classify defects, and simulated defects with varying
parameters, specifically depth and length, were produced. The simulation data was used
to train a classification model capable of identifying defects in the tested specimen. The
prediction models can be trained using the numerical approach without the need for
experimental data.

The findings from the measurements can be summarized as follows. Firstly, favorable
outcomes were obtained when employing parameters from groups D-2 and D-3 for depth
estimation. However, difficulties were encountered in accurately estimating the defect
depth of 100% (cut-through) within group D-3, primarily due to challenges in approxi-
mating the measured data points to the predefined function, as indicated by the low R2

coefficient of determination. Secondly, the length estimation produced the most effective re-
sults for groups L-1 and L-2. Moreover, incorporating prior depth estimation data enhanced
the accuracy of defect length recognition.

It should be noted that the sample size used in this investigation was limited. Therefore,
employing a broader range of defect types in the sample is recommended for future studies.
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Additionally, conducting computational simulations encompassing diverse defect profiles
would be essential to expand the scope of this detection approach.
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